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resumo A capacidade de um agente se coordenar com outros num sistema é uma
propriedade valiosa em sistemas multi-agente. Agentes cooperam como
uma equipa para cumprir um objetivo comum, ou adaptam-se aos opo-
nentes de forma a completar objetivos egoístas sem serem explorados. In-
vestigação demonstra que aprender coordenação multi-agente é significa-
tivamente mais complexo que aprender estratégias em ambientes com um
único agente, e requer uma variedade de técnicas para lidar com um ambi-
ente onde agentes aprendem simultaneamente. Esta tese procura determinar
como aprendizagem automática pode ser usada para encontrar coordenação
em sistemas multi-agente. O documento questiona que técnicas podem ser
usadas para enfrentar a superior complexidade destes sistemas e o seu de-
safio de atribuição de crédito, como aprender coordenação, e como usar
comunicação para melhorar o comportamento duma equipa.
Múltiplos algoritmos para ambientes competitivos são tabulares, o que im-
pede o seu uso com espaços de estado de alta-dimensão ou contínuos, e
podem ter tendências contra estratégias de equilíbrio específicas. Esta tese
propõe múltiplas extensões de aprendizagem profunda para ambientes com-
petitivos, permitindo a algoritmos atingir estratégias de equilíbrio em ambi-
entes complexos e parcialmente-observáveis, com base em apenas informação
local. Um algoritmo tabular é também extendido com um novo critério de
atualização que elimina a sua tendência contra estratégias determinísticas.
Atuais soluções de estado-da-arte para ambientes cooperativos têm base em
aprendizagem profunda para lidar com a complexidade do ambiente, e ben-
eficiam duma fase de aprendizagem centralizada. Soluções que incorporam
comunicação entre agentes frequentemente impedem os próprios de ser ex-
ecutados de forma distribuída. Esta tese propõe um algoritmo multi-agente
onde os agentes aprendem protocolos de comunicação para compensarem
por observabilidade parcial local, e continuam a ser executados de forma
distribuída. Uma fase de aprendizagem centralizada pode incorporar in-
formação adicional sobre ambiente para aumentar a robustez e velocidade
com que uma equipa converge para estratégias bem-sucedidas. O algoritmo
ultrapassa abordagens estado-da-arte atuais numa grande variedade de am-
bientes multi-agente. Uma arquitetura de rede invariante a permutações é
também proposta para aumentar a escalabilidade do algoritmo para grandes
equipas. Mais pesquisa é necessária para identificar como as técnicas pro-
postas nesta tese, para ambientes cooperativos e competitivos, podem ser
usadas em conjunto para ambientes mistos, e averiguar se são adequadas a
inteligência artificial geral.
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abstract The ability for an agent to coordinate with others within a system is a
valuable property in multi-agent systems. Agents either cooperate as a team
to accomplish a common goal, or adapt to opponents to complete different
goals without being exploited. Research has shown that learning multi-agent
coordination is significantly more complex than learning policies in single-
agent environments, and requires a variety of techniques to deal with the
properties of a system where agents learn concurrently. This thesis aims to
determine how can machine learning be used to achieve coordination within
a multi-agent system. It asks what techniques can be used to tackle the
increased complexity of such systems and their credit assignment challenges,
how to achieve coordination, and how to use communication to improve the
behavior of a team.
Many algorithms for competitive environments are tabular-based, prevent-
ing their use with high-dimension or continuous state-spaces, and may be
biased against specific equilibrium strategies. This thesis proposes multiple
deep learning extensions for competitive environments, allowing algorithms
to reach equilibrium strategies in complex and partially-observable environ-
ments, relying only on local information. A tabular algorithm is also extended
with a new update rule that eliminates its bias against deterministic strate-
gies. Current state-of-the-art approaches for cooperative environments rely
on deep learning to handle the environment’s complexity and benefit from a
centralized learning phase. Solutions that incorporate communication be-
tween agents often prevent agents from being executed in a distributed
manner. This thesis proposes a multi-agent algorithm where agents learn
communication protocols to compensate for local partial-observability, and
remain independently executed. A centralized learning phase can incorporate
additional environment information to increase the robustness and speed with
which a team converges to successful policies. The algorithm outperforms
current state-of-the-art approaches in a wide variety of multi-agent envi-
ronments. A permutation invariant network architecture is also proposed
to increase the scalability of the algorithm to large team sizes. Further re-
search is needed to identify how can the techniques proposed in this thesis,
for cooperative and competitive environments, be used in unison for mixed
environments, and whether they are adequate for general artificial intelli-
gence.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Multi-agent systems (MAS) are composed of multiple entities interacting with each other
and the environment. A team of distributed agents can solve problems that would otherwise
be difficult or even impossible for monolithic systems. A large number of MAS examples can
be found, such as robotic or swarm navigation [1, 2, 3], distributed target tracking [4, 5, 6, 7],
traffic monitoring [8, 9], spacecraft and satellite formation [10, 11], economics and competitive
negotiation environments [12, 13], distributed sensor networks [14, 15], autonomous robots
[16, 17], or games [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. MAS form the basis of most complex systems
around us, and while MAS research typically focuses on software agents, it also encompasses
robots or even humans.

The goal of MAS research is to emulate the solutions already found in biology and psy-
chology and create autonomous agents that can interact with complex systems. Agents, like
humans and other life forms, act with limited capabilities upon local knowledge, and are ca-
pable of cooperating to reach a desirable global outcome in cooperative environments. MAS
research is focused on finding the optimal individual agent’s policy to reach the global ob-
jective of the system [24]. It uses tools from the fields of game theory, biology, and artificial
intelligence, namely planning, reasoning methods, search methods, and machine learning, in
order to achieve coordination.

Coordination is considered a key characteristic of MAS, and an agent’s capability of coor-
dinating with others constitutes one of its major qualities [25]. In cooperative environments,
coordination consists on harmonizing the interactions of multiple agents, such that a global
plan can be carried out. The global plan, possibly composed of the sum of each agent’s in-
dividual actions, will ideally fulfill the agent’ individual goals or the global objective of the
MAS, as efficiently as possible. In competitive environments, coordination consists on finding
the best strategies that complete an agent’s own goals, while also avoiding being exploited
by adversaries. Eventually, agents may converge to an equilibrium state where changing their
policies will allow others to take advantage of them and eventually worsen their performance.

1.1 Motivation

Recent advancements in deep reinforcement learning have achieved great results in highly
complex single-agent environments [26, 27]. These improvements have stemmed from a recent
increase in hardware capabilities, the re-emergence of artificial neural networks as universal
function approximators, and the development of general reinforcement learning algorithms.
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Neural networks can generalize to new unseen states, and thus can handle complex environ-
ments without needing to explore the environment’s complete state-space [26]. They may
also be viable for transfer learning, through the use of appropriate generalization techniques
[28, 29, 30]. However, most deep learning algorithms are computationally expensive and
sample-inefficient, requiring millions of interactions with the environment to converge to ade-
quate policies. The problem becomes more evident when only commodity hardware is avail-
able, on which some algorithms would take years to achieve state-of-the-art performance, or
when training environments are not performance-oriented and become performance bottle-
necks.

Despite the success of single-agent approaches, various research efforts [31, 32, 33] have
shown that achieving coordination in MAS remains a complex challenge with open questions.
A popular technique for learning in MAS is to apply single-agent reward-based learning al-
gorithms to each independent agent and demonstrate that successful policies can be learned
with implicit coordination [34]. However, theoretical convergence guarantees offered by single-
agent algorithms are lost, as the vast majority of reward-based learning algorithms assumes
a stationary environment [35]. In a MAS, since agents must take into account the remaining
agents’ policies, which can also adapt their behavior, and agents face a moving target problem
in a non-stationary environment. Another solution to this consists on the use of a central
entity that controls all agents simultaneously, effectively making the environment single-agent
[36]. Despite this, many environments require agents to be executed in a decentralized man-
ner, independently with only their own local observation of the environment. Not only that,
but the complexity of the joint-action-space grows exponentially with the amount of agents
in the environment, so this solution is not scalable.

Therefore, when independent learning agents form the basis of the MAS, each agent must
handle all the complexity that exists in a single-agent environment, as well as the additional
issues that arise in the multi-agent paradigm. This includes the underlying environment’s
complexity, its partial-observability, its high-dimensional action-spaces, its non-stationarity,
the possibility of exchanging information with other agents, the structural credit assignment
problem (where each agent must estimate how well it contributed to the task’s completion),
and the convergence to an equilibrium of rational policies.

In cooperative environments, communication is a flexible and general method to achieve
coordination, dependent on inherent communication constraints of the MAS, which allows
agents to share low- and high-level information [37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. This helps compensate for
the partial observability of the environment, reducing the complexity of the task, regardless of
whether the communication protocol was hard-coded [42, 43] or learned by the agents [44, 45].
However, there is no consensus on how best to determine the communication protocol for
any given environment. Another solution for cooperative coordination is for a central referee
to evaluate the entire team’s performance and contribution to the task, stimulating implicit
coordination and lessening the structural credit assignment problem. Because this does not
allow agents to explicitly share information, they may be unable to handle partially-observable
environments.

In competitive environments, agents commonly try to reach the equilibrium that maxi-
mizes their own pay-off without being exploited by their opponents. These policies are often
stochastic and require a probability distribution over the action-space for each state, whereas
many single-agent reward-based learning algorithms can simply exploit a greedy determin-
istic policy. Many competitive multi-agent algorithms [46, 47, 48, 49, 50] have unrealistic
assumptions and require more information than the agent’s own local observations and re-
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wards. Among those that have been shown to converge to the equilibrium policies with only
local information, they are often not general enough [51, 52, 53], have no formal proof of
convergence [53, 54], or are biased against deterministic strategies [54]. Algorithms can also
focus on opponent modeling to adapt accordingly, but it may lead to a recursive loop where
agents sequentially try to adapt to each other’s expected response [55]. Most contributions
in this area focus on single-state games or environments, rely on reinforcement learning, and
are tabular-based, thus becoming unable to handle continuous state-spaces or adapt to new
unseen states in complex games.

Our research question is then twofold. Firstly, is it possible to learn high-level coordinated
strategies with large numbers of communicating agents in complex partially-observable coop-
erative environments, using deep reinforcement learning? Secondly, is it possible to learn con-
vergent policies with equilibrium properties in competitive environments that can be learned
using deep reinforcement learning in complex environments with continuous state-spaces?

1.2 Objectives

This thesis has multiple goals related to learning coordination in multi-agent systems.
Research is conducted on the use of deep learning algorithms to approximate value and

policy functions for complex multi-agent environments, both cooperative and competitive.
While using artificial neural networks as non-linear function approximators discards theoretical
convergence guarantees, we hope to demonstrate that their benefits outweigh their setbacks.
In practical terms, they reduce the complexity of the environment’s state-space found in both
single-agent and multi-agent systems, by generalizing across similar states. New network
architectures that can improve the scalability of deep learning solutions in MAS with large
amounts of agents are also evaluated. The adaptation of existing multi-agent algorithms to
the deep learning paradigm is also considered.

Methods for achieving coordination in both competitive and cooperative scenarios are
researched. In competitive environments, agents are expected to converge to equilibrium
strategies based solely on local observations and rewards. Cooperative environments are not
so restrictive, and a centralized entity can aggregate information from all agents in the learning
phase such that agents converge to coordinated policies. The extension of single-agent deep-
learning algorithms with multi-agent coordination techniques is also evaluated.

Inter-agent communication is a flexible and general way of sharing information. Research
is conducted on how to include it as part of the learning task. The benefits of hard-coded or
self-learned protocols are considered. Agents can then exchange information to improve their
coordination, compensate for local observations in partially-observable environments, and take
advantage of the distributed environment.

The research topics of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

• Deep learning algorithms for complex environments;

• Deep learning architectures for scalability;

• Adapting tabular multi-agent algorithms to deep learning paradigm;

• Equilibrium methods for competitive environments;

• Centralized coordination methods for cooperative environments;
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• Adapting single-agent deep learning algorithms to multi-agent paradigm;

• Learning communication to share relevant information.

Proposals that support, to some extent, the above mentioned properties should prove to
be a valuable contribution of knowledge to the scientific community, namely to the MAS
and machine learning fields. Tests are conducted in multiple and varied environments, and
proposals are evaluated based on their performance, robustness and reliability. Algorithms’
source-code, tests, and parameters are published on-line, such that our results can be easily
corroborated by others.

1.3 Contributions

The research on multi-agent systems for this thesis led to the publication of multiple
scientific papers. These were based on multi-agent extensions of deep learning algorithms,
reinforcement learning environments, and improvements to mixed-policy algorithms.

Following reproducibility guidelines, new algorithms described in these publications have
had their source-code published in on-line repositories. This allows other researchers to have
access to each algorithm’s implementation as well as the tests and environments used to
evaluate it.

[56] D. Simões, N. Lau, and L. P. Reis, Multi-agent Double Deep Q-Networks. In: Progress
in Artificial Intelligence - 18th EPIA Conference on Artificial Intelligence, EPIA 2017,
Oporto, Portugal, September 5-8, 2017. E. Oliveira, J. Gama, Z. Vale, H. Lopes Cardoso
(eds), Lecture Notes in Computer Science, volume 10423. Springer.

This paper focused on the adaptation of a deep learning algorithm to the multi-agent
paradigm, through two opposite approaches. Their performance were evaluated, as well as
their generality to harder tasks and larger teams. The algorithm’s source-code and tests can be
found at https://github.com/david-simoes-93/Multi-agent-Double-Deep-Q-Networks.

[57] D. Simões, N. Lau, and L. P. Reis, Mixed-Policy Asynchronous Deep Q-Learning. In:
Third Iberian Robotics Conference, ROBOT 2017, Seville, Spain, November 22-24, 2017.
A. Ollero, A. Sanfeliu, L. Montano, N. Lau, and C. Cardeira (eds), Advances in Intelli-
gent Systems and Computing, volume 694. Springer.

This paper focused on the adaptation of several multi-agent tabular algorithms to the deep
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This paper focused on improving a tabular equilibrium algorithm, to address one of its
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These papers focused on the adaptation of a deep learning algorithm to the multi-agent
paradigm through the use of learned communication and a centralized evaluator. Its perfor-
mance was evaluated in complex environments, which require communication and coordination
to be completed, despite said communication channels being noisy. The algorithm’s source-
code and tests can be found at https://github.com/david-simoes-93/A3C3.

[67] A. Abdolmaleki, D. Simões, N. Lau, L. P. Reis, and G. Neumann, Contextual Relative
Entropy Policy Search with Covariance Matrix Adaptation. In: 2016 International Con-
ference on Autonomous Robot Systems and Competitions, ICARSC 2016, Bragança,
Portugal, May 4-6, 2016. IEEE.

[68] A. Abdolmaleki, D. Simões, N. Lau, L. P. Reis, and G. Neumann, Learning a Humanoid
Kick with Controlled Distance. In: Robot World Cup XX, RoboCup 2016, Leipzig,
Germany, June 30 to July 3, 2016. S. Behnke, R. Sheh, S. Sarıel, D. D. Lee (eds),
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, volume 9776, Springer.

[69] S. M. Kasaei, D. Simões, N. Lau, and A. Pereira, A Hybrid ZMP-CPG Based Walk
Engine for Biped Robots. In: Third Iberian Robotics Conference, ROBOT 2017, Seville,
Spain, November 22-24, 2017. A. Ollero, A. Sanfeliu, L. Montano, N. Lau, and C.
Cardeira (eds), Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, volume 694. Springer.

[70] A. Abdolmaleki, D. Simões, N. Lau, L. P. Reis, and G. Neumann, Contextual Direct
Policy Search with Regularized Covariance Matrix Estimation, in "Journal of Intelligent
& Robotic Systems", November, 2019. Springer.

The research on optimization techniques performed within the FCPortugal3D team led to
the publication of additional scientific papers. These were based on developing an optimization
algorithm that matches the performance of other state-of-the-art black-box optimizers, within
a contextual setting, and using it to optimize kick and walking behaviors for agents in the
team.

The work performed for the FCPortugal3D team in RoboCup’s 3D Simulated Soccer
League has also led to prizes in multiple competitions. In 2016, FCPortugal3D ranked first
in the Portuguese Roboticos Open 2016 and third in the 20th RoboCup International Com-
petition. In 2017, FCPortugal3D ranked second in the Portuguese Roboticos Open 2017 and
seventh in the 21st RoboCup International Competition. In 2018, FCPortugal3D ranked sec-
ond in the Portuguese Roboticos Open 2018 and third in the 22nd RoboCup International
Competition. In 2019, FCPortugal3D ranked third in the Portuguese Roboticos Open 2019
and sixth in the 23rd RoboCup International Competition.

1.4 Thesis Structure

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 reviews important concepts and background information regarding multi-agent

reward-based learning, including single-agent reward-based learning, deep learning, Markov
decision processes, and multi-agent learning. It also conducts a thorough analysis of the cur-
rent state-of-the-art in mixed-policy learning, reward-based deep learning, and multi-agent
reward-based learning. Chapter 3 lists adequate test-beds for multi-agent algorithms, includ-
ing single-state game-theoretic games, complex single-agent environments, and multi-agent
environment suits with various differing properties.
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Chapter 4 proposes MADDQN, an adaptation of the Deep Q-Networks algorithm (a single-
agent deep-learning method) to the multi-agent paradigm, using independent and joint-action
approaches. The adaptation is evaluated on its performance and generality to harder tasks
and larger teams, on fully-observable environments.

Chapter 5 extends several mixed-policy tabular algorithms for competitive environments
to the deep learning paradigm. The original algorithms allow agents to converge to equi-
librium strategies with only local information. Their extended versions are evaluated and
compared in game-theoretic environments and in a multi-state game with noisy observations,
evaluating whether they maintain their convergence properties and how robust they are to
hyper-parameter changes. Chapter 6 proposes ABWPL, an extension to the WPL algorithm
with a new update rule that avoids asymptotic convergence in specific cases, and maintains
WPL’s behavior in the remainder of scenarios. The extension is compared against the algo-
rithms described in the previous chapter in a wide set of game-theoretic environments.

Chapter 7 proposes A3C3, a multi-agent deep-learning actor-critic algorithm, where a
centralized learning phase allows agents to robustly converge to coordinated policies while
simultaneously learning communication protocols. The chapter also describes a permutation
invariant network architecture for deep learning algorithms. A3C3 supports distributed execu-
tion, partially-observable environments, large teams, and noisy communication, and is robust
to hyper-parameter changes. It is evaluated in a large set of multi-agent environments with
different properties, outperforming other state-of-the-art options.

Finally, Chapter 8 draws our conclusions and lists future work directions.
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Chapter 2

Multi-Agent Reward-Based Learning

There are many successful applications of MAS in the real world. Such systems include
a set of autonomous agents with a common environment, independently perceived by each
agent, which acts according to its goals. In most situations, agents are required to interact
with other agents (e.g., robots interacting with humans or other robots) in order to solve a
given problem. MAS research focuses on building a system with multiple independent agents,
and how to coordinate them [71]. Agents can have a common goal, and work as team, or
conflicting agendas, and work against each other to achieve their own goal.

Multi-Agent Reward-Based Learning (MARL) is the discipline that focuses on models
where agents dynamically learn policies through interaction with the environment. Some
literature uses the term reinforcement learning instead of reward-based learning, but Panait et
al. [72] have noted that the former term is used in two different contexts: the learning class
(comparable to supervised and unsupervised learning); and a family of dynamic programming
learning algorithms (such as Q-Learning or Sarsa). To avoid confusion, this thesis uses reward-
based learning when addressing the learning class.

Common approaches to MARL are based on the concept of rational agents [73]. Russell
et al. [74] define an agent as anything that can perceive and act upon the environment, which
includes human beings, animals, robots or even software. An agent that optimizes its behavior
based on a measure of performance is called rational. The goal of MARL research is to find
methods to build autonomous rational agents who operate on local knowledge with limited
abilities, but are able to learn and solve complex problems in a system composed of multiple
agents [24].

MARL has several advantages over the single-agent counterpart. Parallel computation
leads to speedups in the learning phase, as well as scalable and robust execution when agents
can exploit the decentralized structure of the task [34]. Agents can also use experience sharing
for similar agents to learn faster and better, through communication [75], teaching [76, 77], or
imitation [78, 79]. Finally, some MAS tasks require decentralized and independent execution,
and cannot be completed from a single-agent perspective.

However, there are many open issues and challenges to MARL [80, 81]. In multi-agent
or non-static environments, the theoretical guarantees common in most single-agent RL al-
gorithms are lost. Since multi-agent learning consists on learning a policy in the presence
of other agents, which are out of our control, and these other agents may also adapt, then
the optimal policy may change as learning is performed. This is known as a moving target
problem [82]. The definition of an adequate learning goal is challenging due to the trade-off
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between having a convergent and stable algorithm against one that can adapt to other agents’
behavior. The matter of communication helps decreasing the locality of information for each
agent, but there is no consensus about what, how, when and why to communicate. Finally, the
fundamental issue of MARL is the coordination problem or, in other words, how can multiple
agents coordinate to form an optimal joint behavior.

This chapter now describes the Reward-Based Learning class, compares single- and multi-
agent systems, and presents the Markovian properties that formally describe MARL environ-
ments. It then shows examples of MAS, their taxonomy, some concepts and definitions, and
currently open challenges. Finally, it lists related work and state-of-the-art in the field of
MARL.

2.1 Reward-Based Learning

Reward-based Learning (RL) is a sub-field of machine learning, whose goal is to control a
system that maximizes a numerical-representation of a long-term objective [83]. There is at
least one agent, which behaves as the learner, and the environment with which they interact.
Agents select and perform actions on the environment, which then reaches a new state, from
which agents take an observation, and possibly a reward associated with that transition. This
can be seen in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, for both single- and multi-agent systems, respectively.

Action at

Agent

Environment

Reward rtObservation Ot

Ot+1

rt+1

Figure 2.1: The RL cycle for single-agent systems [84]. At time-step t, the agent
executes action at upon the environment, and obtains reward rt+1 and observation
Ot+1. This process is repeated until the environment reaches a terminal state.

This paradigm has received immense interest in late years, with super-human results on
classical games, like Chess, Shogi, and Go [21], and on modern videogames, like Atari 2600
games [26], Dota2 [20], and StarCraft II [19]. This chapter now describes both single- and
multi-agent perspectives on the Reward-Based Learning field.

2.2 Single-Agent Systems

In a single-agent system, there is a single learner trying to find the optimal policy that
maximizes the obtained rewards. Two classical approaches have been used in these problems,
Value Iteration, and Policy Iteration. Policy iteration relies on evaluating and improving a
policy, two processes which are repeated until convergence has been achieved. This is shown
in Algorithm 1.
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Figure 2.2: The RL cycle for MAS [84], with J agents. At time-step t, each
agent j executes action ajt upon the environment, composing the joint-action At.
After this, each agent j obtains reward rjt+1 and observation Ojt+1. This process
is repeated until the environment reaches a terminal state.

Value Iteration relies on finding the optimal value function, and extracting a policy from
there, as shown in Algorithm 2.

It can be seen that both algorithms require exhaustive sweeps over the complete state-
space, which is unfeasible for any complex environment. The environment’s state-space is
often unknown to agents, who must repeatedly interact with the environment in order to
extract an adequate policy.

2.2.1 Markov Decision Process

In single-agent RL, the environment of an agent is commonly described by a Markov
Decision Process (MDP). A MDP is a tuple (S,A,P,R), where S is a finite set of possible
states, A is a set of possible actions, P : S × A × S → [0, 1] is a state transition probability
function and R : S ×A× S → R is the associated reward function.

The state st ∈ S describes the environment at time-step t, and can be changed by the
agent through action at ∈ A to state st+1 ∈ S. The transition is based on the state transition
probability P, where P(st, at, st+1) describes the probability of ending in state st+1 when
action at is executed on state st. Agents receive scalar rewards rt according to reward function
R, where rt+1 = R(st, at, st+1) measures the immediate effect of an action, and none of its
long-term effects. Deterministic models are a specialization of this model, where P → {0, 1}.

Agents behave according to a stationary policy π which describes which action to choose
based on a state, π : S × A → [0, 1]. Stationary policies do not evolve over time. The
goal of an agent is to maximize, at each time-step t, the expected discounted return Rt =
E{
∑∞

j=0 γ
jrt+j+1}, where γ ∈ [0, 1] acts as a future reward discount factor, to decrease the

importance of rewards across time, and the expectation E is taken over the probabilities of
the state transitions. The discount factor also bounds the sum to a finite value when γ < 1.
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Input: Set of states S, set of actions A, future reward discount factor γ, state transition probability function
P(s, a, s′), reward function R(s, a, s′), randomly initialized value function V (s), and randomly initialized policy
π(s).

1: repeat
2: {Policy Evaluation}
3: repeat
4: for all s ∈ S do
5: V (s)←

∑
s′∈S P(s, π(s), s′)(R(s, π(s), s′) + γV (s′))

6: end for
7: until V (s) converges
8:

9: {Policy Improvement}
10: for all s ∈ S do
11: π(s)← argmaxa

∑
s′∈S P(s, a, s′)(R(s, a, s′) + γV (s′))

12: end for
13: until π(s) converges
Output: An accurate value function V (s), and an optimal policy π(s).

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for the Policy Iteration algorithm [84].

Input: Set of states S, set of actions A, future reward discount factor γ, state transition probability function
P(s, a, s′), reward function R(s, a, s′), and randomly initialized value function V (s).

1: repeat
2: for all s ∈ S do
3: V (s)← maxa

∑
s′∈S P(s, a, s′)(R(s, a, s′) + γV (s′))

4: end for
5: until V (s) converges

Output: An accurate value function V (s), and a deterministic policy π(s) such that
π(s) = argmaxa

∑
s′∈S P(s, a, s′)(R(s, a, s′) + γV (s′).

Algorithm 2: Pseudo-code for the Value Iteration algorithm [84].

2.2.2 Partially-Observable Markov Decision Process

A Partially-Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) is a generalization of the above
described MDP, where the agent cannot directly observe the underlying MDP state. Agents
maintain a probability distribution over the possible underlying states, which is based on the
underlying MDP and on the agents’ observations and corresponding probabilities. A POMDP
is a tuple (S,A,P,R, ω,O), where S, A, P, and R have the same definition of the MDP, ω is
the set of observations, and O : ω ×A× S → [0, 1] is a set of observation probabilities.

Like in a MDP, the state st ∈ S describes the environment at time-step t, and can be
changed by the agent through action at ∈ A to state st+1 ∈ S. Agents then observe ot+1 ∈
ω with probability O(ot+1, at, st+1). Based on these, agents try to maximize the expected
discounted return Rt.

2.2.3 Q-Learning and SARSA

Depending on whether the algorithms learn or use information about the underlying envi-
ronment model, they can be divided into model-free and model-based algorithms. Model-based
algorithm try to model the environment and plan a policy based on that model, while model-
free algorithms learn a policy without explicitly modeling the environment, usually being more
sample-inefficient.

Q-Learning is a classical example of a model-free algorithm, which learns an action-value
policy by exploring the underlying MDP, learning a value-function, and provably converging
to an optimal policy. It is shown in Algorithm 3.
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Input: Future reward discount factor γ, learning rate η, randomly initialized Q-function Q(s, a), maximum time-step
value Tmax, exploration policy π.

1: repeat
2: Reset the environment and sample initial state s0
3: Time-step t← 0
4: repeat
5: Sample action at according to exploration policy π
6: Take action at
7: Sample reward rt and new state st+1

8: Q(st, at)← (1− η)Q(st, at) + η(rt +

{
0 for terminal state st+1

γmaxaQ(st+1, a) otherwise
)

9: st ← st+1

10: t← t+ 1
11: until t > Tmax or terminal st.
12: until Q converged.
Output: An accurate Q-function Q(s, a).

Algorithm 3: Pseudo-code for the Q-Learning algorithm [84].

Algorithms can be further divided by being on- or off-policy, depending on whether the
value function being estimated depends on the policy generating the data or not. While
Q-learning is off-policy, algorithms like SARSA, shown in Algorithm 4, are on-policy.

Input: Future reward discount factor γ, learning rate η, randomly initialized Q-function Q(s, a), maximum time-step
value Tmax, exploration policy π.

1: repeat
2: Reset the environment and sample initial state s0
3: Sample action a0 according to exploration policy π
4: Time-step t← 0
5: repeat
6: Take action at
7: Sample reward rt and new state st+1

8: Sample action at+1 according to exploration policy π

9: Q(st, at)← (1− η)Q(st, at) + η(rt +

{
0 for terminal state st+1

γQ(st+1, at+1) otherwise
)

10: st ← st+1

11: t← t+ 1
12: until t > Tmax or terminal st.
13: until Q converged.
Output: An accurate Q-function Q(s, a).

Algorithm 4: Pseudo-code for the SARSA algorithm [84].

When the state- or action-space grows very large, function approximation techniques are
required to converge to solutions within reasonable time. Models like Artificial Neural Net-
works can handle high-dimensional state-spaces, and also generalize to new unseen states [26],
while Monte-Carlo search methods help explore high-dimensional search-spaces.

2.3 Deep Learning

Deep Neural Networks are powerful non-linear function approximators and have recently
become a popular approach to visual domains, such as image classification [85, 86]. In reward-
based learning, a network V (st, θ) with weights θ approximates the optimal value function
V (st, θ) ≈ V ∗(st) for any state st, thus reducing the complexity of the learning problem and
generalizing to possibly unseen states. The networks are used as an end-to-end differentiable
algorithm, and approximate the value function solely based on the environment’s state and the
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expected rewards. The universal approximation theorem [87] states that deep neural networks
with at least one hidden layer and a non-linear activation function can provably approximate
any function with arbitrary precision.

At its core, a neural network is a directed graph where nodes represent neurons and are
divided into an input layer, an output layer, and one or more hidden layers [88], as can be seen
in Figure 2.3. How many hidden layers are necessary to distinguish between deep and shallow
neural networks is not clearly defined. Each edge of the graph between nodes i and j has a
weight wij and each node j outputs value xj = σ(x−j ), where σ is a predetermined activation
function, and x−j =

∑I
i=1wij×xi is the weighted sum of the node j’s I input synapses. These

input synapses, in a fully connected layer for example, consist on all the nodes of the previous
layer, and possibly an additional node with value 1 called the bias, all multiplied by their
corresponding weight.

...

Hidden
Layer 1

Hidden
Layer NInput

Layer
Output
Layer

Figure 2.3: An example of a deep neural network with a fully-connected architec-
ture and N hidden layers. Each node is connected to all the nodes in the next
layer.

Neural networks are trained through backpropagation, where the weights θ of the network
are optimized based on the partial derivatives ∂L

∂θ of a loss function L with respect to the
weights. They require several hyper-parameters to be defined. These include an amount N of
hidden layers, nodes I in each layer, and activation function σ of each layer; a type for each
layer, which defines how it is connected to other layers; an initializer, which defines how the
initial weights are randomly generated; an optimizer, which calculates the gradients applied
to each weight; a loss function, which defines the network’s error; a learning rate η, used by
the optimizer to define the size of the gradient updates; and a batch size n, which defines the
size of batches of samples, thus taking advantage of hardware to speed-up the training. Many
of these depend on the problem and are often defined based on intuition.

For layer types, the most common are fully-connected, where all nodes from a layer N
connect to all nodes of layer N +1; convolutional [85], mostly used in image processing, where
a kernel (a small set of weights) processes many smaller portions of the layer in order to
capture spacial dependencies; recurrent, mostly used when the network input has temporal
dependencies, where the output of a layer N connect to the input of a previous layer N−i, i ≥
0; and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [89], a type of recurrent layer, where a state is saved
at time-step t and used in time-step t + 1, and where the formula to save the state is also
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Table 2.1: Common neural network activation functions.

Name Function

ReLU [90] σ(x) =

{
0 if x < 0

x otherwise

ELU [91] σ(x, α) =

{
α(ex − 1) if x < 0

x otherwise
Logistic σ(x) = ex

ex+1

Hyperbolic Tangent σ(x) = ex−e−x
ex+e+x

Linear σ(x,m) = mx

Table 2.2: Common neural network loss functions.

Name Function
Mean Absolute Error 1

n

∑n
i=1 |yi − y∗i |

Mean Squared Error 1
n

∑n
i=1(yi − y∗i )2

Negative Log Likelihood − 1
n

∑n
i=1 log(yi) for all correct classes

Cross Entropy − 1
n

∑n
i=1[y

∗
i log(yi) + (1− y∗i ) log(1− yi)]

optimized through backpropagation. It is possible to extract temporal dependencies with only
fully-connected layers by aggregating multiple time-steps as the network input [26].

Non-linear activation functions allow the network to approximate non-linear functions.
The most common are described in Table 2.1. Depending on the used functions, different
issues may arise, like vanishing or exploding gradients, where gradients in initial layers tend
to 0 or to infinity, respectively, or the dying ReLU problem, where negative weights have no
gradient and cannot be optimized further.

An initializer describes how weights are initially generated for the network. While they are
often based on a normal or uniform distribution, the Glorot initializer [92] takes into account
the amount of input and output units between layers such that the variance of each layer’s
weights remains the same. This helps with the vanishing or exploding gradients problems,
and allows networks with many hidden layers to be optimized within a reasonable amount of
time.

An optimizer is used to define how the network’s weights are updated at each step. The
most common is Stochastic Gradient Descent [93], where random samples are selected and
gradients are computed based on them. Those gradients are then multiplied by a learning
rate η and applied to the network’s weights θ. The learning rate is a hyper-parameter that
depends on the network architecture and problem, and many optimizers [94, 95, 96] use an
adaptive learning rate technique.

A loss function L measures the error between a target y∗ and the network output y, and
is minimized with respect to the network’s weights θ. Common loss function are showed in
Table 2.2. For continuous unconstrained values (like a Q-function), the mean squared error
is a common loss function, while cross-entropy is often used when optimizing probability
distributions.

Deep neural networks, however, are prone to over-fitting, and require specific techniques to
avoid it, such as dropouts [97], or random experience replay [26]. Their results are also often
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difficult to interpret [98], and when the network is not able to approximate a given function,
pinpointing the cause of the problem is often not trivial.

2.4 Multi-Agent Systems

The field of Multi-Agent Systems focuses on finding methods for building complex systems
with independent and autonomous agents, capable of carrying a desirable global task, despite
operating on local knowledge and having limited capabilities [24]. In other words, MAS
research takes a description of what a system of agents should do, and transforms it into
individual agent behaviors.

MAS approaches the problem with tools and ideas from Game Theory (GT) research
(logical decision making, and mixed-strategy equilibria) and Artificial Intelligence research
(planning, reasoning methods, search methods, and machine learning). MAS, in comparison
with single-agent systems, have the following advantages [71, 73]:

• Parallelization, speedup, and efficiency, particularly in tasks that can be decomposed
into several subtasks, which are then handled asynchronously by the agents;

• Fault tolerance and robustness, since the system suffers a gradual degradation as agents
fail, instead of completely stopping;

• Scalability, since more agents can be added to the MAS, in order to increase the paral-
lelization of the system;

• Geographical spread-out, when agents are at different locations;

• Better performance over cost ratio, since it is usually cheaper to scale horizontally than
scale vertically;

• Simplicity and re-usability, since developing and maintaining modular systems is often
easier than monolithic ones.

The inherent complexity of problems in MAS makes hand-tuned solutions overly difficult,
as opposed to automated machine learning solutions [72]. These focus on allowing agents
to learn on their own how to solve a problem, and have become a popular solution to MAS
problems.

2.4.1 Taxonomy

MAS can be classified across several dimensions, and authors have provided different tax-
onomies [72], including dimensions such as communication topology, range and throughput,
team composition and reconfigurability, processing ability of individual agents, agent homo-
geneity (also known as agent invariance [99]), control architectures, input and output capaci-
ties, among others. For a well-organized and flexible taxonomy, this chapter use Vlassis et al.’s
[73] categories, Design, Environment, Perception, Control, Knowledge, and Communication,
and a final Learning category.
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Design

The design category is based on the characteristics of each individual agent. It is related
with and encompasses the other categories to some extent. From a design perspective, agents
can be either homogeneous or heterogeneous, across several areas: goals, costs of failure and
acting, time constraints, and model and action architectures.

Agents can have the same exact goals (cooperative task), completely opposite objectives
(competitive task) or simply different rewards (mixed task). Based on the goals, the task can
be cooperative, competitive or mixed. Agents can also have static or dynamic goals, which
evolve over time, usually based on some condition. Adversarial algorithms can describe their
agents as being in a single-agent adversarial environment (because the agent is against all
others). However, we follow their most intuitive description, and instead describe agents as
being in stationary environments against learning opponents, and governed by multi-agent
competitive algorithms.

The cost of failure and acting of agents is a characteristic related with the sampling effi-
ciency of algorithms. While simulated or software-based systems usually have no associated
acting cost (aside from time), real-life robotic agents have both maintenance, time and resource
costs, which in turn leads to a smaller degree of freedom when learning optimal strategies.

The cost of failure is usually associated with the reward function, in the sense that failing
the task will decrease the overall reward. However, real-time or safety-critical systems have
failure consequences whose effect extends beyond the reward-function, usually in terms of
human lives. This failure cost may not always be modeled in terms of a reward function
penalty.

Agents can also have time constraints in their tasks, after which the task’s value is de-
creased or even void. Like the failure cost, time constraints are usually associated with the
agent’s reward function, but they may not always be modeled in such a way.

The model of the agent comprises both its hardware and software. Regarding hardware,
agents can have different robotic shapes, parts, or mechanisms, ranging from small humanoid
Nao robots to large tracked robots. This impacts not only their possible set of actions,
but also their perception modules. Regarding software, agents may have different decision
logic, behavior policies or even structures, such as reactive or deliberative architectures. This
impacts their behavior and their knowledge regarding themselves, other agents, or the world.

The action architecture of the agents is related to their physical model and describes the
set of actions of the agent. The same hardware model usually implies the same action model.
The opposite, however, is not true, since different hardware models (such has having 4 and
5 wheels) may have identical action models (walking forward and backwards). The action
architecture may also be discrete (common in reward-based learning) or continuous (common
in physical control tasks).

Environment

The environment category is based on the characteristics of the world and the team of
agents.

The agent team has a specific number of agents, which can be static (always the same
number of agents) or varying (agents can enter and leave the world at any time). Agents
in the team also have specific starting location definitions, such as randomized, identical, or
agent-based.
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There are two environment types, static and dynamic. A static environment, which is only
changed through agent interaction, is assumed in the vast majority of the literature, since it
allows single-agent RL algorithms to provably converge. Dynamic environments, on the other
hand, can behave against the agents in a competitive manner during the learning phase, which
causes no optimal strategy to be found by the agents. In MAS, since other agents’ actions
(which may not be known) are interacting with the environment, a static environment for the
team is not static for each individual agent.

Environments can also be classified based on their observability. Agents can either perceive
the full environment state (usually only in simulated or abstract environments), or a partial
environment observation. The observation is usually incomplete when compared with the
environment state.

Perception

The perception category is based in the input modules of the robot and encompasses the
aspects of any observation the agent can make about its surroundings. This includes any input
regarding environment state, the other agents’ states and its own state.

As discussed in the previous section, agents can perceive complete environment states
or their corresponding partial observations. With partially-observable environments, agents
may have to rely on others’ knowledge. In a POMDP, agents need to maintain a probability
distribution about the possible states, based on their observations and their probabilities [34].
This raises issues related with sensor fusion (how to optimally combine the agent’s perceptions)
and decision making under partial observability (which can be an intractable problem).

Regardless of whether agents observe the environment’s state or a partial observation, they
can also perceive local perspectives with spatial (at different locations), temporal (arriving at
different times) and semantic (with different interpretations) differences. In order to obtain a
global perspective, an additional logic step is necessary to merge information with spatial and
time differences from other agents.

Examples on the combinations of global/local perspectives and fully/partially observable
environments are shown in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Examples of environments with different observation and perspective
properties.

Local Perspective Global Perspective
Fully Observ-
able

Multiagent Particle Envs [23]:
agents perceive the game state in
relation to themselves

Chess: agents perceive the game
state from a global perspective

Partially Ob-
servable

Ciber-Mouse [18]: agents sense a
small area around themselves

StarCraft II [100]: agents ob-
serve revealed parts of the map
from a global bird’s-eye view

The observed states may also differ to each agent, in the sense that each perceptor usually
has an associated noise. Coordination between agents with noisy beliefs can be improved by
using communication to increase the consistency of information [101].
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Control

The control category relates to how the agents are controlled in the MAS. Agents can
be fully autonomous and distributed (each agent controls itself), or, on the other extreme,
human-assisted through a central entity. We are interested in the former, where distributed
agents are fully autonomous and must learn how to coordinate. Control methods depend
particularly on the task type (cooperative, competitive, or mixed), and they tackle the coor-
dination problem as a means to complete a task. Coordination problems commonly include
resource management, where actions are interdependent due to limited resources, and sched-
ule coordination, where time and agents are themselves resources, and require a coordinated
effort from a MAS.

Coordination can be explicit or implicit [102, 103]. Explicit coordination relies on informa-
tion sharing through communication of beliefs [39], objectives [40], or intentions [41], to other
agents. Beliefs are world state information, objectives (or goals) are high level task objectives,
intentions are low level objectives to achieve a goal (they may change while the goal usually
remains the same).

In the implicit form of information sharing, agents interact with the environment, and
use knowledge about the capabilities of other agents [104] to achieve the desired collective
performance. Information is shared through intelligent perception (observing the other agents
to interpret their intentions), active interaction (being sensed, pushing agents, or changing
their state), or stygmergy (environment interaction). Stygmergy falls under the active category
(changing the environment so its sensing is different for other agents), and passive stygmergy
(changing the environment so that it behaves differently for other agents).

Though explicit and implicit coordination each have their own benefits and weaknesses, the
less an agent depends on shared information, and the more flexible it is when faced with on-line
problem-solving and coordination knowledge, the better it can adapt to changing environments
[102]. In fact, the combination of implicit coordination with beliefs exchange has been reported
to yield better performance than explicit coordination with intentions communication alone
[105], on scenarios with communication loss.

Both these coordination methods can rely on social conventions (or roles) to simplify the
problem. Roles can either be static, if they are maintained throughout the task, or dynamic,
if they can change according to the situation. If all roles are equal and static, the agents are
homogeneous; otherwise, if there is some ordering of agents, the agent structure is hierarchical.
A particular case of the hierarchical structure is when there is a single leader, which can act
as a central decision unit. Roles may also be very specific or general, depending on the agent
capabilities, and may be used to assign an order of importance to agents to break ties.

Knowledge

The knowledge category is related to how aware are agents of the task, themselves, and
the remaining agents. It includes the definitions of common knowledge, domain knowledge,
and agent knowledge.

Just like with perception, knowledge can be specialized or redundant, based on whether
there is common knowledge between the agents or not. The fact p is common knowledge
(also known as shared knowledge) if everybody knows p, and everybody knows that everybody
knows p, and everybody knows that everybody knows that everybody knows p, infinitely [41].

Domain knowledge is a priori knowledge about the task or the environment. It can
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be represented as initial solutions or predefined Q-functions to solve a task in model-free
approaches [67], and is the basis for model-based approaches, common in the game theoretic
perspective [41]. Informative reward functions can also reward promising behaviors rather
than only the achievement of the goal [34].

The agents of the system can also be modeled in terms of states, goals, possible actions and
knowledge. This knowledge about the remaining agents can be model-based, where agents can
learn the allied and opponent’s strategy and devise a best response, or be model-free, where
agents learn a strategy of their own that does well with team members against opponents,
without explicitly learning the allied or opponent’s strategy.

With homogeneous agents, modeling is trivial; all agents behave and know exactly the
same about each other. With heterogeneous agents, modeling can be done with communica-
tion (if agents are honest and understand each other), but it is not a feasible approach, since
enemies are not expected to communicate their strategy in common scenarios. Without com-
munication, modeling can only be done through observation. One of the earliest examples of
this is Fictitious Play [106], from the Evolutionary Game Theory environment, where different
opponent strategies are counted and the opponent is assumed to choose any of the strategies
with a given probability (a mixed strategy). The probabilities are estimated based on the
frequency of each strategy, and a corresponding counter-strategy is chosen. When agents are
non-cooperative, these knowledge sharing techniques and deductions might not be accurate,
or even possible. Agents must also consider the other agent’s knowledge in their decision
making (which may become a recursive problem, where every agent knows a fact, every agent
knows that every other agent knows this fact, and so on).

Finally, knowledge can also be extracted and incorporated off-line. After each game, some
systems allow agents to extract global information, and enemy agents’ actions and strategies,
through game replays. Other systems allow agents to fully communicate in off-line situations
while acting autonomously with little to no communication during the task. These are known
as Periodic Team Synchronization (PTS) systems [40], and allow shared knowledge to be
defined.

Communication

The communication category encompasses all communication related characteristics. At
one end of the spectrum, agents cannot share information in any way. At the other, agents
can communicate all information instantly to all agents (similar to a hive-mind). However,
communication usually has a size and spatial limit, as well as delays and reliability issues.
When self-interested agents interact, information may be purposely fake. With cooperative
agents, communication of beliefs [39], objectives [40], or intentions [41] is a strong coordination
mechanism, based on information sharing.

Communication is usually blackboard- [107] or message-based [108]. Blackboard commu-
nication uses a common information space (the blackboard) to make information available to
all agents without the need for direct communication between them. It is a low-overhead and
simple architecture, with central and distributed models. The central blackboard is a unique
information space for all agents, which may become a performance bottleneck. The distributed
blackboard has several sub-blackboards, each handling a group of agents. Agents are organized
according to some algorithm and communicate with members of the same category through
their respective sub-blackboard.

Message-based communication, on the other hand, relies on direct communication, by
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sending messages from agent to agent. If specific targets can be chosen as the recipients of
the message, communication is targeted. If messages are sent to all other agents within range,
communication is broadcast. Lau et al. [38] identify four main communication areas, through
which to model message-based broadcast algorithms:

• What to communicate?

• When to communicate?

• Who should be heard at each time?

• How will received messages affect player’s behavior?

The communication protocol, or language, is another part of the communication taxonomy.
Some systems have no defined protocol, which means an optimal one can be directly learned
by the MAS, while others have a rigid protocol defined [42, 43], which may lead to inefficient
message exchanges but decreases the complexity of the learning task. Even when the protocol
is learned, proposals range from learning tabula rasa [44, 45] to deriving languages from symbol
alphabets [109, 110], which may be simpler and still offer enough flexibility for agents to learn
efficient communication.

The category also includes the cost of communication (both in terms of resources and time),
the range (agents may not be able to communicate at long distances), the reliability (messages
can be lost or corrupted), security (messages can be tampered with), conflicts (agents may
not be able to talk at the same time), the size of the message, its delay, among others.

Learning

The learning category encompasses details regarding the optimization algorithms used to
learn optimal strategies and behaviors of the MAS. The used algorithm is one of the main
features of the category, and falls under one of the previously described types (direct policy
search techniques, reinforcement learning algorithm, or a game theoretic algorithm). The
homogeneity of the learning algorithm can also be considered (e.g., all agents learn with the
same algorithm), although there seems to be no obvious advantages in heterogeneous learning
algorithms.

Experience sharing has been a popular approach to allow speed-ups and take advantage of
the distributed setting of MARL. Agents can exchange information through communication
[75], skilled agents may serve as teachers for the learner [76], or learning agents may imitate
skilled agents [78]. The latter two options are only appropriate if there is already an agent
with a (near) optimal policy whose knowledge cannot be shared off-line.

The learning model also determines the generality of the learned policy. If agents from
a large population are randomly matched and learn in response to the expected play within
the population, then a good general policy may be learned. On the other hand, if a fixed
set of agents repeatedly interact with one another, then an over-fitted policy may be learned,
which will likely behave better against that specific set of agents, but worse against the overall
population.

Algorithms can be classified based on how they cope with the non-stationarity of the
environment. Hernandez et al. [31] consider five categories.
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• Ignore - Algorithms that ignore the non-stationary behavior of the environment. If
other agents change their behavior, learned policies with these algorithms are no longer
optimal.

• Forget - Algorithms with the convergence property that adapt to the changing (non-
stationary) behavior of other agents. They continuously learn (and forget), adjusting
their policies to cope with other agents’ behaviors.

• Respond to Target - Algorithms that know (or assume) behaviors from other agents,
and adapt accordingly. However, if assumptions do not hold, these algorithms provide
restricted adaptability suboptimal policies.

• Learn - Algorithms that model other agents and use that model to derive optimal
policies. These algorithms do not consider strategic behaviors of other agents, which
may reason about them.

• Theory of Mind - Algorithms that assume that other agents are performing strategic
reasoning about them, and react accordingly. This reasoning can become recursive ad
infinitum, and computing optimal policies can be impossible.

Finally, the goals of the learning algorithm is taken into account. If agents are learning
against each other, they may not reach a stable policy, but instead adapt and evolve ad eter-
num. Stability and adaptation (or no-regret) are commonly used as algorithm criteria, where
stability essentially means the convergence to a stationary policy, and adaptation ensures that
performance is optimal against stationary opponents [82, 111, 112]. A different set of criteria is
targeted optimality, compatibility, and safety, where targeted optimality is adaptation against
a specific class of opponents (stationary, for example), safety implies the algorithm achieves at
least a minimum reward value, and compatibility means that the algorithm reaches an optimal
Nash equilibrium in self-play [113].

2.4.2 Multi-agent Markov Decision Process

The generalization of a MDP to the multi-agent case is commonly known as a Multi-agent
Markov Decision Process (MMDP), or, in game theoretic literature, as a Stochastic Game
[34].

A MMDP is a tuple (S,A1, . . . , AJ ,P,R1, . . . ,RJ), where S and P hold the same meaning
as before, J is the number of agents, Aj , j = 1, . . . , J is a set of possible actions for agent j,
A is the joint action set A = A1 × . . . × Aj , and Rj : S × A × S → R, j = 1, . . . , J is the
associated reward function of agent j.

The state transitions are the result of the joint-action at ∈ A at time-step t. The joint
policy πt is gathered from the policies πjt : S × Aj → [0, 1], j = 1, . . . , J . If R1 = . . . = Rj ,
all the agents have the exact same goal and the MMDP is fully cooperative. If ∃j 6= i : Rj =
−Ri, i = 1, . . . , J (for all transitions, either agents tie or a single agent wins), the agents have
opposite goals and the MMDP is fully competitive.

2.4.3 Decentralized Partially-Observable Markov Decision Process

The generalization of a POMDP to the multi-agent case is known as a Decentralized
Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (Dec-POMDP). A Dec-POMDP is a tuple
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(S,A1, . . . , Aj ,P,R1, . . . ,Rj , ω1, . . . , ωj , O), where J , A1, . . . , Aj , P, R1, . . . ,Rj , and O hold
the same meaning as before, and ωj , j = 1, . . . , J is the set of observations for agent j.

The state transitions are the result of the joint-action at ∈ A at time-step t. The joint
policy πt is gathered from the policies πjt : ωj×Aj → [0, 1], j = 1, . . . , J . Agents observe ojt+1 ∈
ωj , j = 1, . . . , J with probability O(ojt+1, at, st+1). It has been shown that optimal planning
in Dec-POMDP is provably intractable [114], and in practical terms, requires approximation
methods [115] as a trade-off between accuracy and speed.

2.4.4 Concepts and Definitions

After defining the taxonomy of MARL environments, this chapter introduces some com-
mon definitions and concepts of multi-agent learning literature. These include the stability,
adaptation, no-regret, targeted optimality, compatibility and safety criteria for learning al-
gorithms, Nash Equilibria and Pareto Optimality concepts from GT, and the definitions of
pay-off matrix and mixed strategy.

Nash Equilibria and Pareto Optimality

An important solution in static games, which is often used as a goal for multi-agent algo-
rithms to achieve [34], is the Nash equilibrium [116]. Assume σi∗ to be the best response
of agent i to a vector of opponent strategies. A Nash equilibrium is the joint strategy
{σ1∗, . . . , σn∗} such that each individual strategy is the best response to the others. This
describes a balance where no agent can change its strategy as long as the remaining agents
maintain theirs. Any static game has at least one Nash equilibrium.

The Nash equilibrium is often associated with the Pareto optimality principle. A joint
strategy {σ1∗, . . . , σn∗} is Pareto optimal if there is no other joint strategy {σ′1∗, . . . , σ′n∗}
such that the reward R(σ′i) ≥ R(σi) for all agents i and R(σj) > R(σ′j) for one agent j.
In other words, the strategy is Pareto optimal if there is no other strategy that increases
the reward of at least one agent j without damaging the rewards of any other agent i. In
many strategic games, a Nash equilibrium is not Pareto optimal, and vice-versa (such as the
Prisoner’s Dilemma). However, in identical pay-off games (fully cooperative games whose
rewards are identical for all agents), all Pareto optimal solutions are Nash equilibria [117].
When optimizing multiple objectives, the Pareto Optimality is usually used as a convergence
criterion [118].

Stability, Rationality, and No-Regret

Bowling et al. [82, 111, 112] define three criteria for algorithms to achieve: stability and
either adaptation or no-regret.

Stability, also known as convergence to equilibrium or equilibrium learning, is the require-
ment that algorithms converge to an equilibrium [48, 119]. In other words, the agents’ strate-
gies should eventually stabilize in a coordinated strategy. Algorithms focused on stability are
typically unaware and independent of the other learning agents. Reaching Nash equilibria is
commonly used as a stability goal. Opponent-independent learning is related with stability,
since algorithms converge to a strategy that is part of an equilibrium solution regardless of
what the other agents are doing [34].

Rationality, also known as adaptation or best response learning, is the requirement that
agents converge to a best response when other agents remain stationary. Algorithms that focus
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on adaptation are aware to some extent of the other agents’ behavior and usually model it in
some manner to keep track of their policies [120, 121]. In extreme cases, if stability concerns
are disregarded, algorithms are only tracking and adapting to the behavior of the other agents.
Opponent-aware learning is related with adaptation, since algorithms learn models of the other
agents and react to them using some form of best response [34]. If all agents in a system are
stable and adaptable, they naturally converge on a Nash equilibrium.

An alternative to rationality is the no-regret concept, present in the GIGA-WoLF algorithm
[112], where the agent’s expected average reward is at least as large as the expected average
reward any static strategy could have achieved, for any set of strategies of the other agents.
In other words, the algorithm is performing at least as well as any static strategy.

Stochastic Games

Stochastic Games are dynamic games with stochastic transitions played by one or more
players, and can be modeled through MDP. Stochastic games can be specialized into stage
and repeated games, whose definitions derive from GT [34].

A stage game, also known as a single shot game or static game, is a stateless game, which
can be described through a pay-off matrix if it has only 2 players. Fully competitive stage
games are known as zero-sum games, since the sum of their agents’ reward matrices is a zero
matrix.

A repeated game is a stage game that is played repeatedly by the same agents. Agents
can use the previous game iterations to gather information about the other agents.

Mixed Strategy

A Nash equilibrium is often not a deterministic strategy, but a stochastic one, also known
as a mixed strategy. It maps states to probability distributions over the agents’ actions, as
opposed to greedy policies, where the maximum reward action is always chosen, and prevents
opponents from exploiting a deterministic strategy.

Stochastic strategies are commonly found in non-cooperative stochastic games, and are
more relevant in the MAS environment than in the single-agent one, due to the need for
some solutions to be expressed in terms of stochastic strategies, in order to maintain balance
conditions, such as Nash equilibria. They arise since deterministic strategies can often be
exploited by other agents [82].

Pay-off Matrix

A pay-off matrix represents a game between 2 players where the columns represent n
strategies of one agent, and the rows represent the m strategies of the other agent, as shown
in Table 2.4. In zero-sum games, the rewards for the enemy player are symmetrical to the
friendly player’s, such that the sum of both pay-off matrix would yield a zero matrix, and
hence the name zero-sum game.

A deterministic strategy simply plays action j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} with probability p(j) = 1,
while a mixed strategy (also known as non-deterministic or stochastic strategy) randomly
samples an action according to a probability distribution where at least 2 actions have non-
zero probability.
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Table 2.4: A pay-off matrix for a 2-player game, where one agent has m actions,
and another has n actions. The value a, b represents the points earned by agents
when the corresponding actions are taken. Agents keep a probability distribution
over actions, represented by {α1, . . . , αm} and {β1, . . . , βn}, where

∑m
j=1 αj = 1

and
∑n

j=1 βj = 1.

β1 β2 . . . βn
α1 1,0 0,-1 . . . -1,0
α2 -1,0 0,1 . . . -1,0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
αm 1,0 0,-1 . . . 1,0

2.4.5 Challenges

The MARL field has multiple open problems and challenges, some of which inherited from
single-agent learning [34]. These include the trade-off between exploration and exploitation,
the integration of domain knowledge, problem decomposition, credit assignment and the curse
of dimensionality. The MAS perspective also creates challenges, such as an adequate learning
goal, non-stationary environments, communication, and coordination.

• The exploration and exploitation trade-off consists on the choice to either try out new
actions to measure their effectiveness or exploit actions that are already known to yield
a high reward. If the focus on either one is too strong, learning will yield poor results.

• Integration of domain knowledge is usually in the form of problem modeling or adequate
initial solutions, which have been shown to increase the learning speed of agents.

• Credit assignment, from a single-agent perspective, is based on how to properly reward
agents for their actions when rewards are not immediate, and from a multi-agent per-
spective, is based on how to properly reward agents who did not contribute equally to
the task completion.

• The curse of dimensionality relates to the exponential growth in complexity seen in
POMDP and in MAS.

• Adequate learning goals and non-stationary environments are related to the adaptation
and stability properties of MARL algorithms.

• Communication and coordination arise as the main challenges to solve in the field.

This chapter now describes the most relevant challenges found and some of their current
solutions.

Curse of Dimensionality

Some model-based approaches assume that optimal coordination solutions can be found by
applying a convergent single-agent method to the complete state-action space. Coordination
would arise from each agent’s individual action towards that solution. The curse of dimen-
sionality is defined as the exponential growth of the joint state-action space, when dealing
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with high-dimensional state and action spaces, worsened by the fact that each agent adds its
own variables to the joint state-action space.

Another common cause for the curse of dimensionality is partial observability. It has been
shown that optimal planning under partial observability is provably intractable [114], which
limits the scalability of optimal solutions to low dimensional state and action spaces (e.g.,
low number of agents, simple environments or simple action models) and to a short-sighted
planning model (e.g., only a few time steps). Intractable problems require approximation
methods to reduce the search space before calculating a solution.

Fuzzy Learning [101] has been proposed as a solution to the curse of dimensionality, in
order to reduce the dimension of the search space, while still maintaining enough information
for a high performance algorithm. Coordination graphs [122] have been used in order to reduce
the complexity of the global Q-function into local Q-functions that only depend on the actions
of a subset of agents [123]. In other words, it is simpler to calculate the best local policy with
only agents that can influence it, as opposed to calculating the global effects of all agents in
the system. Busoniu et al. [124] propose adaptive state focus Q-learning, where agents expand
their state space to incorporate states of other agents as needed by the learning task.

Other approaches include the generalization between similar situations and actions through
input generalization and state clustering [125], or the use of parameterized function approxi-
mators (such as neural networks) [126, 127].

Shaping [128] or layered learning [129] can also be used to reduce the complexity of the task
and iteratively find more complex behaviors. Shaping presents simple tasks for the agents and
progressively increases the goal difficulty. Layered learning learns low-level behaviors and uses
them to learn higher complexity behaviors, in an iterative process, until high-level strategies
emerge.

Credit Assignment

The credit assignment problem in single-agent systems, known as temporal credit assign-
ment, is related with how to handle delayed rewards. For example, games that involve dozens
of moves like backgammon only reward the agent at the end of the game, in the form of
victory. As a result, the reward only affects weakly the distant states that led to it. Another
issue is that the reward is equally attributed to all of the moves, regardless of their actual
utility (whether they were good or bad moves).

Q-learning, for example, calculates all the future rewards to take into account how good
are moves (whether they will lead to a strong position or not), and uses a discount factor
γ ∈ [0, 1[, which represents how far should future rewards be taken into account.

The credit assignment problem from a MAS perspective, known as structural credit as-
signment, is related to how players that have not contributed equally to the task completion
should be rewarded. While a part of the team was accomplishing the goal, some agent may
have been standing idly, instead of helping its team members or disturbing the enemy team.
Mataric et al. [125] use two solutions to measure the contribution of each agent to the overall
goal, namely heterogeneous reward functions, in which small sub-goals are recognized and
used to frequently reward learners, and progress estimators, evaluation metrics relative to a
current goal that the agent can estimate. Chang et al. [130] use a causal Kalman filter to rep-
resent the reward due to other agents or external factors, and can separate it from the agent’s
personal reward, in cases where the reward function is deterministic or Gaussian. Other ap-
proaches [131] model a value function and compare, for each agent, the difference between the
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received reward and the expected reward when doing any other action. This allows an agent
to calculate the contribution of their specific action to the overall reward.

Coordination

To find a coordinated joint action, three methods have been commonly used: communica-
tion, social conventions and learning [37].

Communication methods are dependent on the inherent communication constraints of
the MAS, but are general and flexible methods, and allow agents to share low- and high-
level information [38, 39, 40, 41]. They are based on agents informing other agents of state
information (and then assuming their policies), or informing other agents of their intentions,
both of which are a very human-like approach.

Social convention methods are based on hierarchical orderings of the agents and their
actions. Agents calculate, observe, or are informed about the intentions of all higher priority
agents before calculating their own. These methods are general and domain-independent, but
imply common knowledge among the agents. Coordination is only ensured when the intentions
or goals of higher ranked agents are known [34].

Learning-based methods, on the other hand, are model-free and robust approaches, but
may not converge or may take an impractical amount of time to converge to a global optimal
strategy [102]. They use repeated interactions to learn other agent’s behavior and act accord-
ingly. Several problems arise due to the non-stationarity of the environment (since other agents
may be adapting their behavior to the learner’s actions), which causes theoretical guarantees
to be lost [80].

Communication

Communication is one of three methods commonly used to achieve a coordinated joint
plan [37]. It has been shown that it is possible for a MAS to learn communication and a
policy simultaneously [44].

The content of the transmitted information falls under two main categories: informational
(also known as low-level), where world state knowledge, beliefs, useful events and opportunities
are shared [38, 39]; and propositional (also known as high-level), where intentions and goals
are shared [40, 41].

Lau et al. [38] use informational communication with the principles Communicate only
when you have something important to say and Communicate only what is important. The
authors use utility metrics to define the importance of each piece of information, and com-
municate accordingly. Protocols have been hand-developed for knowledge transmission in
message-based communication (such as KIF [132], KQML [42], or COOL [43]), but commu-
nication has also been learned from scratch, where the MAS learns its own protocol [44, 45].

In propositional information exchange, research has focused on goal commitment. Agents
commit to dynamic roles and goals, this way coordinating to solve the task. The GPGP
algorithm [133] allows agents to make commitments to goals, goal characteristics and even to
explicitly negotiate, in order to build domain-independent distributed coordination strategies.
Castelfranchi et al. [134] define three types of commitments in multi-agent environments:
internal (an agent commits to some task), social (an agent commits to helping some other agent
fulfill its goal), and collective (an agent commits to filling some role). Stone et al. [40] compare
collective commitments to locker-room agreements (a type of periodic team synchronization
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model). Authors agree that there must be some sort of negotiation and tie-breaking in goal
commitment, in order to achieve agreement.

2.5 Learning in Multi-Agent Systems

There are many approaches to multi-agent coordination, both with hand-made policies and
with multi-agent learning techniques. Hand-made policies usually rely on domain-knowledge,
and use both situation- and role-based mechanisms [135, 136, 38] to achieve flexibility among
cooperative agents. While they can in fact be very successful, they may be prohibitively
expensive to craft with more complex environments, where the underlying model may not be
fully known or understood.

That being said, even classical machine learning approaches may not achieve successful
policies in MAS. Q-learning, which provably converges to an optimal policy with sufficient
exploration on single-agent systems, does not handle the non-stationarity of the environment
and the conflict of interests between agents, thus losing its theoretical guarantees. However,
it has still been widely used in two main variations to learn successful policies in MAS. The
Independent Q-Learners (IL) algorithm [36] is possibly the simplest multi-agent reinforcement
learning algorithm, in that it consists on having agents learning with single-agent algorithms
and having them learn implicit coordination. Because the environment is not stationary, there
are no theoretical guarantees of convergence, despite having been shown to achieve successful
policies in many different environments [131]. The Joint-Action Learners (JAL) algorithm [36]
instead treats the entire team of agents as a single agent whose action space is the joint-action
of the team. While theoretical guarantees are kept with this model, it has scalability issues
and also may not support decentralized execution (independent agents with local observations
may not compute the same joint-action).

Another issue of Q-learning is its deterministic policies, which may be unable to achieve
equilibrium strategies. Many multi-agent game-theoretic algorithms learn mixed-policies and
have been shown to converge to equilibrium strategies. However, since many of these algo-
rithms are tabular and store state-action representations in tables, without any generalization
to unseen states, they suffer from the curse of dimensionality, and require specific techniques
to decrease the state- and action-spaces. Some techniques [137, 138] exhibit stronger conver-
gence properties by relying on state-based or agent-based lists and counters, which worsens
the problem even further. Many game-theoretic algorithms have also only been evaluated in
the context of single-stage games.

Multi-agent deep learning techniques have been proposed to address many of these issues.
By using a neural network as a non-linear approximator, algorithms are shown to handle
high-dimensional state-spaces [26, 139] and achieve successful policies in complex single- and
multi-agent environments. However, they no longer have theoretical proofs of convergence
[140], and only a few algorithms [131, 23, 44, 141, 142] take advantage of the properties of a
MAS to learn agent policies.

This chapter now provides an overview of relevant or state-of-the-art contributions in
the field, including game theoretic algorithms that achieve equilibrium strategies, single- and
multi-agent deep reward-based learning algorithms based on implicit coordination, and multi-
agent deep learning algorithms that rely on communication. It formally describes the algo-
rithms that we have extended or have based our work on.
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2.5.1 Mixed-Policy Learning

Greedy algorithms like Q-learning cannot converge to a strategy able to play a competitive
game as simple as rock-paper-scissors. Such games require stochastic strategies, where each
action is played with some probability. These can be achieved by stochastic, or mixed-policy,
algorithms with the rationality and convergence properties described in the previous sections.
This section focuses on algorithms in the Forget category, as described in Section 2.4.1.
They consider the non-stationarity of the environment without having unrealistic assumptions
or expectations about other agents. They are also the most well-studied algorithms in the
literature, the most common and general, and they are often computationally inexpensive.

This section further focuses on algorithms that do not require additional information be-
sides their own actions and rewards. While several algorithms have been proven to converge to
Nash equilibria [51, 52], many have assumed knowledge about the underlying game structure
or the optimal Nash Equilibrium [46, 47], or the actions performed by other agents and their
received rewards [48, 49]. In most cases, the environment model is unknown or too complex,
or access to rewards of other non-cooperative agents is not available.

The majority of algorithms are derived from Q-learning [31], and keep track of both Q-
values and of a probability distribution in each state. This probability may tend to a pure
strategy, where the algorithms become the original greedy Q-learning. They often update
their Q-values in the same manner as Q-learning, and introduce different ways of calculating
the policy π. WoLF-PHC [51] introduced the Win or Learn Fast (WoLF) principle, where
different learning rates are used when the agent is winning or losing, a principle also used by
GIGA-WoLF [52]. However, both algorithms have shown problems in more complex games,
such as Shapley’s Game [143]. WPL [54] instead uses a variable learning rate, but has no
formal analysis and proof of convergence. EMA-QL [53] uses two learning rates, and has been
shown to outperform WPL, despite having some difficulties learning simpler games with many
actions and asymmetric probabilities.

When formally defining algorithms, this section maintains the same notations as used
above in the Q-learning algorithm. It additionally uses πt(st) as the policy at time-step t for
state st, representing a vector of probabilities of picking each action, and π̂t(st) as the average
policy at time-step t for state st, representing a policy that changes slower than π. The policy
learning rate at time-step t is denoted by δt, and is sometimes dependent on the current state
st and action at.

A projection function P (π, α), with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1
|A| and |A| representing the total amount of

actions in the policy, is used to project policies into the valid probability space, where each
probability p in the distribution π obeys p ∈ [α, 1]. When used as P (π), then α = 0.

Policy Hill-Climbing

Policy Hill-Climbing with the WoLF principle (WoLF-PHC) [51] introduces a variable
learning rate to achieve convergence in games. The WolF principle consists on having a
higher learning speed when the current policy is worse than the average policy (representing
the equilibrium policy). WoLF-PHC achieves optimal strategies against static players and has
been proven to converge in self-play.

At each time-step, the algorithm increments a state counter Ct(st), which counts how
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many times the state st has been visited, and computes the average policy π̂t+1(st).

π̂t+1(st) = π̂t(st) +
πt(st)− π̂t(st)
Ct+1(st)

(2.1)

It then chooses a learning rate δt(s) based on whether the current policy πt(st) is better
or worse than the average policy, and projects its new policy through an added increment
∆t(st, at).

δt(st) =

{
δw if

∑
a′∈A πt(st, a

′)Qt(st, a
′) >

∑
a′∈A π̂t(st, a

′)Qt(st, a
′)

δl otherwise
(2.2)

∀a ∈ A ∆t(st, at) =

{
− δt(st)
|A|−1 if a 6= argmaxa′∈AQt(st, a′)

δt(st) otherwise
(2.3)

πt+1(st) = P

(
πt(st) + ∆t(st)

)
(2.4)

Generalized Infinitesimal Gradient Ascent

Generalized Infinitesimal Gradient Ascent using the WoLF principle (GIGA-WoLF) [52]
keeps track of two gradient updated strategies, one of which is updated faster than the other.
Regret measures how much worse a policy performs compared to the best static strategy, and
GIGA-WoLF exhibits both no-regret and convergence properties.

At each time-step, the algorithm estimates a new policy π−t+1(st) and the average policy
π̂t+1(st).

π−t+1(st) = P

(
πt(st) + δtQt(st)

)
, π̂t+1(st) = P

(
π̂t(st) +

δtQt(st)

3

)
(2.5)

It then computes the learning rate δt+1, whose magnitude is larger when the slower strategy
π̂t received higher reward than πt, and changes policy πt+1(st) in the direction of the positive
gradient.

δt+1 = min

(
1,
||π̂t+1(st)− π̂t(st)||
||π̂t+1(st)− π−t+1(st)||

)
(2.6)

πt+1(st) = (1− δt+1)π
−
t+1(st) + δt+1π̂t+1(st) (2.7)

Weighted Policy Learner

Weighted Policy Learner (WPL) [54] has a variable learning rate, and allows the agent to
move towards the equilibrium strategy faster than moving away from it. Despite not having
a formal proof of convergence due to the non-linear nature of WPL’s dynamics, the authors
numerically solve WPL’s dynamics differential equations and show that it features continuous
non-linear dynamics, while experimentally demonstrating it converges in several more complex
games.
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At each time-step, the algorithm calculates an increment vector ∆(st) from the gradients
of the value function Vt(st) and uses it to compute a new policy πt+1(st), where each action
must have a non-zero probability α.

Vt(st) =
∑
a∈A

πt(st, a)Qt(st, a) (2.8)

∀a ∈ A ∆t(st, a) = δ
∂Vt

∂πt(st, a)

{
πt(st, a) if ∂Vt

∂πt(st,a)
< 0

1− πt(st, a) otherwise
(2.9)

πt+1(st) = P

(
πt(st) + ∆t(st), α

)
(2.10)

Despite having been shown to converge to mixed strategies in multiple scenarios, WPL is
biased against deterministic strategies. In such scenarios, its policy update rate tends to zero,
and theoretically only converges in the limit.

Exponential Moving Average Q-Learning

Exponential Moving Average Q-Learning (EMA-QL) [53] features two learning speeds. The
algorithm is experimentally demonstrated to converge faster than WPL in several scenarios
with a smaller number of episodes, but it also has no formal proof of convergence.

At each time-step, the algorithm simply calculates an increment vector ~∆(s) and uses it
to compute a new policy πt+1(s).

δt(st, at) =

{
δw if at = argmaxa′Qt(st, a′)
δl otherwise

(2.11)

~∆1(st) = (u0, u1, . . . , u|A|) where ua =

{
1 if a = argmaxa′Qt(st, a′)
0 otherwise

(2.12)

~∆2(st) = (u0, u1, . . . , u|A|) where ua =

{
0 if a = argmaxa′Qt(st, a′)

1
|A|−1 otherwise

(2.13)

~∆(st) =

{
~∆1(st) if at = argmaxa′Qt(st, a′)
~∆2(st) otherwise

(2.14)

πt+1(st) = (1− δt)πt(st) + δt~∆(st) (2.15)

Minimax-Q

The Minimax-Q algorithm [144], targeted at competitive games, minimizes the loss in
worst case scenarios. It is also used to measure the largest reward that the agent can be sure
to achieve without knowing the actions of the other players. It incorporates enemy actions in
its Q-function.

At each time-step, the algorithm checks all possible enemy actions and determines the
worst (for the friendly team) possible combination of actions o that the enemy team can
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choose. It then uses linear programming to determine the best strategy π the friendly team
can use to maximize the game, such that

π(st) = argmaxπ min
o

∑
a

Qt(st, a, o)π(st, a). (2.16)

By assuming perfect rationality from the opponents or allies, Minimax-Q falls under the
Respond to Target category, according to Hernandez et al. [31].

2.5.2 Single-Agent Deep Reward-based Learning

The previously described algorithms are tabular, and thus unable to handle high-complexity
environments, or generalize to new unseen states. Even in single-agent reward-based learn-
ing, the curse of dimensionality can be found in complex environments. For example, tabular
Q-learning is an impractical approach in high dimensional tasks, because the action-value
function is estimated separately for each state, without any generalization.

A recent popular solution for single-agent environments has been the use of artificial neural
networks as non-linear function approximators, despite the fact that introducing non-linear
function approximators invalidates theoretical convergence properties. DQN [26], DDQN
[145], and AnQ [139] handle large state-spaces by approximating the Q-function with a neural
network. DDPG [140] and A3C [139] approximate both value and policy functions with neural
networks, following Actor-Critic approaches.

DQN introduced the concepts of using an experience replay along with on-line and target
networks, while AnQ and A3C introduced the framework for distributed asynchronous updates
on global networks, which allows for horizontal scaling. Both techniques try to stabilize the
learning process and break the correlations between samples used to optimize the networks.

This section now reviews relevant state-of-the-art contributions in the field of single-agent
reward-based learning. When formally describing algorithms, it maintains the same notations
as before, and additionally use θ and ϑ to represent network weights, dθ for gradients with re-
spect to weights θ, y for optimization targets, T and Tmax for current and maximum iterations,
and η for the network’s learning rate.

Episodic REINFORCE

Episodic REINFORCE [146] is a reward-based single-agent policy gradient algorithm,
which uses a function approximator with weights θ to estimate π(s, a). This algorithm, along
with other REINFORCE algorithms, makes weight adjustments in a direction that lies along
the gradient of the expected reward.

At the end of an episode with T time-steps, the weights are optimized for each time-step
t by

θ ← θ + η
∂ log πt(st, at)vt

∂θ
, (2.17)

where vt =
∑T

i=t γ
i−tri represents the discounted reward obtained from step t onward.

Deep Q-Networks

The Deep Q-Networks (DQN) algorithm [26] uses a deep neural network with weights θ,
known as the on-line network, as a function approximator, where Q(s, a, θ) ≈ Q∗(s, a). The
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Input: Learning rate η, mini-batch size k, time-step limit tmax, maximum iterations Tmax, future reward discount
factor γ, target network update period τ , replay memory D with capacity N , on-line network with random weights
θ, and target network with weights θ− copied from the on-line network.

1: for iteration T ← 1, Tmax do
2: Sample state s1
3: for time-step t← 1, tmax do
4: Reset gradients dθ ← 0
5: Select random action at with probability ε, otherwise best action at ← argmaxaQ(st, a, θ)
6: Execute at
7: Sample state st+1 and reward rt
8: Store transition (st, at, rt, st+1) in D
9: Sample random mini-batch of k transitions from D

10: for transition i← 1, k do
11: Compute target yi ← ri + γmaxaQ(si+1, a, θ

−) with target network
12: Compute loss Li ← (yi −Q(si, ai, θ))

2 of on-line network
13: Accumulate gradients dθ ← dθ + η ∂Li

∂θ
14: end for
15: Update on-line network weights θ ← θ + dθ
16: Update target network weights θ− ← θ every τ time-steps
17: end for
18: end for
Output: A converged network with weights θ to approximate the value function as Q(s, a, θ).

Algorithm 5: The Deep Q-Networks algorithm using ε-greedy exploration.

agent’s experience at each time-step (st, at, rt, st+1) is stored in a data-set D, known as an
experience replay. Random batches of uncorrelated samples are uniformly drawn from the
replay memory, and used to optimize weights θ, where the loss L(θ) is given by the mean
squared error between the network and a target yt, according to

yt = rt + γmaxaQ(st+1, a, θ
−). (2.18)

The target yt is calculated from a separate target network, whose parameters θ− are
updated much more slowly than the on-line network (i.e., copied from the on-line network
every τ time-steps). The algorithm is formally described in Algorithm 5.

Mnih et al. [26] use the Deep Q-learning algorithm to learn how to play Atari 2600
video-games, where a deep convolutional neural network converts raw pixels into a state rep-
resentation. The authors compute a processed state with the most recent sequence of actions
and observations, in order to compensate for the partial-observability of the environments.
DQN has since been extended with additional techniques, like prioritized sampling [147].

Double Deep Q-Networks

Double Deep Q-Networks (DDQN) [145] is an extension to DQN, whose intuition is to
reduce overestimation of Q-values by decoupling action selection and evaluation in the network
update. In the original DQN, the calculation of the optimization target yi can be written as

yt = rt + γQ(st+1, argmaxaQ(st+1, a, θ
−), θ−). (2.19)

The authors replace the calculation of yt by

yt = rt + γQ(st+1, argmaxaQ(st+1, a, θ), θ
−), (2.20)

so that action selection and evaluation are decoupled and chosen by two separate networks.
This trivial modification successfully reduces overoptimism, and results in a more stable and
reliable learning process.
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Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient

Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) [140] is an actor-critic algorithm for contin-
uous action spaces, which borrows the experience replay and target network techniques from
DQN. It explicitly requires noise to be added to its state- or action-space in order to encourage
exploration, usually based on a Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process [148].

DDPG keeps target copies of both the actor and critic networks, and updates them every
cycle with a much lower learning rate η− (unlike DQN, which periodically makes a full copy
from the on-line network). Samples are stored in the experience replay, from which batches
are uniformly drawn to optimize the networks.

Asynchronous n-step Q-Learning

Mnih et al. [139] have shown that asynchronous methods running on multi-core CPUs
not only require less specialized hardware than their GPU counterparts, but they also achieve
greater results in a shorter amount of time. Asynchronous methods essentially keep a global
network which all worker threads asynchronously update and whose weights are periodically
copied by each worker into its own network. There is no replay memory from which to
draw samples, and each thread provides its own samples, in order to break the correlations
between mini-batches. These algorithms can be horizontally scaled by increasing the amount
of workers, which increases the amount of samples and updates per unit of time, and speeds
up the learning process.

Asynchronous n-step Q-learning (AnQ) [139] is an asynchronous algorithm that relies on
on-line and target networks for stability and asynchronous updates to break sample correla-
tion, as shown in Figure 2.4.

Global Networks

Target

On-line

Worker 1 ...

Environment 1 Environment N

On-line
Worker N

On-line

Figure 2.4: The framework for Asynchronous n-step Q-Learning [139], with N
workers. Each worker keep a local copy of the on-line network, and interacts with
its own environment. Updates are asynchronously performed on the global on-line
and target networks.

The algorithm is formally described in Algorithm 6. Each thread computes a gradient
of the Q-learning loss. A slowly changing target network is used to stabilize learning, and
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gradients are accumulated over up to n time-steps before they are asynchronously applied to
the global network.

Input: Globally, shared learning rate η, discount factor γ, target network update period τ , on-line network weights θ,
target network weights θ−, exploration rate ε, batch size tmax, and maximum iterations Tmax. Locally, on-line
network weights ϑ, and time-step counter t.

1: t← 0
2: for iteration T ← 0, Tmax do
3: Reset gradients dθ ← 0
4: Synchronize ϑ← θ
5: tstart ← t
6: Sample state st
7: repeat
8: Select random action at with probability ε, otherwise best action at ← argmaxaQ(st, a, ϑ)
9: Execute at

10: Sample state st+1 and reward rt
11: t← t+ 1
12: until terminal st+1 or t− tstart = tmax

13: Compute target y ←
{
0 for terminal state
maxaQ(st, a, θ−) otherwise

with target network

14: for step i← t− 1, tstart do
15: Compute target y ← ri + γy
16: Compute loss L← (y −Q(si, ai, ϑ))

2 of local on-line network
17: Accumulate gradients dθ ← dθ + η ∂L

∂ϑ
18: end for
19: Update global on-line network weights θ ← θ + dθ
20: Update target network weights θ− ← θ every τ time-steps
21: end for
Output: A converged network with weights θ to approximate the value function as Q(s, a, θ).

Algorithm 6: Pseudo-code for a worker thread running Asynchronous n-step Q-learning
(AnQ) using ε-greedy exploration.

Mnih et al. also demonstrate Asynchronous 1-step Q-learning (A1Q), a specific case of
AnQ where n = 1, shown in Algorithm 7. The algorithm is simpler and closer to the orig-
inal Q-learning, but it takes longer to converge to successful policies in the demonstrated
environments.

Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic

Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) [139] is another asynchronous algorithm,
but it is based in actor-critic methods. Workers keep local copies of both these networks, but
asynchronously update their global versions, as shown in Figure 2.5.

A3C is formally described in Algorithm 8, operates in the forward view, and uses n-
step returns to update both the policy and the value-function every tmax steps or until a
terminal state is reached. Actor-Critic methods decouple the value and policy functions into
two separate networks. The Critic network with weights θv approximates a value function
V (st, θv) and estimates the expected return at a given state st. The Actor network with
weights θa maintains a policy π(at|st, θa) from which action at is sampled for state st.

A3C has some advantages over AnQ. It has been shown to achieve better policies with a
lesser amount of samples, it supports stochastic policies (as AnQ is greedy), and it requires
less hyper-parameters (no target network update period or exploration rate). However, it is
also more complex and has a higher computational load with two separate networks to be
optimized. This problem can be somewhat mitigated through parameter sharing.
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Input: Globally, shared learning rate η, discount factor γ, target network update period τ , on-line network weights θ,
target network weights θ−, exploration rate ε, and maximum iterations Tmax. Locally, on-line value network
weights ϑ, and time-step counter t.

1: t← 0
2: for iteration T ← 0, Tmax do
3: Reset gradients dθ ← 0
4: Synchronize ϑ← θ
5: tstart ← t
6: Sample state st
7: repeat
8: Select random action at with probability ε, otherwise best action at ← argmaxaQ(st, a, ϑ)
9: Execute at

10: Sample state st+1 and reward rt

11: Compute target y ←
{
r for terminal state
r + γmaxaQ(st+1, a, θ−) otherwise

with target Q-network

12: Compute loss L← (y −Q(st, at, ϑ))2 of local on-line Q-network
13: Accumulate gradients dθ ← dθ + η ∂L

∂ϑ
14: t← t+ 1
15: until terminal st+1

16: Update global on-line network weights θ ← θ + dθ
17: Update target network weights θ− ← θ every τ time-steps
18: end for
Output: A converged network with weights θ to approximate the value function as Q(s, a, θ).

Algorithm 7: Pseudo-code for a worker thread running Asynchronous 1-step Q-learning
(AnQ) using ε-greedy exploration.

Global Networks

Actor

Critic

Worker 1 ...

Environment 1 Environment n

Worker n

Figure 2.5: The framework for Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic [139], with
n workers. Each worker keep a local copy of the on-line network, and interacts
with its own environment. Updates are asynchronously performed on the global
on-line and target networks.

Proximal Policy Optimization

Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [149] is a policy search-based method largely inspired
on A3C. The policy network uses a new update function which clips policy updates to prevent
very large update steps. It has been shown to achieve state-of-the-art results in multiple
single-agent environments, with less hyper-parameters and a simpler implementation.
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Input: Globally, shared learning rate η, discount factor γ, actor network weights θa, critic network weights θv , batch
size tmax, and maximum iterations Tmax. Locally, network weights ϑa, network weights ϑv , and step counter t.

1: t← 0
2: for iteration T ← 0, Tmax do
3: Reset gradients dθa ← 0, and dθv ← 0
4: Synchronize ϑa ← θa, and ϑv ← θv
5: tstart ← t
6: Sample state st
7: repeat
8: Take action at according to policy π(at|st, ϑa)
9: Sample reward rt and new state st+1

10: t← t+ 1
11: until terminal st+1 or t− tstart = tmax

12: Compute target y ←
{
0 for terminal state
V (st, ϑv) otherwise

13: for step i← t− 1, tstart do
14: Compute target y ← ri + γy
15: Compute cross-entropy loss La ← log π(ai|si, ϑa)(y − V (si, ϑv)) of local actor network
16: Compute loss Lv ← (y − V (si, ϑv))

2 of local critic network
17: Accumulate gradients dθa ← dθa + ∂La

∂ϑa

18: Accumulate gradients dθv ← dθv + ∂Lv
∂ϑv

19: end for
20: Update network weights θa ← θa + ηdθa and θv ← θv + ηdθv
21: end for
Output: Converged critic and actor networks.

Algorithm 8: Pseudo-code for a worker thread running Asynchronous Advantage Actor-
Critic (A3C).

2.5.3 Multi-Agent Deep Reward-based Learning

Some of the previously mentioned algorithms have been adapted to the multi-agent paradigm,
often based on the IL or JAL approach, or through the means of the centralized learning,
distributed execution technique. Its point is to augment the training phase with additional
information that is not commonly available, without disturbing the execution phase, where
agents are run in a distributed and independent manner.

Foerster et al. [150] introduce a set of techniques for multi-agent DQN, such as inter-
agent weight sharing, where the same network is used by all agents, instead of several separate
ones. This speeds-up learning, and agents behave differently through different local observa-
tions. The authors also suggest feeding each agent’s last action to its input, which helps with
partially-observable environments, and disabling the experience replay feature of DQN, to
avoid outdated samples. This approach does not use communication, but instead is based on
implicit coordination. Due to the lack of communication, agents may not be able to account
for a partially observable environment.

This chapter now describes the most relevant multi-agent deep-learning algorithms in the
literature.

Independent Deep Q-Networks

Tampuu et al. [151] use the Pong video-game and adjust the rewarding schemes of the
game to range from cooperative to competitive behaviors. The authors use DQN with the IL
approach, and report great results, such as cooperative agents learning to hit the ball parallel
to the x-axis.

Egorov [152] has also adopted the original DQN algorithm to a multi-agent scenario using
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the Pursuit environment and the IL technique. The author demonstrates how the algorithm
can generalize to similar tasks, with a different number of agents, or different obstacles. Finally,
the author uses a Transfer Learning technique, by transferring the network weights between
similar scenarios, to speed-up learning.

Gupta et al. [153] compare Concurrent DQN with centralized DQN, with and without
inter-agent parameter sharing. The authors also apply the same approaches to TRPO and
DDPG, and conclude that the experience replay found in DQN and DDPG negatively impacts
training. The authors suggest asynchronous training as a solution to this problem.

Counterfactual Multi-Agent Policy Gradients

The Counterfactual Multi-Agent Policy Gradients (COMA) [131] algorithm is an actor-
critic extension that supports distributed execution, but requires centralized training. This
centralized-learning, distributed-execution framework follows the intuition that algorithms (the
value network, in this case) can be augmented with extra information regarding the other
agents during the learning phase, while during execution only local information is required,
thus allowing agents to run in a decentralized manner. Agents use network sharing for the
critic network, so COMA does not support heterogeneous reward functions.

COMA uses the same centralized value network for all agents, with the shared agent ob-
servations and their actions as input. The use of agent actions as inputs for the value networks
means the environment is now stationary for the critic, even as policies change. COMA ad-
dresses the credit-assignment problem by comparing how each agent’s action effectively affects
the expected value (using the critic network to estimate this).

Since the critic’s architecture depends on the amount of agents being trained (as it in-
corporates their actions and observations), then COMA does not support dynamic amounts
of agents. Using the same centralized critic for all agents also means the algorithm does not
support different reward functions for different agents (like in non fully cooperative games).
Finally, it is unclear how the network scales to large numbers of agents.

Multi-Agent Actor-Critic for Mixed Cooperative-Competitive Environments

The Multi-Agent Actor-Critic for Mixed Cooperative-Competitive Environments (MAD-
DPG) [23] is a DDPG extension that also follows the centralized-learning, distributed-execution
approach. Similarly to COMA, the algorithm has a critic network with the shared agent ob-
servations and their actions as input. However, MADDPG uses a value network for each
agent, which allows for agents with different reward functions to learn together (any non fully
cooperative environment, for example).

MADDPG can also suffer from scalability issues, and does not support dynamic amounts
of agents. The approach is based on implicit coordination. The authors propose a suite of
multi-agent environments, the Multi-agent Particle Environment (MPE), and compare their
work with an IL version of DDPG.

Value-Decomposition Networks

Sunehag et al. present Value-Decomposition Networks (VDN) [154], where agents learn a
factorized joint-action value function based on their independent observations, and the sum of
each agent’s estimation approximates the centralized joint-action function. Agents can com-
municate by concatenating the output of their layers at some points, thus assuming noiseless
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communication without constraints once more. VDN disregards any additional information
available from the environment, and limits the complexity of the centralized joint-action func-
tion to a simple sum.

Rashid et al. present QMIX [99], a VDN-extension, where each agent’s value function
is no longer summed to approximate the centralized joint-action function. Instead, an addi-
tional mixing network is used to combine each individual value function in a more complex
manner, which is also able to incorporate additional environment information. QMIX does
not use communication between agents, and thus relevant information in partially-observable
environments is not shared.

2.5.4 Communication Learning

The previous algorithms have shown good results though implicit coordination. In other
words, agents assume the policies of others and act accordingly. The lack of an information-
sharing mechanism makes it so that partially-observable environments which require (or where
it is beneficial for) agents to share local information are hard or even impossible for such
algorithms.

Some authors have recently tackled this problem, by learning communication protocols
alongside policies through deep learning. Information exchange allows algorithms to better
handle partially-observable environments and improve agent coordination. We do not consider
proposals that simply replace the action space by the communication alphabet [155, 150].

CommNet

The CommNet algorithm [44] proposes a single network in the multi-agent setting, passing
the averaged message over the agent modules between layers. It uses a fully differentiable
communication channel to learn explicit continuous communication between agents, learned
concurrently with the agent’s policy. The communication channel at time-step t is the summed
transmission of messages sent by other agents at time-step t− 1, and each environment state
undergoes multiple communication steps (a value defined a priori).

The authors demonstrate good results in multiple cooperative environments (a traffic sim-
ulator, a combat environment, and a Q&A game). The sum of transmissions allows for varying
numbers of agents, but multiple cycles of communications among agents is an uncommon as-
sumption. In many environments, actions usually have an equal or higher rate as message
transmissions. Not only that, but the amount of cycles with which to communicate with is a
hyper-parameter of the algorithm with no intuitive value. The model outputs actions for all
agents simultaneously, similarly to the JAL, which does not support distributed execution of
the policies. It also makes it unclear how the network handles varying numbers of agents with
this shared observation, and how it scales to large numbers of agents. The authors assume
perfect communication between agents.

Multi-Agent Bidirectionally Coordinated Network

The Multi-Agent Bidirectionally Coordinated Network (BiCNet) [141] is an actor-critic
extension based on Minimax-Q [144]. Using as an input the local view of an agent, and
a shared view of all agents, a policy network outputs the action for an agent, and a value
network the expected Q-value for that state. Agents are organized in a hierarchical order, and
communicate with their neighbors, which allows a variable number of agents to use the same
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policy. Through the use of the RNN structure [156], agents have a local memory, and they
share information between them while calculating their actions, by sharing the RNN state
with their neighbors.

The authors show good results in the StarCraft II [100] environment. However, it is unclear
what are the constraints of this sharing methodology and its robustness when communication
channels can fail. The use of a shared observation for the policy network is also reminiscent
of JAL, which does not support distributed execution of the policies. It also makes it unclear
how the network handles varying numbers of agents with this shared observation, and how
it scales to large numbers of agents. Finally, requiring the RNN structures in the policy and
value networks is a strong requirement, since not all problems require complex structures like
RNN, which are notoriously hard to train [157].

Differentiable Inter-Agent Learning

The Differentiable Inter-Agent Learning (DIAL) algorithm [142] uses a Q-network and a
neural network that outputs messages through an end-to-end differentiable channel. Agents
send messages at each cycle, and these messages are used as inputs for other agents’ next cycles,
along with their state observations. This approach requires centralized learning, although
authors have also proposed an experience-replay based approach that supports decentralized
learning [158]. Gradients are then pushed through the communication channels in order to
optimize the messages to send.

The authors discretize the sent messages during execution, assume perfect communication
between agents, and test their proposal in a limited set of short-horizon environments.

Others

Another end-to-end differentiable learning communication algorithm is found in the meth-
ods of Mordatch et al. [110]. Agents learn to communicate by learning a Gumbel distribution,
later used on a set of discrete symbols, while simultaneously learning to act in an fully co-
operative environment, using a joint reward function. Policies are based in neural networks
with recurrent modules and support different numbers of agents. The algorithm requires fully
cooperative environments, and the authors also assume perfect communication.

Das et al. [109] propose an algorithm for a one-on-one cooperative game. Using Hierar-
chical Recurrent Encoder-Decoder neural networks to model policies, and the REINFORCE
algorithm [146] for learning a communication policy, agents learn to communicate using a pre-
determined vocabulary consisting of natural-language symbols. Eventually, one of the agents
guesses what image the remaining agent was shown.

D’Ambrosio et al. [45] use neural networks to learn communication in a hive-mind style.
Certain neurons are shared among all agents, and the network learns how to set the weights
in order to achieve coordination. However, this approach does not allow agents to run in a
distributed manner.

Some authors also show how communication can arise in a mix of multi-agent reward-based
learning frameworks and supervised learning techniques. By training agents to maximize a
goal, and interspersing the training with supervised learning, Lewis et al. [159] demonstrate
agents that learn natural language protocols. Using dialogue rollouts, the models plan ahead
in bargaining tasks, and fake interest to take advantage of high-value goals.
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The Multi-Step, Multi-Agent Neural Network (MSMANN) algorithm [160] uses supervised
learning for decentralized agents to learn to imitate a centralized strategy. Agents learn action
and communication policies simultaneously during centralized training, despite requiring a
JAL strategy to be learned a priori. Authors leave a reward-based approach for future work.

2.6 Conclusion

This chapter presented an overview of relevant or state-of-the-art contributions in the field
of MARL.

It started by describing game-theoretic multi-agent algorithms that consider the non-
stationarity of the environment without having unrealistic assumptions or expectations about
other agents, and that do not require additional information besides their own actions and
rewards. These algorithms can converge to Nash equilibria in self-play and many are based
on Q-learning. However, these algorithms are mostly used in single-state environments, and
in fact, due to their tabular nature, cannot handle high-dimensional state-spaces.

Deep learning algorithms have thus been presented as a solution, since they can approx-
imate the value functions and generalize to new unseen states. This chapter described some
single-agent algorithms that achieved super-human results in complex environments. How-
ever, critical components of these algorithms may not be adequate for MAS. For example,
DQN’s experience replay can lead to outdated samples being considered to optimize a policy.
In single-agent environments, the environment is considered stationary, but in MAS, it may
lead to policy divergence.

Multi-agent deep learning algorithms thus present a new set of techniques that take ad-
vantage of the multi-agent nature of the environment. Some techniques are not general, like
interspersing supervised learning techniques during the learning phase, while others are un-
realistic, like outputting joint-actions for the team of agents through a central entity. Other
techniques, on the other hand, are adequate and flexible for a wide variety of environments,
and range from augmenting the learning phase with additional information, to learning dif-
ferentiable communication protocols.

We can identify multiple shortcomings with the described proposals. For example, few
game-theoretic algorithms have been adapted to the deep learning paradigm, which could pos-
sibly enable them to handle high-dimensional or continuous state-space environments. Some
multi-agent deep learning algorithms are not thoroughly tested in complex environments, or
do not scale well to high amounts of agents. Others compensate for partially-observable en-
vironments through message passing, but authors assume perfect communication conditions.
Many of these shortcomings can be resolved, as it will be shown in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3

Applications and Test Beds

Through the course of this thesis, our proposals were tested in multiple environments
to evaluate their performance, scalability, robustness, and flexibility. These included single-
and multi-agent environments, fully- or partially-observable, with global or local observations,
continuous or discrete state and action spaces, pixel- or value-based representations, and
single- or multi-state games.

This chapter lists and describes all the environments used to test our proposals. Many of
these were specifically developed for the work conducted during this thesis. All environments
were developed or adapted to work with our frameworks, using the Gym API [161] in Python
3, with an emphasis on performance. The Gym API is a de facto standard in the reward-based
learning community, and features an HTTP interface that allows any learning framework to
easily use its environments.

3.1 Applications

MAS have a large number of applications in several domains [72], involving, among other,
logistics, planning, and constraint-satisfaction with real-time distributed decision making. Due
to their complexity and highly distributed features, many of these applications are challenging
problems in multi-agent learning.

3.1.1 Cooperative Navigation and Tracking

Cooperative Navigation [1, 2] consists on having a team of agents moving to a certain
goal, possibly specific to each agent, usually as fast as possible, and without colliding with
obstacles or other agents. A more specific version of this task, known as the Opera Problem
[162, 163, 164], consists on having the agents in a small enclosed area and having them leave
that area as fast as possible through a small exit. Cooperative Navigation also includes swarm
environments [3] with large amounts of agents, where the team must complete a specific goal
by combining the efforts of each individual agent.

Cooperative Tracking [4, 5, 6, 7], also known as target observation, consists on having
a team of agents keeping several moving targets under observation, being measured by the
amount and duration of targets being tracked. Another version of this task, known as Coop-
erative Surveillance [165, 166], consists on having a team of agents exploring a region without
colliding, with the goal of exploring high interest areas or as much as possible of the available
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map. Another version, known as multi-agent patrolling [167, 168], involves the continuous
exploration of a non-static environment.

3.1.2 Traffic, Vehicle Monitoring, and Transportation

Traffic simulators [169, 170] have recently become popular environments, mainly due to the
popularity of autonomous driving fields. Multiple vehicles need to navigate lanes, roads, and
intersections, with possibly conflicting goals, and usually with adherence to road rules. On the
opposite side of the spectrum, the Vehicle Monitoring task consists on a set of intersections
with traffic lights (the agents of the system) maximizing the throughput of vehicles, where the
traffic volume fluctuates [8, 9]. A more complex version of this task is where both vehicles and
intersections vehicles are agents of the system [171, 172], and can negotiate with each other.

The transportation problem consists on several delivery companies transporting goods
between locations. Agents can represent companies or trucks (or both), and customers have
different constraints (delivery cost, speed) [173]. A more specific version of this task is the
Loading Dock problem, where forklifts load and unload trucks [174]. Another version is the
Air Traffic Control task [175, 176], which consists on guiding planes across three-dimensional
sectors as fast as possible, without exceeding each sector’s maximum capacity. These systems
are usually under real-time constraints, regardless of system load, due to their mission critical
properties.

3.1.3 Electricity Grid

This task is an electricity distribution management problem where all customers must be
supplied with minimal energy losses, while still handling network damage, variable customer
demand, scheduled maintenance, or equipment failure [177, 178].

3.1.4 Supply Chains

The Supply Chains [179, 180, 181] task is a classic planning and scheduling algorithm [72],
which involves a set of customers requesting different items. The items must be created in
a series of steps (with different constraints and costs) and delivered to the customers while
minimizing the production costs.

3.1.5 Games

Competitive games are a natural setting for MAS. These include classical board-games,
like Chess, Shogi, and Go [21], where two players compete with a structured set of rules, as
well as on modern videogames, like Atari 2600 games [26], Dota2 [20], Geometry Friends [22],
StarCraft II [100], and competitive Pokémon battling [182]. They are complex environments
that require reasoning and, in the case of video-games, possible visual processing to extract
information from raw pixels.

Other games that have been commonly used in MAS for demonstrating the working of
algorithms include the Foraging, Herding, and Pursuit tasks. The Foraging task is a task
where agents are tasked with foraging items and bringing them back to specific places. The
problem can be solved by a single robot, and multiple agents parallelize the effort [183]. It
becomes more complex if good or bad regions to forage changer over time, or if agents are
selfish. The Herding task [184, 185] consists on a group of agents (the shepherds) herding
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another group of agents (the sheep) into a designated area. The sheep avoid obstacles and
the shepherds, but otherwise avoid the herding area or move randomly. The Pursuit task
[186], also known as the Predator/Prey game, consists on a team of predators capturing the
elements of the team of prey. Prey can either move randomly or actively try to escape the
predators, and the environment can be fully cooperative for a team if the opposing team has
stationary policies, or mixed if both teams are learning.

3.1.6 Autonomous Robotics

Robotic soccer is one of the most popular MAS domains [16, 71, 72]. Two teams of 5 to
11 agents coordinate in the field and try to score and defend goals. A team’s performance
is usually measured in goal difference, but metrics such as ball possession time or successful
interceptions have also been used. The strong interest in this domain led to the annual
RoboCup competition [16], with several different leagues, both simulated 2D and 3D [187],
and with real robots [188].

In Keep-Away Soccer, a simpler version of the soccer domain [189], there are three defensive
players trying to keep the ball out of reach of a single offensive player. The allowed area for
the ball shrinks along time, thus guaranteeing a finite game. A fully cooperative version of
this task is the Passing challenge, where agents just pass the ball among themselves as many
times as possible over a per-determined interval.

The Ciber Mouse competition [18, 190] is a simulated environment where several agents
need to coordinate to solve a maze as fast as possible. Agents need to reach a target area and
return to the initial area, and can communicate with restrictions among themselves.

3.1.7 Others

Other applications have been found for MAS, including in the fields of telecommunications
(whose agents are nodes in the network and manage it, handle failures and balance link loads)
[191, 192], spacecraft and satellite formation [10, 11], economics and competitive negotiation
environments [12, 13], or distributed sensor networks [14, 15].

3.2 GeoFriends 2

The Geometry Friends [22] game is a popular simulator developed at GAIPS INESC-ID,
with two distinct agents, a circle and a rectangle. The agents have distinct movement patterns,
as the circle can rotate and jump, while the rectangle can grow or shrink, and slide. By moving
across several 2D scenarios, the agents need to collect all the rewards in the shortest amount
of time.

Figure 3.1 shows an example of the scenarios available for the agents. Agents may have
specific rewards to collect, or may need to coordinate in order to capture all the rewards. There
are scenarios where only one of the agents plays. The environment’s multi-agent nature makes
it suitable for cooperative algorithms, and it integrates communication between the agents.
Its puzzle-like structure makes it complex enough that agents need to reason and need to learn
complex policies in order to complete the game. However, despite its advantages, the published
environment has a number of properties that make it inadequate to our requirements.

First of all, it is built specifically for the Windows platform, using C# and the .NET
framework. It requires the use of Mono, or other .NET implementation, to be run in other
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Figure 3.1: Two exemplary scenarios in Geometry Friends, with both the circle
(yellow) and rectangle (green) agents. The rewards are represented by the dark
gray diamonds.

operating systems, as well as some specific packages for graphical operations. The source code
has not been published, so the simulator cannot be optimized or improved by the community.
It is also hard to use it with other languages (most high-level languages allow some form of
integration of different-language source-code into their own code). Agents are expected to be
coded in the original C# language and compiled as DLLs which are later imported by the
simulator. A workaround to allow researchers to use different languages and tools for the
learning process is to create agents that open communication channels (like sockets), thus
being able to communicate with a learning framework developed in another language.

Even with this workaround, the fact that agents cannot be run with specific arguments (as
the simulator is the one that runs the agents, they are not called by a learning framework),
also implies a set of additional measures to customize agents. This happens in a variety of
situations, like when trying to create several parallel workers and have each worker connect
to specific channels of the learning framework. Many solutions exist for this problem, ranging
from using a global mediator to inform agents where they should connect (additional over-
head), to trying several ranges of values (trial-and-error), to running agents from different
folders with different configuration files or different source codes (memory inefficient).

While the simulator supports a graphical interface, this interface can be disabled with a
command-line argument. In machines where a graphical interface is not deployed to avoid
unnecessary resource consumption, applications can only be run in text mode. However, the
simulator’s graphical interface is not completely disabled with the command-line argument (a
button with the word EXIT is shown), and it cannot be run unless the application’s graphics
are piped somewhere (through a remote X Server, if working in Linux).

Regarding the simulator speed, the simulator runs at a fixed 100 asynchronous cycles per
second. The agents cannot waste more than 10 milliseconds in each cycle or they will lose
sensor information. This is a real-time requirement that makes the environment much more
complex, but one that should be optional, as during the training phase, losing cycles due to
processing time is highly undesirable, and the learning phase typically has very high processing
times (orders of magnitude higher than the deployment phase). A workaround for this issue
is to use specific method calls in the agents, which force the simulator to wait, and move
all processing to those methods. This is a non-intuitive solution that makes debugging and
testing somewhat harder.

The Geometry Friends simulator has a speed command-line argument that controls the
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speed at which the simulation is run and the time length of each game cycle. In other words,
if the learning framework’s processing time were half the environment’s cycle time, running
at twice the speed would remove excess wasted waiting time. However, the speed argument
is closer to a skip-frame argument (where an action is repeated multiple times), than it is to
a speed one. The amount of simulator interactions per second is constant, regardless of the
speed value. That is, if the simulator speed is doubled, it will still process the same amount of
interactions per second in the learning framework, but each interaction behaves as repeating
the given action twice. Therefore, if the processing time of our learning framework is faster
than the environment’s cycle time, the framework is still hindered by the environment’s speed,
and it is now losing simulation cycles.

We implemented a new version of the Geometry Friends simulator, called GeoFriends2,
where the above issues were addressed. It focused on performance and on flexibility, and
its code was published as a Gym environment at https://github.com/david-simoes-93/
GeoFriends2-v2. The environment was also partially published in the IJCNN18 [59]. Fig-
ure 3.2 shows exemplary single-agent scenarios.

Figure 3.2: Two exemplary scenarios in GeoFriends2, with the circle (yellow) and
rectangle (green) agents. The rewards are represented by the pink circles.

GeoFriends2 has no dependencies, aside from Python3, the Gym framework, and the
optional PyGame library for display, and agents can either run directly in Python3 or com-
municate through an HTTP interface. As the code is open-sourced, it is flexible enough to be
imported and optimized for any learning framework.

It supports an optional graphical interface, peaks at 1500 cycles per second on an In-
tel i5-4210U CPU @ 1.70GHz when the GUI is disabled, and the simulator interaction is
synchronous, so no cycles are lost.

Agent observations are different for each agent. The circle observes its position and velocity,
while the rectangle observes its position, width, and whether it is growing sideways. Both
agents also continuously receive the absolute reward positions, and in the first cycle of the
simulation, they receive a list of all obstacles’ absolute positions and sizes. Another possible
state representation is the graphical one, where the learning algorithms process the actual
pixels of the simulation’s current frame. This representation can be scaled down to decrease
the complexity of the environment.

The actions available to each agent differ. Both can stand still and move sideways, but
the circle can jump, while the rectangle can decide to grow sideways or not. If the rectangle
is not the maximum size, it gradually changes shape. These actions are the same as in the
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original environment.
There are some differences from the original environment, however. The Geometry Friends’

rectangle can tumble to its sides, which GeoFriends2 forbids, for performance reasons. Keeping
the rectangle from tumbling allows the simulator to compute all obstacle detection calculations
with simple geometric formulas, and also means it can ignore physics regarding acceleration
and angular momentums of the tumble. GeoFriends2 also allows the circle’s horizontal speed
to change while on air, while Geometry Friends keeps it constant.

GeoFriends2 has also purposefully changed some behaviors which were unexpectedly found
in the original environment, such as gravity and bouncing effects when very close to the ground.
In Geometry Friends, the circle was never actually on the ground, just infinitely bouncing very
close to it, meaning it would have non-linear speed increments without actually jumping. In
our environment, a threshold was set that causes the circle to behave as if on the ground, such
that bouncing eventually stops when the acceleration is low enough.

Both environments also supports multi-agent interaction and learning. The circle and
rectangle act as obstacles to each other and collide, such that one can act like ground to the
other. GeoFriends2 also supports new teams of agents (like two circles, or two rectangle and
a circle), or the implementation of new types of agents. Examples are shown in Figure 3.3,
where agents need to coordinate in order to catch all the existing rewards.

Figure 3.3: Two exemplary scenarios in GeoFriends2, with multiple agents (yel-
low and green). The rewards are represented by the pink circles. Agents must
cooperate in order to finish the map.

GeoFriends2 provides a ready-tu-use set of maps emulating the ones found in Geometry
Friends, and also provides an interface for new maps to be implemented by users. These
simply require obstacles, rewards, spawn points for agents, and a set of conditions to determine
whether the environment was completed (usually, when no more rewards are available).

GeoFriends2 does not address communication between agents in our environment, as we
feel communication works best when used directly in agent implementations. In other words,
the simulator leaves it to researchers to decide whether and how to communicate between
agents, forcing no architecture, timing, reliability, or size constraints.

The environment, even in single-agent mode, is complex enough that reward-based learn-
ing techniques like AnQ and A3C are incapable of learning adequate policies within reasonable
time [59]. Additional techniques were necessary for agents to achieve complex policies, includ-
ing intra-agent weight sharing (using a single network with multiple output layers instead
of separate networks), breadcrumbs (small heuristic rewards when agents perform adequate
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actions), and input shaping (simplifying the agent’s state-space and filtering out irrelevant
observations).

3.3 Game-Theoretic Environments

This chapter now lists the pay-off matrices of multiple Game-Theoretic environments.
Despite being single-state games, these are known and common benchmarks, with uniques
properties, which represent a well-rounded test suite for any MARL algorithm.

The competitive version of Matching Pennies is a standard 2-action competitive game with
balanced strategies (actions should be played with the same probabilities). Its cooperative
counterpart has two deterministic equilibria, one where both players pick the first action, and
another where both players pick the second action. The Tricky Game has balanced strategies,
like Matching Pennies, but is much harder for algorithms to achieve them [51]. The Biased
Game is a competitive game with unbalanced actions, whose Nash equilibrium is (.75, .25)
and (.25, .75). All are shown in Figure 3.4.

1,−1 −1, 1

−1, 1 1,−1

(a) Matching
Pennies.

1, 1 −1,−1

−1,−1 1, 1

(b) Coop Matching
Pennies.

0, 3 3, 2

1, 0 2, 1

(c) Tricky
Game.

1, 1.75 1.75, 1

1.25, 1 1, 1.25

(d) Biased Game.

Figure 3.4: The pay-off matrices of multiple 2-action 2-player games.

Rock-Paper-Scissors (RPS) is a 3-action game with balanced strategies, while its variant
Null Rock-Paper-Scissors (NRPS) is a 4-action derivation with a dominated action (an ac-
tion that should never be played) and a positive average reward, whose Nash equilibrium
is (0, 13 ,

1
3 ,

1
3) for both players. The 4-Action Cooperative Game is a 4-action game with a

dominant action, whose Nash equilibrium is (1, 0, 0, 0) for both players. The 1v1 Kick game
models players as an attacker that can hesitate, or kick the ball in a direction, and a defender
that can hesitate or defend some direction. Hesitating is a dominated action, and the game’s
Nash equilibrium is (0, 12 , 0,

1
2) for both players. These games’ pay-off matrices are described

in Figure 3.5.

0, 0 1,−1 −1, 1

−1, 1 0, 0 1,−1

1,−1 −1, 1 0, 0

(a) Rock-Paper-Scissors.

−1,−1 −1,−1 −1,−1 −1,−1

−1,−1 2, 2 3, 1 1, 3

−1,−1 1, 3 2, 2 3, 1

−1,−1 3, 1 1, 3 2, 2

(b) Null Rock-Paper-Scissors.
1, 1 0, 0 0, 0 −1,−1

0, 0 1,−1 −1, 1 −1,−1

0, 0 −1, 1 1,−1 −1,−1

−1,−1 −1,−1 −1,−1 −1,−1

(c) 4-Action Cooperative Game.

−1,−1 −1, 1 −1, 1 −1, 1

1,−1 1,−1 1,−1 −1, 1

1,−1 −1, 1 1,−1 −1, 1

1,−1 −1, 1 1,−1 1,−1

(d) 1v1 Kick Game.

Figure 3.5: The pay-off matrices of multiple 2-player games with more than two
actions.
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Prisoner’s Dilemma models players as prisoners that can either cooperate or betray each
other. If both cooperate, their rewards are better than if they both betray each other. However,
if one betrays and the other does not, the betrayer gets the best reward possible. The Nash
equilibrium is for both to betray (since their strategy cannot be taken advantage of), but a
Pareto-optimal solution would be for both to cooperate with each other. In fact, the Nash
equilibrium is the only joint-strategy which is not Pareto-optimal. Stag Hunt models two
hunters that can either hunt rabbits (where they always catch something) or stags (where
they can get better rewards, but only if both decided to do it). Despite having three Nash
equilibria, the one with the highest rewards is for both agents to always catch stags. Battle
of the Sexes has a worse stochastic equilibrium and two better deterministic equilibria, but
one of the agents will obtain a smaller reward than the other. All these have deterministic
equilibria, and are shown in Figure 3.6.

−1,−1 −3, 0

−3, 1 −2,−2

(a) Prisoner’s Dilemma.

2, 2 0, 1

1, 0 1, 1

(b) Stag Hunt.

3, 2 0, 0

0, 0 2, 3

(c) Battle of the Sexes.

Figure 3.6: The pay-off matrices of multiple 2-action 2-player games with deter-
ministic equilibria.

Robust algorithms are expected to converge in a wide array of scenarios like this.

3.4 Fully-Observable Environments

This section lists environments with non-singular state-spaces, represented as MMDP,
whose state can be directly sampled by agents.

3.4.1 Competitive Grid Games

Maze-related games focus on having agents explore and determine an optimal path to
traverse a maze and reach a goal position. In the multi-agent setting, agents either find each
other or independently try to find the exit. MazeRPS [58] is a multi-state scenario, derived
from Game Theory, where two agents cross a labyrinth to find each other and play a single
round of NRPS. Since the average reward of NRPS is positive, agents are incentivized to
complete the scenario as fast as possible. Variations of this game are partially-observable with
continuous-valued states [57], which make tabular algorithms like Q-learning unable to learn
policies without some sort of state approximation function.

The grid Soccer Kick environment [58] is another scenario with multiple states. It has two
agents, an attacker and a defender, who compete for a match point in a zero-sum game. If the
attacker reaches the goal, it wins, so the defender’s goal is to reach him first. If both agents
reach each other, they play a 1v1 Kick game to determine the winner.

Keep-away Soccer games essentially focus on two teams of agents where an attacker team
tries to take the ball from the defender team. There is usually a limited area (which may
shrink over time) where the defenders can keep the ball. The grid 3v2 Keep-Away Soccer
Environment [58] has three defenders who protect the ball from two attackers, and two variants
where defenders can or cannot move. While one of the attackers tags a defender, the other
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chases the ball. A good strategy for defenders is often to keep passing the ball between
un-tagged members, keeping it away from attackers.

3.4.2 Cooperative Grid Games

Foraging environments can often be solved by a single-agent, but the task’s completion
can be parallelized in a MAS. Agents can communicate good foraging regions in partially-
observable environments, or they can compete for resources. An environment [56] with com-
plete global vision was implemented, shown in Figure 3.7(a), where spawn locations are ran-
domized in different halves of the map and agents cooperate to collect berries. The action-space
consists on movement in any of four directions, catching or releasing berries, and standing still.
Actions occur simultaneously, and agents can carry one single berry at a time, and release it
at their base.

Pursuit games consist on a team of predators capturing a team of prey. If prey are
rational and move at the same speed or faster than predators, the task cannot be completed
by a single predator. An environment [56] with complete local vision over a toroidal map
was implemented, shown in Figure 3.7(b), with random spawn locations. The action-space
consists on movement in any of four directions, and standing still. A prey is considered
caught when a predator occupies its space. Actions occur sequentially for predators and prey,
but are simultaneous for members of the same team. The prey move at the same speed
as the predators and escape from their closest enemy, thus requiring a coordinated effort to
successfully complete the task.

(a) Foraging Task. Agents (blue) need to
collect berries (green) and bring them to
their base (red).

(b) Pursuit Task. Predators (blue) need
to surround and catch prey (green) in a
toroidal map.

Figure 3.7: The Foraging and Pursuit tasks, two fully-observable multi-agent en-
vironments [56].
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3.4.3 KiloBots Environment

The KiloBots environment [3] is a set of local continuous observation- and action-space
scenarios with simulated physics, emulating the KiloBot robot [193]. Each robot has a diame-
ter of 3 centimeters and moves using two vibration motors. The environment is a great testbed
for swarm learning algorithms, which can later be demonstrated with physical KiloBots. The
scenarios include:

• Push Objects - Agents push an object to a target location.

• Assemble Objects - Agents push and assemble multiple objects together.

• Segregate Objects - Agents push and separate multiple objects apart.

(a) Assemble Objects. Agents must push
and join the objects together at any point
in the map.

(b) Segregate Objects. Agents must push
and separate the objects as far away from
each other as possible.

Figure 3.8: Two scenarios of the KiloBots environment. Agents (grey) know their
own poses and the relative polar coordinates of other agents and objects (colored).

Agents observe their own pose and the coordinates of the obstacles in the environment,
relative to their own position. They receive no additional information regarding the shape or
size of obstacles. Each environment rewards the team at every cycle based on the distance
obstacles were pushed.

3.5 Partially-Observable Environments

This section lists environments with partially-observable state-spaces, represented as Dec-
POMDP, where agents can only sample incomplete, noisy, or incorrect observations of the
underlying state.

3.5.1 POC Suite

A suite of partially-observable multi-agent environments was proposed, which we call the
POC suite, where communication is crucial to overcome the partial observability of the en-
vironments. It has been partially published in the WorldCIST19 and IJCNN19 conferences
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[61, 62]. The following sections describe a Hidden Reward challenge, a Traffic Intersection
simulator, a Pursuit game, and a Navigation task, as shown in Figure 3.9. The Hidden Re-
ward game focuses on classic exploration, and agents need to learn how to efficiently explore
the environment and alert team members when the target is found. The Traffic Intersection
is a close-horizon game, with large amounts of agents, where agents need to learn to adhere
to rules and overcome multiple indistinguishable intersections. The Pursuit game is a clas-
sical benchmark where agents need to explore and coordinate in order to capture the prey,
and the Navigation task focuses on goal assignment, and agents learn how best to distribute
themselves in order to complete the task.

These environments are performance-oriented and provide a controlled environment with
which to test multiple aspects of a multi-agent algorithm. While agents receive observations
about the environment, it is possible to access the environment’s underlying state directly,
without any additional computations (aside from those already performed by the actual envi-
ronment). This allows algorithms with the centralized learning, distributed execution method
to augment their learning phase with additional information in an efficient manner. The en-
vironments are also targeted at cooperative teams, and built in such a way that a team of
agents must use an information-sharing method to achieve successful coordinated strategies.
For example, agents in the Traffic environment must share their intent to turn in order to
avoid collisions.

Hidden Reward

The Hidden Reward challenge consists on several agents having to move across a toroidal
map until they find a reward zone. Each agent has a local partial observation of the envi-
ronment, with their own coordinates and whether they’re in that zone or not. The complete
state-space consists on a concatenation of all the agents’ partial observations. There’s both a
global time limit since the challenge starts, and a smaller one since any agent finds the reward
zone. In other words, agents have some time to explore the map and find the hidden reward,
and a short time to gather there once it has been found. Because the time is not enough for
a single agent to fully explore it, this not only forces spread coordinated exploration, but also
an alert protocol when the reward is found.

Agents receive individual rewards each cycle, 0 points if not on the reward zone, and n
points if on the reward zone, where n is the total amount of agents there, so cooperation is
encouraged. At each time-cycle, agents can move in four directions or remain in the same
position. Agents can broadcast messages to all other agents. An adequate strategy is to
explore the map until the reward zone is found, and then broadcast its position to other
agents.

Traffic Intersection

The Traffic Intersection simulator consists on several road intersections, which must be
crossed by multiple vehicles. Each agent has a local partial observation of the environment,
knowing their desired direction and sensing close vehicles. The complete state-space consists
on the positions and intended directions of all vehicles.

Agents get small penalties for stalling traffic, big penalties if they crash, and even larger
penalties if they crashed without having priority. At each time-cycle, agents can move or
remain in the same position. The communication range of agents is geographically limited to
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(a) Hidden Reward. Agents (black)
only know their own position and ex-
plore the map until the reward zone
(red) is found.

(b) Traffic Intersection. Agents (col-
ored) must cross intersections without
colliding. They know their desired
direction, sense other vehicles around
them, and are penalized if they collide
(red marker).

(c) Pursuit. Predators (squared) see
only a small local area, and must chase,
surround and capture the prey (green
circles), which are hard-coded to run
from the closest predator.

(d) Navigation. Agents (black) know
the beacons’ coordinates, but not each
others’ positions. They must cover all
the beacons (red), and are rewarded by
how close any agent is to each beacon.

Figure 3.9: The POC suite, consisting of four environments: Hidden Reward, Traf-
fic Intersection, Pursuit, and Navigation. All are partially-observable multi-agent
environments, where agents benefit from sharing information and coordinating as
a team.
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close vehicles (agents do not broadcast messages to all others, just to other agents in the same
intersection). An adequate strategy is for a vehicle to inform others at intersections whether
it needs to turn or not, and allow the vehicle with priority to cross the intersection.

Pursuit

The Pursuit game is based on the one shown in Section 3.4.2, and consists on two teams
of agents, where one team must capture the other. The prey team is hard-coded, has global
vision, and each prey runs from the closest predator. Predators have local partial observations
of the environment, sensing a small local area equivalent to less than 10% of the total map
and their own global coordinates. The complete state-space consists on the positions of all
predators and prey.

Agents get small penalties as time passes, and get penalized and randomly placed if they
collide. At each time-cycle, agents can move in four directions or remain in the same position.
Agents can broadcast messages to all other agents. A high-level strategy is for predators to
explore the map until a prey is found, and then broadcast the prey’s position so that all
predators can converge and capture it.

Navigation

The Navigation task consists on several agents having to cover all the beacons spread
throughout the map. Each agent knows only its own position and the beacon positions. The
complete state-space consists on the positions of all agents and beacons. There is a time-limit,
but the episode ends early if all beacons are covered.

The team gets points at the end of each time-limited episode, based on how close an agent
was to each beacon. At each time-cycle, agents can move in four directions or remain in the
same position. Agents can broadcast messages to all other agents. An adequate strategy is
for each agent to broadcast its own position and for the team to decide which agent should
cover which beacon.

3.5.2 Multi-Agent Particle Environment

The Multi-Agent Particle Environment [23] suite is a set of local continuous observation-
and discrete action-space scenarios with simulated physics, which may incorporate communi-
cation. The action-space for an agent consists on increasing or decreasing its velocity in one
of two axes, both of which decay over time. An agent’s observation space usually consists on
the relative positions of all entities on the map, as well as the velocities of all allied agents. In
environments with agent-specific targets, observations also comprise the relevant information
(possibly of a different agent’s target, thus requiring communication to complete the task).

The scenarios, some of which are shown in Figure 3.10, include:

• Physical Deception - One adversary, N allies and landmarks. One landmark is a target,
known by the allies, but unknown to the adversary. Allies receive points by how close
one is to the target, and lose points by how close the adversary is to the target.

• Covert Communication - One adversary, two allies. Allies share a private key and use
it to encrypt and decrypt a value, while the adversary tries to decipher it.
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• Keep-Away - One adversary, one ally, one landmark. Agents are rewarded for being
close to the landmark, but the adversary receives more points if the ally is farther away.

• Cooperative Reference - Two allies, three landmarks. Allies know the target landmark
of the other agent, and not their own, which they are rewarded for being close to.

• Cooperative Communication - The same as Cooperative Coverage, but only one ally can
move, while the other knows its target.

• Cooperative Navigation - N allies and landmarks. Agents are rewarded by being close
to each landmark.

• Tag Challenge - One adversary, N allies and landmarks. Allies try to touch as many
times as possible the faster adversary.

In order to successfully complete these tasks, mechanisms to handle partial-observability
are required. These may range from memory of previous states to communication proto-
cols. In addition, tasks also require strong coordination skills, and Cooperative Reference
and Cooperative Communication both require relevant information sharing to successfully be
completed. We refer the reader to the original publication [23] for further information.

3.5.3 3D Soccer Simulation League

The RoboCup initiative [194, 16] is an annual international robotics competition, whose
goal is to have a team of fully-autonomous physical robots winning a soccer match against the
world-champion human team, using FIFA standard rules, by the year 2050. The 3D Soccer
Simulation League, a part of the RoboCup initiative, is a complex multi-agent environment
where two teams of humanoid simulated robots play a ten-minute soccer match using realistic
rules. Each team is comprised of eleven NAO robots [195] with multiple different models, each
with different physical characteristics.

Each agent perceives the environment through local partial observations consisting on
spherical coordinates of other elements in the environment. These include landmarks like
the goal posts, field lines, other agents, and the ball. Agents then act upon their own local
joints, by sending commands to the environment simulator. The observation rate is different
from the action rate, as agents only sample new observations every three cycles. Agents can
communicate limited-size messages to each other during the match, but only a single message
can be heard by each agent per cycle.

Using low-level controllers that abstract simple tasks, like kicking or walking, has been the
de facto standard in the league, controllers which are then used by high-level decision-making
modules. In other words, agents have a set of behaviors which are chosen according to their
strategy. The behavior acts upon the agent’s joints, and the strategy defines which behavior
to execute and with which parameters.

The 3D Soccer Simulation League features multiple game types. The most common is the
actual soccer match, as described above, and an example is shown in Figure 3.11. Another is
the Penalties match, where a single kicker is pitted against the goal-keeper and has a limited
time to score a goal. This match is used as a tie-breaker in competitions. Another game type
is the Keep-Away Soccer, where three players keep the ball away from a single opponent for
as long as possible. It was used as an additional challenge for the teams in the 2017 RoboCup
competition.
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(a) Cooperative Reference. Agents
(light colored) know their positions and
their ally’s target landmark (heavy col-
ored). They must share that informa-
tion and converge on their correspond-
ing targets.

(b) Cooperative Communication. The
gray agent cannot move and knows its
ally’s (light blue) target (dark blue).
The grey agent must share that infor-
mation for the light blue agent to con-
verge on it.

(c) Cooperative Navigation. Agents
(blue) must cover all landmarks (black),
by deciding which agent should cover
which landmark.

(d) Tag Challenge. Agents (red) try
and touch the prey (green) as many
times as possible, while dodging the
black obstacles and remaining within
map boundaries.

Figure 3.10: Some environments from the MPE suite, consisting on Cooperative
Reference, Cooperative Communication, Cooperative Navigation, and Tag Chal-
lenge.
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Figure 3.11: A soccer match in the 3D Soccer Simulation League.

While the 3D Soccer Simulation League is an open-source project that has been developed
by the community for a number of years, we have designed and implemented a framework to
allow for learning algorithms to use it. The 3d Soccer Simulation Learning (3dSSL) framework,
as shown in Figure 3.12, defines the environment with a Gym interface, and allows multiple
environments to run simultaneously with fault-tolerance mechanisms enabled. It supports
parallel learning with asynchronous deep learning or genetic algorithms, through socket com-
munication implemented within the FCPortugal3D team. The framework has been published
on the ROBOT2019 conference [63].

3dSSL supports both single- and multi-agent scenarios. In the single-agent paradigm, it
can be used to optimize get-up, kick, and walking behaviors, while in the multi-agent paradigm,
3dSSL allows a team to develop policies for Passing and Keep-Away games. The 3dSSL Pass-
ing scenario consists on three agents passing the ball between them as many times as possible
within a time interval, while the 3dSSL Keep-Away scenario has an additional opponent that
tries to steal the ball, ending the game.

For the 3dSSL single-agent scenarios, an agent observes its current joints and estimated
position, orientation, and gyroscope information. Its actions-space consists on low-level con-
tinuous commands to all its joints. The estimated information is directly sampled by the
mechanisms currently employed by the FCPortugal3D team. If the agent crashes, the simula-
tor is killed and the framework reports a terminal state.

For the 3dSSL multi-agent scenarios, agents observe the estimated positions of all players
and the ball, as well as the estimated location the ball will stop at, their orientation, and
the distances of all players to the ball. All estimated information is again sampled by the
mechanisms used in FCPortugal3D. The action-space is no longer a low-level continuous joint-
control, but instead a discrete selection of high-level behaviors used in the team. The behaviors
used were standing, where an agent simply stands in the same place, getting up, used when
the agent falls on the ground, kicking to an ally, with the choice of which teammate to kick
the ball towards, and using a kick for the adequate distance to the target, moving to position,
where each agent has a specific default location based on the team’s formation. Agents may
fall when changing behaviors abruptly, and all behaviors take multiple time-steps to complete.
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Gym Environment

RCSS Simulator

Agent 1

...

Agent J

Figure 3.12: The framework for the 3dSSL framework. The framework deploys
an RCSS Simulator and J agents, all of which connect to the deployed simulator.
Both the simulator and agents remain connected to the framework, which informs
agents of what actions they will execute upon the environment. Agents then report
their new observations.

In the event of a crash by any agent, all agents and the simulator are killed, and the framework
reports a terminal state.

3dSSL also provides additional information to be used by learning algorithms or on tests,
but which is not normally accessible by agents in regular play. This includes the agent’s real
position, orientation, acceleration, as well as the ball’s real current position. This information
can be used during the learning phase of algorithms that benefit from data that are usually
unaccessible to agents.

3.5.4 Simple Pokémon Environment

Pokémon [196] is the largest entertainment franchise in the world, having at its core a
role-playing video game series. In a Pokémon battle, a player competes with a roster of up
to six Pokémons, and each Pokémon possesses a set of statistics such as hit points (HP),
attack, defense, and speed, along with four moves. In 1v1 battles each player controls one
active Pokémon fighting against the opponents’ active Pokémon and holds the remaining on
the bench. Each turn the player may select one of four moves of the Pokémon to attack the
opponent’s active Pokémon, or the player may switch the active with one benched Pokémon.
When a Pokémon’s HP are depleted, the Pokémon faints, is forcibly switched out, and is
unusable for the remainder of the battle. A core component of Pokémon is typing, each
Pokémon and move possesses a type, and types have different effectiveness against different
types. A Fire type move is effective against Grass type Pokémon, and Water type Pokémon
resists to Fire type moves. The effectiveness of move typing is translated to a modifier chart,
an asymmetrical matrix shown in Table 3.1, where effectiveness doubles an attack’s damage,
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resistance halves it, and immunity negates it.

Attacking Pokémon
No Fi Fl Po Gr Ro Bu Gh St Fr Wa Gr El Ps Ic Dr Da Fa

Normal 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Fighting 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 2.0
Flying 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Poison 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 2.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5
Ground 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Rock 0.5 2.0 0.5 0.5 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 0.5 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Bug 1.0 0.5 2.0 1.0 0.5 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Ghost 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.5 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0
Steel 0.5 2.0 0.5 0.0 2.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 2.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5
Fire 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 2.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.5
Water 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0
Grass 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Electric 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Psychic 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0
Ice 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0
Dragon 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.0
Dark 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 2.0
Fairy 1.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0

Table 3.1: The Pokémon type effectiveness chart.

The game features a number of properties that make it a challenging environment for
machine learning algorithms. It is partially-observable, since each trainer only knows infor-
mation about its own team, and some visible stats regarding the opponent’s active Pokémon.
Unlike chess or Go, the environment is stochastic, and attacks have a chance to hit and do
damage based on an interval formula. It is a competitive multi-agent system with a zero-sum
reward scheme. The state-space is continuous and high-dimensional, with six Pokémon for
each trainer, each with one or two of seventeen different Pokémon types, four attacks per
Pokémon, each with its own typing as well, HP and statistics for each Pokémon, and power
and accuracy values for each attack.

Multiple Pokémon environments have been developed over the years, both officially released
[196], or fan-made [197, 198]. The fan-made battle simulators don’t provide adequate API
for machine learning algorithms, and are instead focused on human user-experience. To the
best of our knowledge, proper API are only available for information mining about the games
[199, 200], such as Pokémon lists or maps. Due to this, an AI competition has recently been
proposed for the IEEE Conference on Games, known as Showdown AI Competition [201]. The
authors state that most current competitions are based on real-time video games with perfect
information, and that there is a need to explore other types of games with competitive nature.
They identify some properties that contrast Pokémon battling with other games:

• Branching Factor - with (on average) nine possible actions per turn (there are four possi-
ble moves and five possible switches), planning multiple steps ahead is computationally
heavy;

• Turn Atomicity - although Pokémon is a turn based game, choices are made simultane-
ously, and agents only observe both moves after selection;

• Categorical Dimensions - although in a clean state, HP and statistics are sufficient to
evaluate the actions’ reward, over-time conditions like burned or paralyzed, or other field
effects like sandstorm or stealth rock are hard to quantify (delayed rewards);

• Stochasticity - moves’ damage calculation have random parameters, and may miss and
do zero damage;
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• Hidden Information - this environment is partially-observable at two levels. The oppo-
nent’s active Pokémon’s move set, statistics and abilities (although this can be minimized
with domain knowledge), and at the team level, the unawareness of the opponent’s roster
makes it harder to plan ahead and predict best long-term strategy;

The authors argue that these properties motivate the existence of a Pokémon battle simulator
that is compliant with standard machine learning interfaces.

We implemented the Simplified Pokémon Environment (SPE), shown in Figure 3.13, where
two agents conduct a Pokémon battle and each team is composed of an active and a bench
Pokémon. Pokémon have 300 initial HP, a single typing, and moves of semi-random types,
but are otherwise not identified. Each move has a power uniformly distributed between 50
and 100 (multiplied by 1.5 if the move’s type is the same as the Pokémon’s, a feature known
as STAB). Each Pokémon has at least one move of its type, and three moves of random types
that are not effective against the Pokémon and that the Pokémon is not effective against.
For example, a Fire Pokémon will not have a Water move (effective against Fire) or a Grass
move (which Fire is effective against). While some specific Pokémon have attacks with these
unconventional typings, Pokémon are not identified in SPE, and removing unintuitive type
combinations from SPE leads to more strategical policies learned by agents.

Agents have a reward function R = Rd+Rf −Rt, where Rd ∈ [0, 1] represents the damage
dealt as a fraction of the opponent’s maximum HP, Rf ∈ 0, 1 is a bonus if the opponent
fainted, and Rt ∈ [0, 1] represents the damage taken as a fraction of the Pokémon’s maximum
HP. With the feedback provided each turn, this results in non-sparse rewards. If a Pokémon
faints, it automatically switches to the bench Pokémon, and a battle ends when a trainer’s
Pokémon have all fainted. In complete Pokémon battles, the move order is deterministically
determined by move priorities and Pokémon speed. Because SPE has no speed statistics,
the order of attacks is random each turn, leading to stochastic state transitions. The switch
action, similarly to real Pokémon games, always occurs before attacks.

HP WATER

DARK
90

HPFIRE

PSYCHIC 
60

ROCK
70

FIRE
125

GHOST 
300

SWITCH

Figure 3.13: The SPE environment. The opponent has an active Water Pokémon,
and the local agent has an active Fire Pokémon, with Dark, Psychic, Rock and
Fire moves. The trainer can also switch to the benched Ghost Pokémon with
300HP.

The five-dimensional action space of each agent corresponds to the four moves from the
active Pokémon, and the switch option. If the bench Pokémon has fainted, the switch action
does nothing. Agents sample actions simultaneously, and sample an observation composed of
the status (HP and type) of both his Pokémon, the status of the opponent’s active Pokémon,
and the HP of the opponent’s bench Pokémon. Additionally, the state space contains the power
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and type of all four moves of the active Pokémon. With 18 different types, and identifying
them through a one-hot vector, this is equivalent to a 134-dimensional state space for each
agent.

The goal for each agent is to learn typing combinations and optimizing a long-term strategy
that maximizes the chances of winning the battle. For example, the Switch action will give
the agent an immediate reward R ≤ 0, but switching to a Pokémon with better typing
and move pool often increases the overall reward obtained. Comparing SPE with an official
Pokémon game, the branching factor was decreased from nine to five and there are no long-
term conditions or mechanics, which creates a simpler environment. However, stochasticity
is exacerbated with a random set of generated Pokémon and moves, instead of a fixed set of
viable combinations and teams. SPE is compliant with the Gym [161] API and its source code
can be found at https://gitlab.com/DracoStriker/simple-pkm-env.

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter described a diverse set of multi-agent environments, ranging from cooperative
to competitive environments, fully-observable single-state games to partially-observable long
horizon tasks, and continuous to discrete action- and state-spaces. Table 3.2 summarizes
general properties of all the multi-state environments shown above.

General multi-agent algorithms are expected to allow agents to achieve successful policies
across these, and as such, they will be used across the remainder of this thesis as test beds on
which proposals will be evaluated.
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Environment Design Action Sp. State Sp. Team Vision Persp.
GeoFriends2 Coop Discrete Continuous Static Full Global
MazeRPS Comp Discrete Discrete Static Full Global
Grid Soccer Kick Comp Discrete Discrete Static Full Global
Grid K.A. Soccer Comp Discrete Discrete Static Full Global
Grid Pursuit Coop Discrete Discrete Static Full Local
Grid Forager Coop Discrete Discrete Static Full Global
POC Hid. Rew. Coop Discrete Continuous Static Partial Global
POC Traffic Sim. Mixed Discrete Discrete Varying Partial Local
POC Pursuit Coop Discrete Discrete Static Partial Local
POC Navigation Coop Discrete Continuous Static Partial Global
MPE Navigation Coop Discrete Continuous Static Full Local
MPE Comm. Coop Discrete Continuous Static Full Local
MPE Reference Coop Discrete Continuous Static Full Local
MPE Phys. Dec. Mixed Discrete Continuous Static Full Local
MPE Tag Mixed Discrete Continuous Varying Full Local
KiloBots Light Coop Continuous Continuous Static Full Local
KiloBots Join Coop Continuous Continuous Static Full Local
KiloBots Split Coop Continuous Continuous Static Full Local
3dSSL Passing Coop Continuous Continuous Static Partial Local
3dSSL Keep-Away Coop Continuous Continuous Static Partial Local
SPE Competitive Discrete Continuous Static Partial Local

Table 3.2: Comparison of multiple multi-agent multi-state environments, regard-
ing their design (whether agents behave cooperatively, competitively, or in a mixed
manner), their action- and state-spaces (discrete or continuous), how the team size
behaves during each episode (if the amount changes or remains static), and how
agents observe the environment (full or partial observations, from a global or a
local perspective).
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Chapter 4

Multi-Agent Double Deep-Q-Networks

The use of DQN’s deep representations has shown great promise in both single- and multi-
agent settings. In the former, despite losing theoretical guarantees, an agent was shown
to achieve superhuman-level performance across the Atari 2600 environments [26], and the
algorithm has since been extended and improved with different network architectures, sampling
strategies [147], and even overestimation techniques [145].

In the multi-agent setting, IL adaptations of DQN [151, 152] that exhibit implicit coordina-
tion strategies have been presented, and new techniques, like inter-agent weight sharing [150],
have also been proposed. None of these works take advantage of the single-agent extensions
of DQN.

This chapter describes the extension of a DQN single-agent variation to the multi-agent
paradigm. The extension is tested in two environments against tabular Q-learning, with two
different approaches. Its adaptability to new unseen tasks and scenarios is also evaluated,
and conclusions are drawn regarding its properties. These findings were published in the
ROBOT2017 conference [57]. The algorithm’s source-code and tests were published at https:
//github.com/david-simoes-93/Multi-agent-Double-Deep-Q-Networks.

4.1 Problem Statement

DDQN is an extension of DQN which decouples action selection and evaluation, and re-
duces the overestimation of DQN’s value function. In single-agent environments, this leads to
a more stable and reliable learning process, but the extension has not yet been evaluated in
the multi-agent context. Overestimating a value function in a MAS with implicit coordina-
tion can lead to unstable learning, and reducing this overestimation can significantly improve
policies [202].

It is also unclear how advantageous the IL approach is against the JAL version of multi-
agent DQN, where the agents are controlled by a centralized entity, effectively creating a single-
agent environment. The JAL approach inherently has the disadvantage of scalability and
flexibility, since outputting a joint-action implies a network has to be trained for a fixed amount
J of agents, and its output layer will have |A| possible joint-actions, where |A| = |A1|×. . .×|Aj |
is the amount of joint-actions, scaling exponentially with the amount of agents.
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Input: Learning rate η, mini-batch size k, time-step limit tmax, maximum iterations Tmax, future reward discount
factor γ, target network update period τ , replay memory D with capacity N , on-line network with random weights
θ, and target network with weights θ− copied from the on-line network.

1: for iteration T ← 1, Tmax do
2: Sample state s1
3: for time-step t← 1, tmax do
4: Reset gradients dθ ← 0
5: Select random joint-action at with probability ε, otherwise best joint-action at ← argmaxaQ(st, a, θ)
6: Execute joint-action at
7: Sample state st+1 and reward rt
8: Store transition (st, at, rt, st+1) in D
9: Sample random mini-batch of k transitions from D

10: for transition i← 1, k do
11: Compute target yi ← ri + γQ(si+1, argmaxaQ(si+t, a, θ), θ

−) with target and on-line networks
12: Compute loss Li ← (yi −Q(si, ai, θ))

2 of on-line network
13: Accumulate gradients dθ ← dθ + η ∂Li

∂θ
14: end for
15: Update on-line network weights θ ← θ + dθ
16: Update target network weights θ− ← θ every τ time-steps
17: end for
18: end for
Output: A converged network with weights θ to approximate the value function as Q(s, a, θ).

Algorithm 9: The Joint-Action Learners variant of the Multi-agent Double Deep Q-
Networks algorithm, using ε-greedy exploration.

4.2 Proposal

This chapter describes an extension of DDQN to the multi-agent paradigm, Multi-agent
Double Deep Q-Networks (MaDDQN) [56]. It describes both JAL and IL versions, and reports
their results in two cooperative MMDP, with fully-observable states. It also compares the
performance of both versions of MaDDQN with inter-agent parameter sharing, and evaluates
how well the networks can generalize to new unseen states and tasks. MaDDQN is a more
general version of DDQN, which can be obtained by setting the amount of agents J = 1.

An ε-greedy exploration strategy in a multi-agent environment must be tuned to compen-
sate for the fact that agents can explore independently, which leads to a higher than desired
exploration rate. This can either be tuned by adjusting the exploration rate εj for each agent
j such that (1 − εj)J = 1 − ε, or by using the same random number generator and seed for
each agent, such that they explore or exploit simultaneously.

The JAL variant of MaDDQN is described in Algorithm 9. Agents can be run in a
distributed manner since they have full observations of the environment. These allow, even
with local perspectives, a global complete state to be computed. Each agent then calculates
the joint-action for the team, and executes its corresponding action. A single replay memory
is used to store state- and joint-action transitions. This variant does not support varying
numbers of agents without re-optimizing a new network, and scales poorly to large amounts
of agents.

The IL variant of MaDDQN is described in Algorithm 10. Agents can run in a distributed
manner even with partially-observable environments. A single replay memory can store the
state and action transitions of all agents if all agents evenly populate it with the same amount
of samples. Otherwise, it is best to use a replay memory Dj for each agent j and draw the
same amount of samples from each, such that networks are optimized with the same amount
of samples from each agent. Unlike Egorov [152], who fixes the network weights of all-but-
one agents during training and periodically distributes the learned weights to the remaining
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Input: Learning rate η, mini-batch size k, time-step limit tmax, maximum iterations Tmax, future reward discount
factor γ, target network update period τ , replay memory D with capacity N , number of agents J , on-line network
with random weights θ, and target network with weights θ− copied from the on-line network.

1: for iteration T ← 1, Tmax do
2: Sample state sj1 for all agents j
3: for time-step t← 1, tmax do
4: Reset gradients dθ ← 0
5: for agent j ← 1, J do
6: Select random action at with probability ε, otherwise best action at ← argmaxaQ(st, a, θ)
7: end for
8: Execute action ajt for all agents j
9: Sample state sjt+1 and reward rt for all agents j

10: Store transition (sjt , a
j
t , rt, s

j
t+1) in D for all agents j

11: Sample random mini-batch of k transitions from D
12: for transition i← 1, k do
13: Compute target yi ← ri + γQ(si+1, argmaxaQ(si+t, a, θ), θ

−) with target and on-line networks
14: Compute loss Li ← (yi −Q(si, ai, θ))

2 of on-line network
15: Accumulate gradients dθ ← dθ + η ∂Li

∂θ
16: end for
17: Update on-line network weights θ ← θ + dθ
18: Update target network weights θ− ← θ every τ time-steps
19: end for
20: end for
Output: A converged network with weights θ to approximate the value function as Q(s, a, θ).

Algorithm 10: The Independent Learners variant of the Multi-agent Double Deep Q-
Networks algorithm, using ε-greedy exploration.

agents, we train all our agents simultaneously. Together with inter-agent parameter sharing,
this speeds up the training phase by a factor proportional to the amount of agents.

4.3 Evaluation

Our proposal was tested in two multi-agent environments, a Foraging task and a Pursuit
game, both described in Section 3.4.2.

The Foraging task is an environment where agents are tasked with foraging items and
bringing them back to specific places. The problem can be solved by a single robot, but
multiple agents parallelize the effort. The environment provides homogeneous agents with
full global observations. The starting positions of agents and berries are randomized across
the lower and upper parts of the map, respectively. Each agent can only carry one item at a
time, and can only release it in the base. Agents move simultaneously and collisions prevent
movement.

The Pursuit game features a team of homogeneous predators that must capture the ele-
ments of the team of semi-randomly moving prey in a toroidal grid. The prey escape from the
nearest predator, which must move to its position in order to capture it. Starting positions are
randomized across the map, and movements occur alternatively for predators and prey, but
simultaneously for members of the same team. Collisions incur penalties and randomly place
predators. The environment provides homogeneous predators with full local observations. A
single agent cannot complete the task, since predators and prey move at the same speed.
Instead, a coordinated behavior by at least two predators is necessary for each capture.

Tests were conducted on 7-unit wide maps, with J = 2 agents and two items or prey, as
shown in Figure 3.7, where tabular Q-learning can still converge to a successful policy within
reasonable time. The tests used a fully-connected neural network with two ReLU-activated
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hidden layers of 50 nodes, a replay memory D with a capacity of N = 5000 transitions,
a discount factor γ = 0.9, a network update period τ = 500, a mini-batch size k = 32, and
learning rate η = 0.001. The exploration rate ε was annealed from 1 to 0.1 during the first 75%
steps. The Adam Optimizer [96] was used for optimization, and Glorot initialization [92] for
the weights’ initial values. The networks were trained for 200 thousand steps in the Foraging
task and 100 thousand steps in the Pursuit game. The parameters for tabular Q-learning were
a discount factor γ = 0.9 and a learning rate η = 0.01.

Tests were also conducted on 15-unit wide maps, too large for tabular Q-learning, with
J = 4 agents, and up to ten items or six prey, as shown in Figure 4.1. For these tests,
two ReLU-activated hidden layers of 250 neurons and a learning rate η = 0.0001 were used.
Training took ten times longer, and a trainer was used to guide the initial exploration phase,
by guiding the agents or handicapping the prey with some probability. We could not find
parameters for tabular Q-learning that led to successful policies.

(a) Foraging Task. (b) Pursuit Task.

Figure 4.1: An example of the 15-wide maps for the Foraging and Pursuit envi-
ronments.

4.3.1 Joint-Action Learners and Independent Learners

This section starts by comparing the performance of policies learned with the JAL and
IL approaches in both environments. Agent observations are handled as 1-hot global grids
representing the map, with dimension w × h × m, where w is the map width, h the map
height, and m the amount of entity types (obstacle, base, item/prey, agent). Agents have
|A| = 7 possible actions in the Foraging task and |A| = 5 in the Pursuit game, as described in
Section 3.4.2, and all agents receive 100 points when an item is caught or delivered, or when
a prey is caught.

Based on the DQN analysis [26], a value V = 1
T

∑T
t=1 maxaQ(st, a; θ) metric was used to

determine the learning performance for our tests, which corresponds to the average Q-value
of the best action in all T steps of a test simulation. The initial state of the test simulation
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was chosen from a set of randomly-generated initial states, and represents a commonly found
scenario. Maintaining a fixed test simulation allows for a controlled analysis of the evolution
of the expectations of the network’s value function over-time.

In the 7-wide maps, both tabular Q-learning and MaDDQN converged to policies with
more than 99% success rate over 1000 games, and each algorithm’s value estimation V is
shown in Figure 4.2. Both IL and JAL have similar learning curves in the Foraging task,
which does not require strong coordination among agents (a single agent can complete the
task). In other words, there are no major benefits over using the more complex and restrictive
JAL approach. On the Pursuit game, however, JAL has a steeper curve, due to the strong
coordination requirements of the environment. Despite this, both algorithms converge to
policies where agents surround each prey until it is eliminated, before moving on to the next.
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(a) Foraging task.
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(b) Pursuit game.

Figure 4.2: Evolution of MaDDQN policies with 7-wide maps and J = 2 agents.
The plots represent the average (over three episodes) V and standard deviation
estimated by the team during the training phase, given by IL (red) and JAL (blue)
strategies with MaDDQN (solid) and tabular Q-learning (dashed).

In the 15-wide maps, the state-space was intractable for tabular Q-learning algorithms,
which did not converge to successful policies. IL MaDDQN, on the other hand, achieved
a success rate of more than 80% within the environments’ time-limits, over 1000 games.
This demonstrates that the IL variant of MaDDQN is adequate for environments with high-
dimensional state-spaces, and can correctly approximate the Q-function in such cases. How-
ever, with J = 4 agents, JAL MaDDQN was unable to learn successful policies, as the joint-
action becomes too complex at this point, due to growing exponentially with the larger amount
of agents. To achieve successful policies with the JAL variant, the amount of agents was de-
creased to J = 2, as in the 7-wide maps.

4.3.2 Generalization - Harder Tasks

While it is a reasonable assumption that MaDDQN did not explore all the possible states
while learning the policies, and can still generalize to new similar states during execution, how
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well the policies adapt to similar, and previously unseen, tasks is also evaluated. To do so,
the team’s performance is directly measured when the task conditions are more complex.

Transfer learning approaches allow learning in one task to improve the learning perfor-
mance in a related, but different, task [203]. They have been shown to be effective at
speeding-up learning of new tasks, and a possible metric to measure their benefits is known
as jumpstarting, where the initial performance of an agent in a target task is improved by
transferring knowledge from a source task. In our case, we adapt agents on a harder task by
copying the network weights of agents trained on a simpler task, providing a more accurate
initial value estimation of each state-action pair.

The Foraging agents are evaluated on 7-wide maps, with the same amount of agents J = 2,
and more items to catch. Pursuit agents are evaluated on 15-wide maps, with J = 4 or J = 2
predators for IL and JAL, respectively, and more prey to capture. This forces Foraging agents
to coordinate better in order to efficiently navigate without colliding in a narrow map, and
forces Pursuit agents to collectively decide which prey to chase based on the positions of their
team. A Foraging episode is considered to be successful when all items are collected within
the time-limit, and a Pursuit game to be successful when all prey are captured within the
time-limit and no collisions between predators are found.

The previously learned policies’ performance were evaluated after re-training them with
a small fraction of the original training steps, 0% to 10% for each new task. For example,
the original Foraging agents were trained with 200 thousand steps on environments with two
items to forage, and re-trained with less than 20 thousand steps for environments with three
to ten items to forage. Tabular Q-learning cannot generalize to new unseen tasks, since
each new state generates a new row in the table that represents the Q-function. While deep
learning methods can estimate the Q-value for any state (although inaccurately if the network
generalizes poorly), Tabular Q-learning requires complete re-learning to explore most or all of
the new states and achieve a similar success rate.

We found that, without any re-training, policies were overfit and could not successfully
complete the new tasks, in either Foraging or Pursuit environments. However, Figure 4.3
shows that even a 10% re-training fraction allows Foraging agents to achieve an acceptable
success rate, maintaining a success rate above 80% catching ten items in the same time-limit,
in both IL and JAL variants.

Policies actually improved in some of our tests, despite the increased complexity of the
tasks. The optimal policy had not yet been learned in the original learning scenario, and only
one of the agents was picking up berries, while the other simply stood on the corner to avoid
collisions. With only a 2.5% re-training fraction, this sub-optimal strategy was kept. With
5% and 10% fractions, however, as the amount of items increased, the agents learned a better
policy where both carry items. One of the agents goes foraging while the other depositing its
item at the base, and they alternate these roles. This is shown in Figure 4.4. In other words,
despite not having an optimal policy at the start of training, the team’s policy improved when
adapting to new harder tasks.

A similar analysis was conducted in the Pursuit game, as shown in Figure 4.5. Despite
the increased map size and the larger amount of prey to capture, the IL policy with J = 4
predators maintains a 60% success rate with ten prey. On the other hand, the JAL policy
with J = 2 predators was unable to generalize, even after the prey were handicapped to move
at half the predator’s speed. With only an additional two prey, the team’s performance was
worse than IL policies with ten prey.

Out results are an indication that, while JAL policies can generalize well in simpler envi-
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10% re-training fraction. 5% re-training fraction. 2.5% re-training fraction.
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(a) MaDDQN with the JAL variant.
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(b) MaDDQN with the IL variant.

Figure 4.3: Evolution of MaDDQN policies in the Foraging task with 7-wide maps
and J = 2 agents. The ratio of successful attempts over 1000 test simulations,
and the average and standard deviation of the steps taken in them, when adapting
to new Foraging scenarios with progressively more items. Policies were re-trained
with a 10% (green), 5% (yellow), and 2.5% (red) fraction of the original training
steps.

ronments, JAL is not an adequate solution in more complex environments, or environments
with more agents. The IL approach can match the performance of JAL policies in simpler
environments, and is able to achieve successful results in complex environments with larger
teams, as well as when generalizing to unseen harder environments under the same conditions.

4.3.3 Generalization - Larger Teams

Unlike the JAL counterpart, the IL approach also allows a varying number of agents in
the environment. This section thus evaluates the generalization of IL policies as the amount
of agents performing a task is increased. The 7-wide Foraging scenario was originally trained
with J = 2 agents and six items, while the 15-wide Pursuit task was trained with J = 4
predators and ten prey. As before, policies were re-trained with a fraction of the original
training steps, and our results are shown in Figure 4.6.

Because the Foraging map has a narrow gap that only allows a single agent to move through
it at a time, increasing the amount of agents just disturbs the overall team-performance. In
other words, this environment represents a task that is not easily parallelized, and the team
cannot take advantage of its distributed nature. In the Pursuit game, however, increasing
the team’s size speeds up the task completion, since more predators can capture the prey
faster, but also decrease the task’s success rate, since more collisions are now found between
agents. Contrary to the Foraging environment, a larger team is able to parallelize its efforts
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(a) A sub-optimal where one of the agents collects all items and his teammate simply avoids
perturbing it.

(b) A better policy where agents switch roles and both alternate in collecting items.

Figure 4.4: An example of two policies in the Foraging task. After achieving a
sub-optimal policy, agents trained on harder tasks improved and converged to a
better policy than the original one.

and increase its speed when completing a distributed task.
Our results indicate that the IL variant of MaDDQN can adapt to and incorporate larger

teams and, when possible, parallelize the completion of a task. The JAL variant does not
support varying amounts of agents, since a new network architecture would be required to in-
corporate a larger joint-action. However, independent agents allows a team to achieve implicit
coordination even as the team’s size changes.

4.4 Conclusion

The Double Deep Q-Networks algorithm was formally extended to the multi-agent paradigm
with Multi-agent Double Deep Q-Networks, and this chapter described two variants based on
the Independent Learners and Joint-Action Learners techniques. Their viability for learn-
ing complex policies in multi-agent scenarios was analyzed, when compared with tabular
Q-learning, and MaDDQN is shown to be able to handle high-dimensional state-spaces that
tabular algorithms cannot. The IL variant can also scale to larger teams, unlike JAL, whose
joint-action becomes exceedingly complex.

MaDDQN is also demonstrated to generalize to new unseen tasks, with a small fraction of
the original training’s steps. The IL variant again outperforms JAL, being able to generalize
on more complex tasks, with a higher success rate. JAL policies were only able to generalize
to new tasks in the simpler maps. IL policies can also handle a varying amount of agents and
parallelize the efforts of the team on distributed tasks.

We conclude that the independent approach with implicit coordination is not only more
generalizable, but also a more realistic solution than a centralized approach. Transfer learning
techniques allow for gradually harder tasks to be learned, and IL MaDDQN policies can be
trained in simple tasks with few agents, and then easily re-trained in harder environments
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10% re-training fraction. 5% re-training fraction. 2.5% re-training fraction.
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(a) MaDDQN with the JAL variant, J = 2 predators.
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(b) MaDDQN with the IL variant, J = 4 predators.

Figure 4.5: Evolution of MaDDQN policies in the Pursuit game with 15-wide
maps. The ratio of successful attempts over 1000 test simulations, and the average
and standard deviation of the steps taken in them, when adapting to new Pursuit
scenarios with progressively more items. Policies were re-trained with a 10%
(green), 5% (yellow), and 2.5% (red) fraction of the original training steps.

while taking advantage of larger team sizes. We do not explore whether learning a simple
task and adapting to harder ones is more efficient than simply training tabula rasa on harder
tasks. However, when hard tasks are prohibitively complex or when policies for simpler tasks
are already available, transfer learning remain a viable solution.

MaDDQN ignores the non-stationary behavior of the environment, and falls under the
Ignore category [31] of RL algorithms. It is also based on ε-greedy Q-learning, which does
not support stochastic policies. In competitive environments, equilibrium policies are often
stochastic, where each action is sampled with some probability, and MaDDQN could not
achieve an equilibrium strategy in a simple game like rock-paper-scissors. Finally, the use of
a replay memory has the undesirable effect of agents optimizing their policies with outdated
samples. In a single-agent environment, the stationary environment of an agent has no concept
of outdated samples, but in the multi-agent setting, an agent may adapt to older policies of
other agents, and this may cause divergence between learned policies. Algorithms like A3C
use multiple workers instead of a replay memory to break sample correlation, and do not suffer
from this problem.
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10% re-training fraction. 5% re-training fraction. 2.5% re-training fraction.
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(a) MaDDQN with the IL variant in the Foraging task with 7-wide maps and J = 2 agents.
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(b) MaDDQN with the IL variant in the Pursuit game with 15-wide maps and J = 4 agents.

Figure 4.6: Evolution of MaDDQN policies. The ratio of successful attempts over
1000 test simulations, and the average and standard deviation of the steps taken
in them, when adapting to new scenarios with progressively larger teams. Policies
were re-trained with a 10% (green), 5% (yellow), and 2.5% (red) fraction of the
original training steps. The dashed line represents the original training’s baseline.
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Chapter 5

Mixed-Policy Asynchronous
Q-Learning

Algorithms belonging to the Forget category adapt to non-stationary behavior of other
agents. Throughout their execution, agents learn and adjust their policies to coordinate with
other agents. Agents also continuously forget previous information regarding the evolution of
other agents’ policies. In other words, Forget algorithms do not model allies or opponents.
Algorithms often strive to achieve NE strategies, where no agent can do better by changing
its own strategy. When Forget algorithms can do so in self-play, they have the rational and
convergent properties.

Forget-category algorithms include WoLF-PHC [51], GIGA-WoLF [52], WPL [54], and
EMA-QL [53], all of which exhibit such properties, while each agent only has information
about its own actions and rewards. They keep track of Q-values and maintain a probability
distribution over possible actions. WoLF-PHC keeps track of two different policies, and has
two different policy update rates to be set a priori. GIGA-WoLF also maintains two different
policies, but only requires a single policy update rate to be defined. To respect the WoLF
principle, GIGA-WoLF updates both policies at different rates, with a constant ratio. WPL
has a variable learning rate, and allows agents to move towards the equilibrium strategy faster
than moving away from it. EMA-QL again requires two different policy update rates to be
defined, but it is shown to outperform WPL.

These mixed-policy algorithms store their values in table representations, and thus cannot
be used in high-dimensional, noisy, or continuous environments. This chapter extends these
algorithms, all of which require no knowledge about other players’ actions or rewards and have
been shown to reach equilibrium strategies in self-play, to the deep learning paradigm. Deep-
learning implementations based on Asynchronous Deep Q-Learning not only match the perfor-
mance of the original algorithms in single-state games, but can also find equilibrium strategies
in complex environments with continuous or noisy state-spaces. These findings were published
in the EPIA17 conference [56]. The source-code for all algorithms and tests was published at
https://github.com/david-simoes-93/Mixed-Policy-Asynchronous-Deep-Q-Learning.

5.1 Problem Statement

While several algorithms have been proven to converge to Nash equilibria [51, 52], many
have unrealistic assumptions, such as knowing the underlying game structure or the optimal
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Nash Equilibrium [204, 47], or the actions performed by other agents and their received rewards
[48, 49]. These assumptions are unrealistic in most scenarios, either due to their complexity
(where the game model is unknown or too complex) or due to conflicting goals (non-cooperative
agents will not provide reward information to others, for example). This makes it so that even
simple 2-player games are challenging.

However, algorithms have been proposed that achieve Nash equilibriums with only informa-
tion about the agents’ own actions and rewards. These include WoLF-PHC [51], GIGA-WoLF
[52], WPL [54], and EMA-QL [53]. WoLF-PHC introduced the Win or Learn Fast principle,
where different learning rates are used when the agent is winning or losing, a principle also
used by GIGA-WoLF. However, both algorithms have shown problems in more complex games,
such as Shapley’s Game [143]. WPL and EMA-QL have been shown to achieve convergence
in such games, but with some setbacks. WPL has no formal analysis and proof of conver-
gence, and EMA-QL features some difficulties learning simpler games with many actions and
asymmetric probabilities. Not only that, but since all of these algorithms derive from table-
based Q-learning, they also cannot handle high-complexity environments. These algorithms
are formally described in Section 2.5.1.

Because of their tabular nature, these algorithms do not handle high-dimensional state-
spaces, which become intractable without approximating the Q-value function. They also
do not support continuous state-space environments without specific techniques, and they do
not generalize to new unseen states. For example, in competitive Pokémon battling, there
are hundreds of possible Pokémon and thousands of attack and typing combinations in a
partially-observable environment. Despite the tabular algorithm’s rationality and convergence
properties in single-state games, none of them are adequate for complex competitive multi-
agent environments.

5.2 Proposal

The mixed policy algorithms described in the previous section are now extended to the
deep learning paradigm through the Asynchronous 1-step Q-learning (A1Q) framework, as
described in Algorithm 7. This adaptation will allow algorithms to approximate the Q-function
and their policy function in complex, continuous, or noisy state-space environments. We refer
to the deep learning extension of WoLF-PHC as PHCθ, GIGA-WoLF’s as GIGAθ, WPL’s as
WPLθ, and EMA-QL’s as EMAθ.

Both A1Q and DQN were adequate candidates for a deep Q-learning basis for the mixed
policy algorithms, which are based on tabular Q-learning. However, DQN contains an experi-
ence replay D to break its sample dependencies, while A1Q uses asynchronous updates. This
implies that DQN incurs a delay, directly proportional to the size of its experience replay, for
agents to adapt to other agents’ strategies, which can lead to diverging policies [153]. A1Q
is more complex, but due to its frequent network synchronizations, does not suffer from this
problem.

PHCθ, GIGAθ, WPLθ, and EMAθ have identical Q-value updates, and their new pol-
icy update equations can simply use the Q-values Q(st, at; θ) output by the Q-network with
weights θ for state st and action at at time-step t, instead of their tabular counterparts
Q(st, at). Each algorithm computes its new policy πt+1(st) accordingly, which is used as the
optimization target yπ for a policy network with weights θπ. While Q-networks are updated
with the mean squared error function, policy networks are optimized with the cross entropy
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H(yπ, π(st, θπ)) between the current output policy π and the optimization target yπ. Both
PHCθ and GIGAθ additionally compute another policy π̂t+1(st), which is updated slower, and
is represented by an average policy network with weights θπ̂.

For computational efficiency, agents can use intra-agent parameter sharing and optimize a
single network with multiple output layers (the Q-value estimation and the policy), as shown
in Figure 5.1. This allows policies and Q-values to be computed in a single feed-forward
pass, and the networks to be optimized in a single backward pass. Since network updates
are often multiplied by a learning rate η, in order to use intra-agent parameter sharing, the
policy update rates δ of each algorithm are defined with respect to η. As an example, consider
a tabular mixed policy algorithm where Q-values would be updated with a learning rate x,
and the policy with an update rate y. The deep learning implementation could then have a
learning rate η = x, and a policy update rate δ = y

η , where target policies are calculated using
δ, and network optimizations multiplicatively use η to optimize their weights.

...

Hidden
layer 1

Hidden
layer NInput

layer

Value
Output
layer

Policy
Output
layer

Figure 5.1: An example of a deep neural network using intra-agent parameter
sharing, with a fully-connected architecture, N hidden layers, and two output
layers. Each node is connected to all the nodes in the next layer and both outputs
are computed with a single forwards-pass. To optimize the network, the error of
both output layers is summed and propagated in a single backwards-pass.

5.2.1 Update Rules

This section formally describes the deep asynchronous algorithms PHCθ, GIGAθ, WPLθ,
and EMAθ, as well as their new update rules.

PHCθ

For PHCθ, a game counter Ct is used instead of a state counter Ct(st), incremented at each
episode. Because table-based representations are no longer part of the algorithm, state-wide
counters are infeasible. Like WoLF-PHC, PHCθ starts by computing the target yπ̂ for the
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average policy.

yπ̂ = π̂t(st; θ
−) +

πt(st; θ
−)− π̂t(st; θ−)

Ct+1
(5.1)

The winning or losing learning rates are chosen based on the current value estimation, and
whether the current policy πt(st; θ−) outperforms the average policy π̂t(st; θ−). The target yπ
for the current policy is then given by an added increment ∆t(st, at).

δt(st) =

{
δw if

∑
a′∈A πt(st, a

′; θ−)Qt(st, a
′; θ−) >

∑
a′∈A π̂t(st, a

′; θ−)Qt(st, a
′; θ−)

δl otherwise
(5.2)

∀a ∈ A ∆t(st, at) =

{
− δt(st)
|A|−1 if a 6= argmaxa′∈AQt(st, a′; θ−)

δt(st) otherwise
(5.3)

yπ = P

(
πt(st; θ

−) + ∆t(st)

)
(5.4)

Using these equations, PHCθ is described in Algorithm 11. Two policy networks with
weights θπ and θπ̂ are used, and two policy update rates δw and δl to adhere to the WoLF
principle. Both the policy networks and the standard Q-network have on-line and target
versions, where the target networks are updated at a slower pace. This prevents network
targets from diverging and increases the stability of converging policies.

GIGAθ

At each time-step, GIGAθ estimates a policy π−t+1(st) and the target yπ̂ for the average
policy.

π−t+1(st) = P

(
πt(st; θ

−) + δQt(st; θ
−)

)
(5.5)

yπ̂ = P

(
π̂t(st; θ

−) +
δQt(st; θ

−)

3

)
(5.6)

The algorithm then computes a learning rate δt based on whether the average policy π̂t
outperformed πt, and computes the policy target yπ.

δt = min

(
1,

||yπ̂ − π̂t(st)||
||yπ̂ − π−t+1(st; θ

−)||

)
(5.7)

yπ = (1− δt)π−t+1(st; θ
−) + (δt)yπ̂ (5.8)

Using these equations, GIGAθ is described in Algorithm 12. Like PHCθ, two policy
networks with weights θπ and θπ̂ are used, but only a single policy update rate δ is required.
The main difference between PHCθ and GIGAθ is their policy update rules.
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Input: Global shared learning rate η, discount factor γ, target network update period τ , on-line Q-network weights θ,
target Q-network weights θ−, on-line policy network weights θπ , target policy network weights θ−π , on-line average
policy network weights θπ̂ , target average policy network weights θ−π̂ , exploration rate ε, policy update rates δw
and δl, and maximum iterations Tmax. Locally, on-line value network weights ϑ, on-line policy network weights ϑπ ,
on-line average policy network weights ϑπ̂ , and time-step counter t.

1: t← 0
2: for iteration T ← 0, Tmax do
3: Reset gradients dθ ← 0, dθπ ← 0, and dθπ̂ ← 0
4: Synchronize ϑ← θ, ϑπ ← θπ , and ϑπ̂ ← θπ̂
5: tstart ← t
6: Sample state st
7: repeat
8: Select random action at with probability ε, otherwise sample action at according to policy π(at|st, ϑπ)
9: Execute at

10: Sample state st+1 and reward rt

11: Compute target y ←
{
r for terminal state
r + γmaxaQ(st+1, a, θ−) otherwise

with target Q-network

12: Compute targets yπ and yπ̂ with WoLF-PHC’s update equations
13: Compute loss L← (y −Q(st, at, ϑ))2 of local on-line Q-network
14: Compute loss Lπ ← H(yπ , π(st, ϑπ)) of local on-line policy network
15: Compute loss Lπ̂ ← H(yπ̂ , π(st, ϑπ̂)) of local on-line average policy network
16: Accumulate gradients dθ ← dθ + η ∂L

∂ϑ

17: Accumulate gradients dθπ ← dθπ + η ∂Lπ
∂ϑπ

18: Accumulate gradients dθπ̂ ← dθπ̂ + η ∂Lπ̂
∂ϑπ̂

19: t← t+ 1
20: until terminal st+1

21: Update global on-line networks weights θ ← θ + dθ, θπ ← θπ + dθπ , and θπ̂ ← θπ̂ + dθπ̂
22: Update target networks weights θ− ← θ, θ−π ← θπ , and θ−π̂ ← θπ̂ , every τ time-steps
23: end for
Output: A converged Q-network with weights θ to approximate the value function as Q(s, a, θ), and a converged

policy network with weights θπ to approximate the value function as π(s, a, θπ).

Algorithm 11: Pseudo-code for a worker thread running PHCθ using ε-greedy exploration.

WPLθ

At each time-step, WPLθ calculates an increment vector ∆(st) based on the value function
Vt(st) and the policy learning rate δ.

Vt(st) =
∑
a∈A

πt(st, a; θ−)Qt(st, a; θ−) (5.9)

∀a ∈ A ∆t(st, a) = δ
∂Vt

∂πt(st, a; θ−)

{
πt(st, a; θ−) if ∂Vt

∂πt(st,a;θ−)
< 0

1− πt(st, a; θ−) otherwise
(5.10)

This vector is then used to compute the target yπ for the agent’s policy, where each action
must have a non-zero probability α.

yπ = P

(
πt(st; θ

−
π ) + ∆t(st), α

)
(5.11)

Using these equations, WPLθ is described in Algorithm 13. Unlike the previous algorithms,
a single policy network θπ is used in conjunction with a Q-network. Of all four described
algorithms in this chapter, WPLθ is the one that requires the least hyper-parameters.
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Input: Globally, shared learning rate η, discount factor γ, target network update period τ , on-line Q-network weights
θ, target Q-network weights θ−, on-line policy network weights θπ , target policy network weights θ−π , on-line
average policy network weights θπ̂ , target average policy network weights θ−π̂ , exploration rate ε, a policy update
rate δ, and maximum iterations Tmax. Locally, on-line value network weights ϑ, on-line policy network weights ϑπ ,
on-line average policy network weights ϑπ̂ , and time-step counter t.

1: t← 0
2: for iteration T ← 0, Tmax do
3: Reset gradients dθ ← 0, dθπ ← 0, and dθπ̂ ← 0
4: Synchronize ϑ← θ, ϑπ ← θπ , and ϑπ̂ ← θπ̂
5: tstart ← t
6: Sample state st
7: repeat
8: Select random action at with probability ε, otherwise sample action at according to policy π(at|st, ϑπ)
9: Execute at

10: Sample state st+1 and reward rt

11: Compute target y ←
{
r for terminal state
r + γmaxaQ(st+1, a, θ−) otherwise

with target Q-network

12: Compute targets yπ and yπ̂ with GIGA-WoLF’s update equations
13: Compute loss L← (y −Q(st, at, ϑ))2 of local on-line Q-network
14: Compute loss Lπ ← H(yπ , π(st, ϑπ)) of local on-line policy network
15: Compute loss Lπ̂ ← H(yπ̂ , π(st, ϑπ̂)) of local on-line average policy network
16: Accumulate gradients dθ ← dθ + η ∂L

∂ϑ

17: Accumulate gradients dθπ ← dθπ + η ∂Lπ
∂ϑπ

18: Accumulate gradients dθπ̂ ← dθπ̂ + η ∂Lπ̂
∂ϑπ̂

19: t← t+ 1
20: until terminal st+1

21: Update global on-line networks weights θ ← θ + dθ, θπ ← θπ + dθπ , and θπ̂ ← θπ̂ + dθπ̂
22: Update target networks weights θ− ← θ, θ−π ← θπ , and θ−π̂ ← θπ̂ , every τ time-steps
23: end for
Output: A converged Q-network with weights θ to approximate the value function as Q(s, a, θ), and a converged

policy network with weights θπ to approximate the value function as π(s, a, θπ).

Algorithm 12: Pseudo-code for a worker thread running GIGAθ using ε-greedy explo-
ration.

EMAθ

At each time-step, EMAθ calculates an increment vector ~∆(s). Unlike the previous algo-
rithms, a single policy network θπ is used in conjunction with a Q-network.

δt(st, at) =

{
δw if at = argmaxa′Qt(st, a′; θ−)

δl otherwise
(5.12)

~∆1(st) = (u0, u1, . . . , u|A|) where ua =

{
1 if a = argmaxa′Qt(st, a′; θ−)

0 otherwise
(5.13)

~∆2(st) = (u0, u1, . . . , u|A|) where ua =

{
0 if a = argmaxa′Qt(st, a′; θ−)

1
|A|−1 otherwise

(5.14)

~∆(st) =

{
~∆1(st) if at = argmaxa′Qt(s, a′; θ−)
~∆2(st) otherwise

(5.15)

Similarly to WPLθ, this vector is then used to compute the target yπ for the agent’s policy.

yπ = (1− δt)πt(st; θ−) + δt~∆(st) (5.16)
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Input: Globally, shared learning rate η, discount factor γ, target network update period τ , on-line Q-network weights
θ, target Q-network weights θ−, on-line policy network weights θπ , target policy network weights θ−π , exploration
rate ε, policy update rate δ, and maximum iterations Tmax. Locally, on-line value network weights ϑ, on-line policy
network weights ϑπ , and time-step counter t.

1: t← 0
2: for iteration T ← 0, Tmax do
3: Reset gradients dθ ← 0, and dθπ ← 0
4: Synchronize ϑ← θ, and ϑπ ← θπ
5: tstart ← t
6: Sample state st
7: repeat
8: Select random action at with probability ε, otherwise sample action at according to policy π(at|st, ϑπ)
9: Execute at

10: Sample state st+1 and reward rt

11: Compute target y ←
{
r for terminal state
r + γmaxaQ(st+1, a, θ−) otherwise

with target Q-network

12: Compute targets yπ with WPL’s update equations
13: Compute loss L← (y −Q(st, at, ϑ))2 of local on-line Q-network
14: Compute loss Lπ ← H(yπ , π(st, ϑπ)) of local on-line policy network
15: Accumulate gradients dθ ← dθ + η ∂L

∂ϑ

16: Accumulate gradients dθπ ← dθπ + η ∂Lπ
∂ϑπ

17: t← t+ 1
18: until terminal st+1

19: Update global on-line networks weights θ ← θ + dθ and θπ ← θπ + dθπ
20: Update target networks weights θ− ← θ and θ−π ← θπ every τ time-steps
21: end for
Output: A converged Q-network with weights θ to approximate the value function as Q(s, a, θ), and a converged

policy network with weights θπ to approximate the value function as π(s, a, θπ).

Algorithm 13: Pseudo-code for a worker thread running WPLθ using ε-greedy explo-
ration.

Using these equations, EMAθ is described in Algorithm 14. A single policy network with
weights θπ is updated with two distinct policy update rates δw and δl.

5.3 Evaluation

Several games are chosen to demonstrate whether the deep learning implementations of
these algorithms can still converge to NE strategies. The chosen games include Matching Pen-
nies, Tricky Game, Biased Game, Rock-Paper-Scissors (RPS), and Null-Rock-Paper-Scissors
(NRPS), described in Section 3.3. These games represent a set of diverse two-player single-
state games, with different amounts of actions, both symmetric and asymmetric NE, and
different average returns.

The equilibrium strategies for Matching Pennies and Tricky Game is to play each action
with a probability of 1

2 . For the Biased Game, it is to play one action with probability 3
4 and

the other with probability 1
4 . For Rock-Paper-Scissors, the Nash equilibrium is to play each

action with a probability of 1
3 and for Null-Rock-Paper-Scissors, the equilibrium is to not play

the first action and the remaining actions with probability 1
3 .

5.3.1 Tabular Rationality and Convergence

An initial comparison is performed between the original tabular versions of WoLF-PHC,
GIGA-WoLF, WPL, and EMA-QL. The same hyper-parameters are kept for all algorithms,
with a learning rate η = 0.01, a policy update rate δ = η

100+i/2000 , the winning policy learning
rate δw = δ, and the losing policy learning rate δl = 2δw. This comparison is a fair evaluation of
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Input: Globally, shared learning rate η, discount factor γ, target network update period τ , on-line Q-network weights
θ, target Q-network weights θ−, on-line policy network weights θπ , target policy network weights θ−π , exploration
rate ε, policy update rates δw and δl, and maximum iterations Tmax. Locally, on-line value network weights ϑ,
on-line policy network weights ϑπ , and time-step counter t.

1: t← 0
2: for iteration T ← 0, Tmax do
3: Reset gradients dθ ← 0, and dθπ ← 0
4: Synchronize ϑ← θ, and ϑπ ← θπ
5: tstart ← t
6: Sample state st
7: repeat
8: Select random action at with probability ε, otherwise sample action at according to policy π(at|st, ϑπ)
9: Execute at

10: Sample state st+1 and reward rt

11: Compute target y ←
{
r for terminal state
r + γmaxaQ(st+1, a, θ−) otherwise

with target Q-network

12: Compute target yπ with EMA-QL’s update equations
13: Compute loss L← (y −Q(st, at, ϑ))2 of local on-line Q-network
14: Compute loss Lπ ← H(yπ , π(st, ϑπ)) of local on-line policy network
15: Accumulate gradients dθ ← dθ + η ∂L

∂ϑ

16: Accumulate gradients dθπ ← dθπ + η ∂Lπ
∂ϑπ

17: t← t+ 1
18: until terminal st+1

19: Update global on-line networks weights θ ← θ + dθ and θπ ← θπ + dθπ
20: Update target network weights θ− ← θ and θ−π ← θπ every τ time-steps
21: end for
Output: A converged Q-network with weights θ to approximate the value function as Q(s, a, θ), and a converged

policy network with weights θπ to approximate the value function as π(s, a, θπ).

Algorithm 14: Pseudo-code for a worker thread running EMAθ using ε-greedy explo-
ration.

the performance of all algorithms in a varied set of single state games, since hyper-parameters
are not tuned to any specific algorithm.

Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 show the policy evolutions for multiple games. WoLF-
PHC shows a large variance in games with more than two actions, like RPS and NRPS. GIGA-
WoLF converges in all scenarios and appears to be the algorithm with less overall variance.
WPL also converges in all scenarios, but oscillates more than GIGA-WoLF in symmetric action
games like Matching Pennies or NRPS. EMA-QL is unable to converge to the proper NE in a
game with multiple asymmetric actions like NRPS.

Our analysis shows that both GIGA-WoLF and WPL are robust to different kinds of game
theoretic environments and achieve convergence to NE policies in self-play. The same analysis
is now conducted on the deep asynchronous versions of all the previous algorithms.

5.3.2 Deep Asynchronous Rationality and Convergence

The asynchronous mixed policy tests used 3 concurrent workers, a neural network with
two hidden layers of 150 nodes with ELU activations [91], a learning rate η = 10−4, a policy
learning rate δπ = η

200 , a winning policy learning rate δw = δπ, and a losing policy learning
rate δl = 2δw. Weights were initialized with the Glorot initializer [92] and optimized with the
Adam optimizer [96].

Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11 show the policy evolutions for multiple games. PHCθ
now shows a large variance in most games, and its policies seem to diverge over time in
RPS and NRPS, and never actually converge in the Tricky game. GIGAθ and WPLθ exhibit
similar rational and convergent behavior. EMAθ is more unstable, remains unable to converge
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(d) EMA-QL.

Figure 5.2: The evolution of the policies of 2 agents in self-play on the Matching
Pennies game. Players use the tabular Wolf-PHC, GIGA-WoLF, WPL, and EMA-
QL algorithms, and plots show the probability of choosing the first action over
epochs of 25 time-steps.
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(b) GIGA-WoLF.
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(c) WPL.
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(d) EMA-QL.

Figure 5.3: The evolution of the policies of 2 agents in self-play on the Tricky
game. Players use the tabular Wolf-PHC, GIGA-WoLF, WPL, and EMA-QL
algorithms, and plots show the probability of choosing the first action over epochs
of 25 time-steps.
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(a) WoLF-PHC.
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(b) GIGA-WoLF.
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(c) WPL.
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(d) EMA-QL.

Figure 5.4: The evolution of the policies of 2 agents in self-play on the Biased
game. Players use the tabular Wolf-PHC, GIGA-WoLF, WPL, and EMA-QL
algorithms, and plots show the probability of choosing the first action over epochs
of 25 time-steps.
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(b) GIGA-WoLF.
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(c) WPL.
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(d) EMA-QL.

Figure 5.5: The evolution of the policies of 2 agents in self-play on the RPS game.
Players use the tabular Wolf-PHC, GIGA-WoLF, WPL, and EMA-QL algorithms,
and plots show the probability of choosing actions over epochs of 25 time-steps.
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Figure 5.6: The evolution of the policies of 2 agents in self-play on the NRPS
game. Players use the tabular Wolf-PHC, GIGA-WoLF, WPL, and EMA-QL
algorithms, and plots show the probability of choosing actions over epochs of 25
time-steps.
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(c) WPLθ.
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(d) EMAθ.

Figure 5.7: The evolution of the policies of 2 agents in self-play on the Matching
Pennies game. Players use the PHCθ, GIGAθ, WPLθ, and EMAθ algorithms, and
plots show the probability of choosing the first action over epochs of 25 time-steps.
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(b) GIGAθ.
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(c) WPLθ.
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(d) EMAθ.

Figure 5.8: The evolution of the policies of 2 agents in self-play on the Tricky
game. Players use the PHCθ, GIGAθ, WPLθ, and EMAθ algorithms, and plots
show the probability of choosing the first action over epochs of 25 time-steps.
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(c) WPLθ.
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(d) EMAθ.

Figure 5.9: The evolution of the policies of 2 agents in self-play on the Biased
game. Players use the PHCθ, GIGAθ, WPLθ, and EMAθ algorithms, and plots
show the probability of choosing the first action over epochs of 25 time-steps.
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(b) GIGAθ.
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(c) WPLθ.
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(d) EMAθ.

Figure 5.10: The evolution of the policies of 2 agents in self-play on the RPS
game. Players use the PHCθ, GIGAθ, WPLθ, and EMAθ algorithms, and plots
show the probability of choosing each action over epochs of 25 time-steps.
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(a) PHCθ.
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(b) GIGAθ.
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(c) WPLθ.
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(d) EMAθ.

Figure 5.11: The evolution of the policies of 2 agents in self-play on the NRPS
game. Players use the PHCθ, GIGAθ, WPLθ, and EMAθ algorithms, and plots
show the probability of choosing each action over epochs of 25 time-steps.
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in NRPS and is now also heavily oscillating in the Tricky game.
Tests were repeated with a less complex neural network architecture, using only a single

hidden layer of nine nodes, and all other hyper-parameters unchanged. While most algorithms
maintained their behaviors with this simpler architecture, the GIGAθ algorithm diverged in
the NRPS game, as shown in Figure 5.12. A single state game does not require a complex
non-linear function approximator for the value or policy functions, but GIGAθ does require a
more complex network architecture than WPLθ in order to converge in this scenario.

Our analysis shows that WPLθ remains robust to different kinds of game theoretic en-
vironments and network architectures, and achieves convergence to NE policies in self-play.
GIGAθ also shows rationality and convergence properties with a sufficiently complex network
architecture. The use of learning batches can contribute to the increased instability of algo-
rithms, since updates are no longer conducted every time-step, but instead at every mini-batch
of time-steps, leading to a delayed response to opponent strategies. The non-linear approx-
imation that the neural network itself performs on the value and policy functions can also
contribute to this problem, by providing an inaccurate estimation of these functions.

5.3.3 Multi-State Environments

Deep asynchronous algorithms have been shown to handle noisy, partially-observable or
continuous state-space environments [131, 141]. Tests are now conducted on a partially-
observable variant of MazeRPS, described in Section 3.4.1, where agent observations are noisy.
Two agents are spawned and observe noisy continuous values for all cells except their oppo-
nent’s. Agents must converge and play NRPS to end the game. This variant of MazeRPS
features multiple properties that make it an adequate test bed. It features an infinite set of
observations, which is unsupported by the tabular versions of the described algorithms. All
game states have the same amount of actions, four for moving, and four for NRPS, which
simplifies network architectures. NRPS has a positive average reward, this making the game’s
final state a desirable one. Finally, MazeRPS features two distinct phases, one with an optimal
deterministic strategy where agents reach each other, and one where agents play the NRPS
game with stochastic policies. Deep asynchronous mixed-policy algorithms should be able to
achieve optimal policies in both phases of the game.

Similar hyper-parameters were used, but with two hidden layers of 150 nodes, a future
reward discount factor γ = 0.9, and the ε-annealing exploration technique, following the
scheme used originally in Mnih et al. [139], with each worker annealing the exploration rate
from 1 to one of 0.5, 0.1, 0.01 over 80% of episodes. Additional tests were also conducted with
a higher learning rate η = 10−4. The Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) algorithm
[139] was also tested, using a batch size tmax = 1. It is an actor-critic algorithm that has
been shown to outperform A1Q in single-agent environments. However, despite maintaining
a probability distribution over possible actions for each state, and thus being able to converge
to a mixed policy, it was not designed for NE convergence in multi-agent learning.

The mixed policies for the final game state in both tests are shown in Figures 5.13 and
5.14. PHCθ, EMAθ, and A3C fail to converge to the NE strategies in both tests. The higher
learning rate also causes GIGAθ to catastrophically diverge. WPLθ successfully completes
the task in both cases, and converges to the NE strategy.

Once more, WPLθ is shown to be robust to hyper-parameters changes, and is able to
converge to the NE strategy with different learning rate magnitudes. GIGAθ is only able to
converge with a smaller learning rate, but WPLθ still shows a smaller variance. An analysis of
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(b) GIGAθ.
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(c) WPLθ.
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(d) EMAθ.

Figure 5.12: The evolution of the policies of 2 agents in self-play on the NRPS
game. Players use the PHCθ, GIGAθ, WPLθ, and EMAθ algorithms, with a single
hidden-layer of 9 nodes, and plots show the probability of choosing each action
over epochs of 25 time-steps.
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(a) PHCθ.
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(b) GIGAθ.
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(c) WPLθ.
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(d) EMAθ.
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(e) A3C.

Figure 5.13: The evolution of the policies of 2 agents in self-play on the noisy
MazeRPS game, using a learning rate η = 10−4. Players use the PHCθ, GIGAθ,
WPLθ, EMAθ, and A3C algorithms, and plots show the probability of choosing
each action over elapsed episodes.
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(a) PHCθ.
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(b) GIGAθ.
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(c) WPLθ.
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(d) EMAθ.
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(e) A3C.

Figure 5.14: The evolution of the policies of 2 agents in self-play on the noisy
MazeRPS game, using a learning rate η = 10−5. Players use the PHCθ, GIGAθ,
WPLθ, EMAθ, and A3C algorithms, and plots show the probability of choosing
each action over elapsed episodes.
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the average game length for each algorithm is shown in Figure 5.15. The average game length
is determined by deterministic policies in the first phase of the environment, where agents
must reach each other. No algorithm was able to converge to the performance of hard-coded
policies, with EMAθ showing the worst results. A3C with a learning rate η = 10−4 matched
that performance within the same amount of episodes.
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Figure 5.15: The evolution of the policies of 2 agents in self-play on the noisy
MazeRPS game, using a learning rate η = 10−5. Players use the PHCθ, GIGAθ,
WPLθ, EMAθ, and A3C algorithms, and plots show the average game length over
elapsed episodes.

Despite being biased against deterministic strategies and its lack of formal proof of conver-
gence, the GIGAθ and WPLθ extensions can converge to both pure and mixed NE strategies
in MazeRPS. WPLθ is shown to be more robust, requires less hyper-parameters (only a single
policy update rate δ), and is computationally cheaper (a single policy network is required)
than GIGAθ. However, its bias against deterministic strategies may cause it to converge
asymptotically in environments where the NE for the majority of states are pure. This is the
case of SPE, described in Section 3.5.4, where agents try to win a Pokémon battle. While
some states can exhibit stochastic NE, the majority have deterministic equilibrium decisions
(such as using the highest damaging move when a switch is no longer possible).

The GIGAθ and WPLθ algorithms are now evaluated in the SPE environment. Tests were
conducted in a complete version of SPE and in a simpler version (with only seven different
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Pokémon types), and used 12 concurrent workers, a neural network with three hidden layers of
150 nodes with ELU activations [91], and an ε-annealing technique over 65% of episodes [139],
with other hyper-parameters unchanged. Both algorithms trained in self-play for two million
episodes, and were tested in a fixed scenario, where a trained agent in a disadvantageous
position played against a random enemy. The learning results are shown in Figure 5.16, and
compared against the best hard-coded baseline we could manually create. Both GIGAθ and
WPLθ achieve good results in the 7-type SPE, but GIGAθ converges faster and is able to
match the performance of the hard-coded baseline. In the complete version, WPLθ is no
longer able to learn adequate policies. On the other hand, GIGAθ has a slower evolution with
higher variance, likely due to the increased complexity of the environment, but still matches
the performance of the hard-coded solution.
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(a) Only 7 Pokémon types.
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(b) All 18 Pokémon types.

Figure 5.16: Results of GIGAθ and WPLθ for the SPE, in the unfair test scenario.
The plots represent the normalized score of each algorithm, trained in self-play
but tested against a random agent, over training episodes.

The fixed test scenario puts the trainer at an initial disadvantage, initially favoring the
opponent with a Fire/Normal roster, while the trainer has a Grass/Water roster. Because Fire
is effective against Grass, and Water against Fire, the trainer’s first move should be to switch
Pokémon, favoring long-term rewards. After the switch, the Water Pokémon has both Water
and Fighting attacks (effective against Fire and Normal Pokémon, respectively), and should
pick those moves with high priority. This was the strategy used by the hard-coded policy,
and the best we found during experiments with the environment. An example is shown in
Figure 5.17, demonstrating how a GIGAθ trainer behaves in the unfair scenario. The trainer
prioritizes strategic choices and exploits type advantages, by following the policy described
previously. Without any previous domain knowledge, it learned how Fire is vulnerable to
Water, Water to Grass, and Normal to Fighting, and makes strategic decisions while using
effective moves when possible.

5.4 Conclusion

This chapter described the extension of WoLF-PHC, GIGA-WoLF, WPL, and EMA-QL
to the deep learning paradigm. These mixed-policy tabular algorithms require only local agent
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Figure 5.17: A GIGAθ agent’s policy in the fixed test scenario. The policy of
the agent for each state is shown below, with the chosen action highlighted. The
opponent’s Pokémon use attacks of their own type every turn, but the initial switch
gives the local agent an advantage, and it wins the battle with no casualties.

information to converge to NE policies, and a fair analysis of their original implementations is
conducted. Results show the GIGA-WoLF and WPL outperform others in a set of single-state
games, with GIGA-WoLF achieving the smallest variance.

Their asynchronous deep learning extensions no longer maintain the same behaviors. PHCθ
and EMAθ both diverge in multiple games. GIGAθ requires a higher fine-tuning of hyper-
parameters, while WPLθ is shown to be more robust. When tested on multi-state partially-
observable games, GIGAθ required smaller learning rates and its variance was larger than
WPLθ’s in MazeRPS, but it was able to outperform WPLθ in SPE. A3C, a single-agent
algorithm capable of mixed policies, oscillated around the NE strategy without converging.
GIGAθ and WPLθ outperformed other candidates overall, with WPLθ seemingly more robust
to hyper-parameters, and GIGAθ achieving better results in environments where the majority
of NE are deterministic.

WPLθ under-performs in such environments because WPL’s policy update equations are
biased against deterministic strategies. The policy update rate approaches zero in such sce-
narios, and therefore both WPL and WPLθ’s convergence speed is greatly hindered in games
where the majority of states’ optimal strategy is deterministic, which is highly undesirable.
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Chapter 6

Adjusted Bounded Weighted Policy
Learner

Weighted Policy Learner (WPL) [54] is an algorithm that keeps track of Q-values and
maintains a probability distribution over possible actions. It has a variable learning rate,
and allows agents to move towards the equilibrium strategy faster than moving away from
it. However, its policy update rate is based on the agents’ policies, which approximate zero
when converging to a deterministic strategy. While the algorithm still converges to pure NE
policies in practical cases, it converges asymptotically. This causes its learning speed in games
with multiple states whose optimal strategies are pure to decrease substantially, a highly
undesirable effect.

This chapter describes an extension to the WPL algorithm, with a new update rule that will
allow the algorithm to converge faster to pure policies, where some actions are dominated by
others, while still maintaining its original behavior when converging to stochastic policies. Two
different hand-tuned approaches are analyzed and compared, and an automatically adjusted
approach is then derived from those. The proposal is compared with the original algorithm in a
wide set of game-theoretic environments, and against other state-of-the-art algorithms. These
findings were published in the RoboCup18 symposium [58]. The algorithm’s source-code and
tests were published at https://github.com/david-simoes-93/ABWPL.

6.1 Problem Statement

Despite not having a formal proof of convergence due to the non-linear nature of WPL’s
dynamics, Abdallah et al. [54] perform a numerical analysis of WPL in a 2-player 2-action
single-state game, where its equations can be simplified by defining a player’s policy π(s, a)
by a single probability. Player 1 uses the strategy πp = (p, 1 − p), while Player 2 uses the
strategy πq = (q, 1− q), and the equilibrium strategy of the game is defined by π∗ = (p∗, q∗).
The value functions Vr(p, q) and Vc(p, q), which WPL approximates with Q-values, are then
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defined by the rewards of the game as

Vr(p, q) = r11pq + r12p(1− q) + r21(1− p)q + r22(1− p)(1− q) =

= ((r11 − r12 − r21 + r22)q + r12 − r22)p,

Vc(p, q) = c11pq + c12p(1− q) + c21(1− p)q + c22(1− p)(1− q) =

= ((c11 − c12 − c21 + c22)p+ c12 − c22).

(6.1)

The definitions of Vr(p, q) and Vc(p, q) can be simplified by using the equalities

ur1 = r11 − r12 − r21 + r22,

ur2 = r12 − r22,
uc1 = c11 − c12 − c21 + c22,

uc2 = c21 − c22,

(6.2)

thus obtaining

Vr(p, q) = (ur1q + ur2)p,

Vc(p, q) = (uc1p+ uc2)q.
(6.3)

For clarity, we refer readers to Section 2.5.1, which describes the policy update steps of
WPL. We can now calculate ∂Vt(s)

∂πt(s,a)
, seen in equation 2.9, as ∂Vr(p,q)

∂p and ∂Vc(p,q)
∂q , by

∂Vr(p, q)

∂p
= ur1q + ur2,

∂Vc(p, q)

∂q
= uc1p+ uc2.

(6.4)

The probabilities p and q of agents (and thus, their strategies) are, from equations 2.9,
6.3, and 6.4, now given by

pt+1 = pt + η(ur1qt + ur2)

{
pt if ur1qt + ur2 < 0

1− pt otherwise
,

qt+1 = qt + η(uc1pt + uc2)

{
qt if uc1pt + uc2 < 0

1− qt otherwise
.

(6.5)

The rate dp
dt and

dq
dt at which policies p and q evolve, respectively, can be found by rewriting

their equations with respect to t. While pt = p(t) and qt = q(t), their value on the next time-
step is given by pt+1 = p(t+ η) and qt+1 = q(t+ η). With this, equation 6.5 can be rewritten
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to represent a derivative in which η → 0, thus allowing the calculation of the derivatives of p
and q with respect to t.

p(t+ η) = p(t) + η(ur1qt + ur2)

{
pt if ur1qt + ur2 < 0

1− pt otherwise
⇔

p(t+ η)− p(t)
η

= (ur1qt + ur2)

{
pt if ur1qt + ur2 < 0

1− pt otherwise
⇔

⇔ dp

dt
= (ur1qt + ur2)

{
pt if ur1qt + ur2 < 0

1− pt otherwise
,

q(t+ η) = q(t) + η(uc1pt + uc2)

{
qt if uc1pt + uc2 < 0

1− qt otherwise
⇔

q(t+ η)− q(t)
η

= (uc1pt + uc2)

{
qt if uc1pt + uc2 < 0

1− qt otherwise
⇔

⇔ dq

dt
= (uc1pt + uc2)

{
qt if uc1pt + uc2 < 0

1− qt otherwise
.

(6.6)

Given that
dp
dt
dq
dt

= dp
dq is a differentiable separable equation, it can be solved by separation

and integration of both sides of the equation.

(ur1qt + ur2)

{
pt if ur1qt + ur2 < 0

1− pt otherwise

(uc1pt + uc2)

{
qt if uc1pt + uc2 < 0

1− qt otherwise

=
dp

dq

∫
(uc1pt + uc2){

pt if ur1qt + ur2 < 0

1− pt otherwise

dp =

∫
(ur1qt + ur2){

qt if uc1pt + uc2 < 0

1− qt otherwise

dq + k.

(6.7)

Abdallah et al. [54] attempt to solve these equations in the case shown in Figure 6.1(a)
for a Matching Pennies game. Here, Player 2 starts on the equilibrium strategy and, from
T0 to T4, the strategy of Player 1 gets closer to his equilibrium strategy while Player 2 ends
on his own equilibrium strategy. If pmin1 < pmin2, or in other words, if the row player gets
closer to his equilibrium strategy from T0→ T4, then by induction, the players converge to an
equilibrium strategy in the following iterations. However, this cannot be solved in closed form,
since there are five unknowns (pmin1, pmin2, pmax, qmin, and qmax), and only four equations.

Instead, the authors numerically show that policies converge in the example in Figure
6.1(b), where pmin1 = 0.1. The primitives for the intervals T0 → T1, T1 → T2, T2 → T3, and
T3 → T4, can be calculated, since ur1q + ur2 < 0 ⇔ q < q∗ and uc1p + uc2 < 0 ⇔ p > p∗ for
this game. The plots use the actual algorithm and the marks are predicted by the theoretical
model, with an adjusted scale to match the practical values. In practice, WPL uses the
Q-function Qt(s, a) to approximate the value function Vt(s).
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(a) The general scenario used in WPL’s
analysis, divided into four time intervals.
The probability p starts at some minimum
value pmin1 and oscillates from pmax to
pmin2. The probability q starts at the equi-
librium q∗ and oscillates from qmax to qmin,
before returning to q∗.
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(b) The evolution of the policies of the
row player (solid) and the column player
(dashed) in a Matching Pennies game, using
the original WPL algorithm.

Figure 6.1: The general scenario used in WPL’s analysis, and a theoretical and
practical example in a Matching Pennies game. The squared marks represent
the pmax and qmax values, while triangular marks represent pmin and qmin val-
ues. Simultaneously, solid marks represent pmax and pmin values and clear marks
represent qmax and qmin values.

Because agents move towards the equilibrium strategy faster than moving away from it
(which ensures WPL’s convergence property), problems are found with pure equilibrium strate-
gies, where the algorithm only converges in the limit. If the equilibrium strategy is pure, WPL
will converge to this strategy asymptotically. If an environment contains hundreds of states
with deterministic optimal strategies, all of which WPL will be converging to asymptoti-
cally, WPL’s performance is severely hindered. This happens since the policy update rate
approaches zero in these cases, due to the use of πt(s, a) to adjust the rate. In practice, the
algorithm does converge in simple games due to randomness, numerical limits, and a non-zero
exploration chance used, but the process fails to converge in complex environments.

This has a highly undesirable effect for either pure-strategy single state games, or for any
complex environment where sufficient states contain pure strategies which are, in fact, optimal.

6.2 Proposal

This chapter describes a modification to WPL’s update rule, such that the update factor
no longer approaches 0 when converging to pure strategies, thus removing its asymptotic
convergence properties. By binding the πt(a) factor used to calculate the ∆(st) increment
vector (as shown in equation 2.9), such that the original interval [0, 1] no longer approaches
0, WPL will no longer converge asymptotically.

Intuitively, we can do so by adjusting the πt(a) factor away from 0, and we consider two
options. The first, which we call Bounded WPL, keeps the interval’s mean at 0.5, and both
lower and higher bounds are changed. The second, High WPL, is based on changing the
interval’s lower bound and mean, and maintaining its upper bound at 1. The intervals are
adjusted in such a way that the original convergence properties of WPL are maintained.
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Both variants can be numerically compared with a similar analysis to WPL’s. We consider
the example where the adjusted interval has half its original size. For Bounded WPL, πt(s, a) ∈
[0.25, 0.75], while for High WPL, πt(s, a) ∈ [0.5, 1.0].

6.2.1 Bounded WPL

From equation 2.9, the new policy update rules for Bounded WPL is

∀a ∈ A ∆t(s, a) = ηπt
∂Vt(s)

∂πt(s, a)
×

{
πt(s,a)

2 + 0.25 if ∂Vt(s)
∂πt(s,a)

< 0

0.75− πt(s,a)
2 otherwise

. (6.8)

These adjustments do not invalidate the convergence properties of the algorithm, since
we have kept the fundamental property of WPL where the probability of choosing an action
increases or decreases by a rate that decreases as the probability approaches the boundary of
the probability simplex. In other words, agents move towards their Nash Equilibrium strategy
(away from the simplex boundary) faster than they move away from it.

The differential equation of Bounded WPL can then be written as

∫
(uc1pt + uc2){

pt
2 + 0.25 if ur1qt + ur2 < 0

0.75− pt
2 otherwise

dp =

∫
(ur1qt + ur2){

qt
2 + 0.25 if uc1pt + uc2 < 0

0.75− qt
2 otherwise

dq + k.
(6.9)

This equation can be solved for the same case shown in Figure 6.1, by calculating the
definite integral for each interval, from T0 to T4.

∫ p∗

pmin1

(uc1pt + uc2)

0.75− pt
2

dp =

∫ qmax

q∗

(ur1qt + ur2)

0.75− qt
2

dq

−(2uc2 + 3uc1) ln
|2p∗ − 3|
|2pmin1 − 3|

+ 2uc1(pmin1 − p∗) =

= −(2ur2 + 3ur1) ln
|2qmax − 3|
|2q∗ − 3|

+ 2ur1(q
∗ − qmax)

(6.10)

∫ pmax

p∗

(uc1pt + uc2)

0.75− pt
2

dp =

∫ q∗

qmax

(ur1qt + ur2)
qt
2 + 0.25

dq

−(2uc2 + 3uc1) ln
|2pmax − 3|
|2p∗ − 3|

+ 2uc1(p
∗ − pmax)

= (2ur2 − ur1) ln
2q∗ + 1

2qmax + 1
+ 2ur1(q

∗ − qmax)

(6.11)

∫ p∗

pmax

(uc1pt + uc2)
pt
2 + 0.25

dp =

∫ qmin

q∗

(ur1qt + ur2)
qt
2 + 0.25

dq

(2uc2 − uc1) ln
2p∗ + 1

2pmax + 1
+ 2uc1(p

∗ − pmax)

= (2ur2 − ur1) ln
2qmin + 1

2q∗ + 1
+ 2ur1(qmin − q∗)

(6.12)
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∫ pmin2

p∗

(uc1pt + uc2)
pt
2 + 0.25

dp =

∫ q∗

qmin

(ur1qt + ur2)

0.75− qt
2

dq

(2uc2 − uc1) ln
2pmin2 + 1

2p∗ + 1
+ 2uc1(pmin2 − p∗)

= −(2ur2 + 3ur1) ln
|2q∗ − 3|
|2qmin − 3|

+ 2ur1(qmin − q∗)

(6.13)

6.2.2 High WPL

Analogously, for High WPL, the new policy update rule becomes

∀a ∈ A ∆t(s, a) = ηπt
∂Vt(s)

∂πt(s, a)
×

{
πt(s,a)

2 + 0.5 if ∂Vt(s)
∂πt(s,a)

< 0

1− πt(s,a)
2 otherwise

. (6.14)

The differential equation of High WPL can then be written as

∫
(uc1pt + uc2){

pt
2 + 0.5 if ur1qt + ur2 < 0

1− pt
2 otherwise

dp =

∫
(ur1qt + ur2){

qt
2 + 0.5 if uc1pt + uc2 < 0

1− qt
2 otherwise

dq + k.
(6.15)

And lastly this equation can be solved for the same case, from T0 to T4.

∫ p∗

pmin1

(uc1pt + uc2)

1− pt
2

dp =

∫ qmax

q∗

(ur1qt + ur2)

1− qt
2

dq

2(uc1(pmin1 − p∗) + (uc2 + 2uc1) ln
|pmin1 − 2|
|p∗ − 2|

) =

= 2(ur1(q
∗ − qmax) + (ur2 + 2ur1) ln

|q∗ − 2|
|qmax − 2|

)

(6.16)

∫ pmax

p∗

(uc1pt + uc2)

1− pt
2

dp =

∫ q∗

qmax

(ur1qt + ur2)
qt
2 + 0.5

dq

2(uc1(p
∗ − pmax) + (uc2 + 2uc1) ln

|p∗ − 2|
|pmax − 2|

)

= 2((ur2 − ur1) ln
q∗ + 1

qmax + 1
+ ur1(q

∗ − qmax))

(6.17)

∫ p∗

pmax

(uc1pt + uc2)
pt
2 + 0.5

dp =

∫ qmin

q∗

(ur1qt + ur2)
qt
2 + 0.5

dq

2((uc2 − uc1) ln
p∗ + 1

pmax + 1
+ uc1(p

∗ − pmax))

= 2((ur2 − ur1) ln
qmin + 1

q∗ + 1
+ ur1(qmin − q∗))

(6.18)
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∫ pmin2

p∗

(uc1pt + uc2)
pt
2 + 0.5

dp =

∫ q∗

qmin

(ur1qt + ur2)

1− qt
2

dq

2((uc2 − uc1) ln
pmin2 + 1

p∗ + 1
+ uc1(pmin2 − p∗))

= 2(ur1(qmin − q∗) + (ur2 + 2ur1) ln
|qmin − 2|
|q∗ − 2|

)

(6.19)

The results of the theoretical model and an empirical demonstration can be seen in Fig-
ure 6.2. Both variants maintain the convergence property. Bounded WPL has a slightly slower
convergence speed than the original algorithm (which is to be expected, as the convergence
speed has now been bounded to a smaller interval), but it maintains a very similar pattern
to the original algorithm. However, the High WPL variant overcompensates and thus causes
the policies to oscillate a lot more than the original algorithm, since we increased and off-set
the average policy update rate. This is a highly undesirable effect, as it may lead to policy
divergence in the learning stage.
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(a) Bounded WPL.
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(b) High WPL.

Figure 6.2: The evolution of the policies of the row player (solid) and the column
player (dashed) in a Matching Pennies game, using each proposed variant. The
squared marks represent the pmax and qmax values, while triangular marks repre-
sent pmin and qmin values. Simultaneously, solid marks represent pmax and pmin
values and clear marks represent qmax and qmin values.

While both update rules eliminate the asymptotic convergence property of WPL to pure
equilibria, this analysis shows that the Bounded variant outperforms the High variant when
converging to stochastic equilibria. However, the smaller interval also affects the convergence
to stochastic equilibria by making slower updates. Ideally, a mechanism to automatically
adjust this interval could provide the best of both worlds. The interval would maintain its
original size in stochastic NE games, and decrease in pure NE games.

6.2.3 Adjusted Bounded WPL

In order to automatically adjust the interval, such that scenarios with pure equilibria
converge faster, and stochastic policy scenarios are not disturbed, an update rule based on the
actions’ Q-values is proposed. Because a pure equilibrium means that one action out-values
all others, then Q-values converge such that the dominant action always has a higher Q-value
than the remaining actions. In games with mixed policies, the Q-values of actions that belong
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to the equilibrium oscillate around the same value, based on small variations of the agents’
policies. This behavior can be observed in Figure 6.3.
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(a) Matching Pennies.
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(b) Coop Matching Pennies.

Figure 6.3: The evolution of Q-values for two actions of a single player in two differ-
ent games, using the original WPL algorithm. Matching Pennies has a stochastic
NE, while Coop Matching Pennies has a deterministic NE.

The Adjusted Bounded WPL (ABWPL) proposal measures the frequency at which Q-
values oscillate, and adjusts the policy update based on that. It averages the amount of steps
taken for the maximum Q-value’s action to change, and starts binding the πt(s, a) factor when
an action has remained dominant for more than that average amount. The intuition behind
this is that the Q-values usually oscillate with a decreasing period ps as policies adjust (due
to learning rates and action randomicity), and while they are oscillating, the algorithm is
converging to a stochastic policy. ABWPL does not interfere with the update rule as long as
Q-values are oscillating within the period ps, since the dominant action is expected to change
at its end.

If an action remains dominant for longer than ps, the πt(s, a) factor is narrowed until it
is a [0.5 − n, 0.5 + n] factor for all actions, where n is an arbitrarily small non-zero positive
value. At that point, ABWPL adjusts probabilities at nearly the same speed for both pure
and stochastic policies, no longer asymptotically converging to pure equilibrium solutions, and
keeping its convergence properties. Whenever an action is no longer dominant, the πt(s, a)
factor is reset to its original [0, 1], as the solution is once more expected to be a stochastic
policy.

Formally, for a state s, given the dominant action with highest Q-value ads,t, at time-
step t, with tds time-steps elapsed since the last reset (where that state’s dominant action ads,t
changed), and an expected total ps time-steps for the dominant action to be replaced, ABWPL
calculates a new bounded πbt (s, a) factor to be within a [fs,t, 1− fs,t] interval by

fs,t =

{
fs,t−1 + 0.5

ps
if ads,t = ads,t−1 and tds > ps

0 otherwise
, (6.20)

πbt (s, a) = πt(s, a)(1− 2fs,t) + fs,t, (6.21)

where the constraint ft = [0, 0.5[ is enforced outside the equation. The intuition here is
to calculate the factor fs,t to decrease the policy update interval based on how long the
oscillation period ps is for state s. The factor fs,t reaches its maximum after the same action
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has remained dominant for ps time-steps after the oscillation period has elapsed. We then
replace equation 2.9 in WPL with

∀a ∈ A ∆t(s, a) = ηπt
∂Vt(s)

∂πt(s, a)

{
πbt (s, a) if ∂Vt(s)

∂πt(s,a)
< 0

1− πbt (s, a) otherwise
. (6.22)

To calculate ps, in order to avoid noise and keep a stable and gradual evolution, we found
that a moving average filter with 2 windows and ignoring intervals where tds <

ps
2 represented a

robust approximation. Noise happens when actions have very similar Q-values, and so oscillate
very quickly. This would cause ps to decrease to a very small value, when in fact the actions
were only oscillating due to randomness in the policies. When the time taken for a dominant
action to change is too small (in our case, smaller than half of the current p), we assume
it as noise. To make ps change gradually, we average the previous and the new value, an
approach followed in other algorithms (like CMA-ES) to bind the update step. However, we
don’t assume this approximation to be the only solution, and many other methods (possibly
problem dependent) are expected to work. The algorithm is robust to different initial values
for ps. We used the minimum (and most aggressive) value ps = 1 in our tests, and larger
values simply cause the constraint fs,t to change slower, leading to a more conservative initial
adjustment of the update rate.

If fs,t = 0, the algorithm is the original WPL, and this situation occurs when there is no
single dominant action. In other words, when the policy should converge to a stochastic NE,
ABWPL maintains WPL’s behavior. On the other hand, with a pure NE, the πbt (s, a) factor
ensures that the policy updates do not decrease as the policy approximates the limit.

This proposal has increased the state-wise memory consumption of the original algorithm,
due to keeping track of several new values per state. However, we believe that the benefits of
Adjusted Bounded WPL compensate for its drawbacks, as can be seen in the following section.

6.3 Evaluation

ABWPL is now compared against WPL in a set of game-theoretic scenarios and multi-
state games, to demonstrate how the new update rule behaves in both pure and stochastic NE
environments. These include the games described in Section 3.3, as well as the grid Soccer
Kick and Soccer Keep-Away environments in Section 3.4.1. ABWPL is then compared against
other mixed-policy algorithms, to assess its relative performance and robustness, in some of
the game theoretic environments described previously.

Unless stated otherwise, plots are shown across epochs of 1000 iterations (x-axis), with an
exploration rate ε = 0.05, a learning rate η = 0.01, a policy learning rate ηπ = η/100 and a
discount factor γ = 0.9.

6.3.1 Comparing ABWPL and WPL

This section shows how Adjusted Bounded WPL behaves in comparison with the original
WPL in both stochastic and pure NE games. The results for single-state game theoretic
environments are shown in Figure 6.4. ABWPL matches the performance of the original
WPL in all stochastic NE games, and outperforms it in all pure NE games. This is the
expected behavior of the proposed policy update rule, where we speed up the convergence
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when an action dominates others, but do not disrupt the learning process when a stochastic
equilibrium causes actions to continuously oscillate.

WPL. AB-WPL.
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(a) Matching Pennies.
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(b) Tricky Game.
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(c) Biased Game.
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(d) Rock Paper Scissors.
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(e) Null Rock Paper Scis-
sors.
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(f) Coop Matching Pen-
nies.
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(g) Prisoner’s Dilemma.
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(h) Stag Hunt.
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(i) Battle of the Sexes.

Figure 6.4: The evolution of the probability of playing the first action by 2 players
in several 2-player games. For games with more than 2 actions, the probabilities
of all actions are shown. The row player (solid) starts with an initial probability
p0 = 0.1 or p0 = 0.5, and the column player (dashed) with an initial probability
q0 = 0.8 or q0 = 0.5, depending on the game. The graphs represent the original
WPL algorithm (red) and Adjusted Bounded Bounded WPL (blue).

ABWPL is now compared against WPL in MazeRPS, a grid 1v1 Soccer Kick, and grid 3v2
Keep-Away Soccer. A complete match of MazeRPS consists on two players having to cross
a labyrinth, and playing a single round of Null Rock Paper Scissors. In 1v1 Soccer Kick, an
attacker carries the ball and must feint the defender in order to score. The defender’s goal is
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to reach the attacker and predict the feint. In 3v2 keep-away soccer environment, 3 defenders
with the ball need to cooperate to keep 2 attackers from reaching it. The defenders cannot
move in one variant of the game.

The goal for agents in the MazeRPS and Soccer Kick environments is to end the game
as quickly as possible, to maximize their expected rewards. In MazeRPS, this happens due
to NRPS having a positive average reward, and in Soccer Kick, players get small penalties
at each time-step. At the end of the learning phase, both WPL and ABWPL achieved the
NE strategy and successfully complete the game. However, as we can see in Figure 6.5(a)(b),
ABWPL outperforms the original WPL algorithm in terms of game-length, since the majority
of states have deterministic optimal strategies. WPL prematurely converges in such states,
and takes much longer to complete its matches.

Defenders in the Keep-Away Soccer environments have the opposite goal, to prevent the
game from ending for as long as possible. Once an attacker reaches them, the ball is captured,
the game ends, and defenders get a heavy penalty. Once again, it can be easily seen in
Figure 6.5(c)(d) how ABWPL outperforms WPL, achieving a winning strategy in a fraction
of the training steps. ABWPL defenders quickly reach a strategy where the attackers cannot
capture the ball and the game ends only by time-step limit (5000 steps).
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(a) MazeRPS.
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(b) Grid 1v1 Soccer Kick.
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(c) 3v2 Keep-Away (no defender move-
ment).
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(d) 3v2 Keep-Away.

Figure 6.5: The time-steps (y-axis) taken by two agents to play a complete game
across training steps and epochs (x-axis). The plots represent the original WPL
(red), and Adjusted Bounded WPL (blue).

6.3.2 Comparing Mixed-Policy Algorithms

The performance of ABWPL is also compared with WoLF-PHC, EMA-QL, and GIGA-
WoLF, other state-of-the-art stochastic search algorithms. Because all algorithms are based
on Q-learning and share similar architectures, all four are compared using the same set of
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hyper-parameters. The parameters were chosen such that all algorithms could converge to the
NE solutions in the evaluated games.

Since the algorithms keep their own action distribution, the minimum probability of each
action is set to be equal to the exploration rate ε divided by the number of available actions.
The learning rate η affects all algorithms’ Q-values in the same way, and the discount factor γ
represents how important future rewards are. For algorithms that require two policy learning
rates (for both winning and losing situations), the losing rate is ηπl = ηπ, and the winning
rate becomes ηπw = ηπl /2. As such, the only hyper-parameter that affects each algorithm
differently is the policy learning rate ηπ. Therefore, all four algorithms are evaluated on
several magnitudes of the policy learning rate ηπ. Algorithms are given a sufficient number of
epochs in the training phase to achieve convergence, and evaluated on their final quarter of
epochs. The average error of each player’s policy is measured against their NE strategies.

ABWPL matches the performance of other state-of-the-art algorithms for a set of mixed
policy games, as can be seen in Figure 6.6. On all games except Matching Pennies, there is a
learning rate for which ABWPL outperforms all other algorithms.
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(a) Matching Pennies, after 50 million
epochs of training.
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(b) Tricky Game, after 50 million epochs of
training.
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(c) Biased Game, after 200 million epochs
of training.
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(d) RPS, after 50 million epochs of training.

Figure 6.6: Average reward error (y-axis) of WoLF-PHC (red), ABWPL (blue),
EMA-QL (green), and GIGA-WoLF (yellow) against the expected returns of the
NE strategy. The error of player 1 is shown above the 0-line, and of player 2
below, and plots are shown over different policy learning rates (x-axis).

Figure 6.7 shows the time taken for the same algorithms to converge in pure policy games.
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ABWPL is outperformed by WoLF-PHC in most scenarios, but with very small learning rates,
WoLF-PHC did not converge to a policy in a Cooperative Matching Pennies game, since agents
could not decide which equilibrium strategy to converge to. However, ABWPL can match the
remaining algorithms’ performance, and is the only out of all four that converged to a correct
strategy in all tested magnitudes of the policy learning rate ηπ.
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(a) Cooperative 4-action game.
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(b) Coop Matching Pennies.
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(c) Prisoner’s Dilemma.
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(d) Stag Hunt.

Figure 6.7: Average time-steps taken (y-axis, logarithmic scale) to converge to a
pure strategy, for the policies of WoLF-PHC (red), AB-WPL (blue), EMA-QL
(green), GIGA-WoLF (yellow), over different policy learning rates (x-axis).

6.4 Conclusion

WPL has been shown to achieve convergence in complex 2-player games and in games with
up to 100 players, despite having no formal analysis and proof of convergence. However, it is
biased against deterministic strategies, and the policy update rate tends to zero in pure NE
games.

ABWPL is a WPL extension with a new update rule that allows the algorithm to converge
to both deterministic policies (where some actions dominate others) and stochastic policies,
by regulating the policy update rate based on the expected rewards for each action. Despite
the increased memory consumption, great improvements in the convergence speed are shown.
ABWPL is robust to hyper-parameter changes, maintains all the convergence properties and
speed of WPL in mixed policy games, is faster in pure policy games, and can match the
performance of other state-of-the-art mixed-policy algorithms.
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Techniques like A3C rely on approximating the value function through an artificial neural
network. This non-linear approximator allows agents to handle both discrete and continuous
high-dimensional state-spaces, as well as to adapt to new unseen scenarios. In comparison,
some of ABWPL’s shortcomings, being a table-based algorithm, are its inability to adapt to
previously unseen states, to handle high-dimensional or continuous state-spaces.
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Chapter 7

Asynchronous Advantage Actor
Centralized-Critic with
Communication

Partially-observable multi-agent environments feature a number of challenges for reward-
based learning algorithms. Each agent must handle all the complexities and issues that ex-
ist in a single-agent environment, including the underlying model’s complexity, the partial-
observability of the environment, or high-dimensional action-spaces. Agents must then also
handle non-stationary environments, possible information exchange between them, the credit
assignment problem, and the convergence to rational cooperative policies.

Both Independent Q-Learners and Joint-Action Learners are applicable to actor-critic
deep-learning methods, where each agent has its own actor and critic, from its own state-
action history. Independent actor-critic is straightforward, but the lack of information sharing
makes it difficult for agents to learn coordinated strategies that depend on information known
by others, as well as for an individual agent to estimate the contribution of its actions to the
team’s reward. It is also insufficient in partially-observable environments where agents must
share local information to successfully complete a task. Joint-Action actor-critic suffers from
the original problems of lack of scalability, and centralized execution.

With partially-observable environments, agents obtain observations o about the environ-
ment’s underlying state s. These observations are often incomplete or noisy, and may not allow
agents to achieve globally optimal policies. To compensate for partial observations, agents may
have to rely on other agents’ knowledge. This raises issues related with sensor fusion (how to
optimally combine the agent’s perceptions) and decision making under partial observability
(which can be an intractable problem [205]). Regardless of whether agents observe the envi-
ronment’s state or a partial observation, they can also perceive a global observation, or local
perspectives of their observations, with spatial (at different locations), temporal (arriving at
different times) and semantic (with different interpretations) differences.

Recent research has both focused on implicitly shared information while agents converge
to policies, or on explicit communication while policies are executed. Such communication
protocols can be learned tabula rasa [44, 45], hard-coded by researchers [42, 43], or derived
from symbol alphabets [109, 110]. Communication is a general and flexible approach, that
allow agents to share both low- and high-level information [37], despite being constrained
by communication restraints of the environment (e.g., distance). The transmission of local
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information compensates for the partial observability of the environment, and helps reduce
the complexity of a challenge.

This chapter proposes Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Centralized-Critic with Communi-
cation (A3C3), a multi-agent deep actor-critic algorithm. Agents are executed independently,
but a centralized critic is used in the learning phase for agents to learn implicit coordination,
while also speeding up the learning process and increasing its robustness. The critic’s com-
plexity increases with the amount of agents in the environment, so an additional permutation
invariance technique is described to increase the critic’s scalability. Agents also learn their own
communication protocols, through which they share relevant information for other team mem-
bers, even with noisy communication channels. A3C3 is compared with other state-of-the-art
algorithms, as well as single-agent algorithms implemented with the Independent Q-Learners
approach. Tests are conducted to demonstrate the effects of learning communication, and
an analysis of the learned protocols is presented, where direct correlations between local ob-
servations (e.g., each agent’s location) and the sent messages can be seen. These protocols
allow agents to handle partially-observable environments. The effects of noise in transmitted
messages are also analyzed. A permutation invariant technique for scalability is described in
a swarm environment, and the architecture invariance of A3C3 is also shown. These findings
were partially published in the WorldCIST19 [61], IJCNN19 [62], and ROBOT19 [63] confer-
ences. They have also been submitted in the Neurocomputation journal and as an extended
publication in the ICAE and JAISCR journals. The algorithm’s source-code and tests were
published at https://github.com/david-simoes-93/A3C3.

7.1 Problem Statement

This chapter focuses on multi-agent cooperative environments with J agents modeled as
Dec-POMDP, with both homogeneous joint-rewards (where agents receive points as a team),
and cooperative heterogeneous rewards (where agents receive individual rewards but benefit
from cooperating with one another). Each agent j has local partial observations ojt of the
environment at each discrete time-step t. An observation ojt is a (usually incomplete) repre-
sentation of the environment’s state st, and can be noisy, as well as discrete or continuous.
Orthogonally, observations may also be local or global. Agent j acts independently upon the
environment, through a discrete set of actions Aj , and obtains reward rjt based on a reward
function Rj determined by the environment.

Agents must be executed in a distributed and independent manner, based solely on their
own local observations. However, during the learning phase, algorithms can take advantage
of centralized architectures, and incorporate additional information from the environment
or from the agents into their policies. This includes concatenating agent observations, or
accessing the underlying state s, for a better estimation of the value function. This additional
information is no longer available during the execution phase. The amount of agents J can
vary throughout each episode, depending on the environment (e.g., a race can initially have
three vehicle agents, but only two remain active after one finishes the track).

Agents can also share information between them through message passing. Messages
may have limited range, where agents can only communicate with geographically close team
members. Messages can also be size-limited, and agents may not be able to transmit large
sets of continuous values, but instead only single bits of information. Finally, messages may
also have target constraints, and cannot be broadcast to the entire team, but instead directly
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sent to a specific target. Not only that, but communication channels are imperfect, and
suffer from noise. Messages can be delayed or, in the worst case, lost. They can also suffer
external interference (e.g., random noise over the message’s values) or suffer from internal
jumbling (e.g., an agent receives the average of two messages, instead of receiving each message
separately and distinctly).

Deep-learning contributions in the last few years for multi-agent environments have ranged
from approaches with implicit coordination to learning communication protocols, but often
do not adhere to all these assumptions.

COMA [131] allows agents to run in a distributed manner, but its critic’s complexity is
proportional to the amount of agents in the environment, it does not support heterogeneous
reward functions, and does not use communication between agents. MADDPG [23] is similar
to COMA, and introduces a communication mechanism to handle partially-observable envi-
ronments, by formulating message passing as an additional discrete action-space. This not
only assumes a discrete communication alphabet defined a priori, but also assumes noise-
less communication. VDN [154] also uses a centralized critic, and communicates by sharing
network nodes at run-time, thus requiring centralized execution. QMIX [99] combines each
individual value function in a more complex manner, but disregards communication between
agents.

BiCNet [141] does not support distributed execution and its agents communicate by sharing
the RNN’s internal states with their hierarchical neighbors, which is not a fully decentralized
approach. CommNet [44] agents communicate by sending multiple messages at each time-
step, but CommNet outputs a joint-action, which prevents distributed execution. The authors
also assume noiseless communication between agents. DIAL [142] agents exchange discrete
messages, but authors assume perfect communication, and test their proposal in a limited
set of short-horizon environments. The applicability of DIAL to complex environments is not
described, but DIAL disables the experience replay feature, which was shown to be an essential
component of DQN [26] to achieve successful policies in complex environments like the Atari
2600 test-bed [206].

Some proposals [110, 109, 155] use a pre-determined vocabulary to communicate between
agents, which must be defined a priori, using heuristics or random processes. The algorithms
also do not allow the vocabulary to grow or otherwise change without repeating the learning
phase. Other proposals [159, 160] deviate from pure deep reward-based learning approaches,
and instead mix reward-based with supervised learning techniques. This require researchers
to provide a pre-determined solution for agents to imitate, which may introduce human bias
in the provided solutions, or may simply be impossible in complex environments.

7.2 Proposal

This chapter describes an adaptation of the A3C algorithm to the non-competitive multi-
agent paradigm. The proposal, Asynchronous Advantage Actor Centralized-Critic with Com-
munication (A3C3), requires a centralized learning phase, but supports distributed execution.
A centralized critic implicitly shares information during the learning phase (by having access
to the observations of all agents), allowing policies to robustly converge and for implicit coor-
dination to be learned. Agents communicate with continuous-valued messages through noisy
channels at each time-step, to compensate for partially-observable environments. The com-
munication protocols are learned independently for any population, tabula rasa, and improve
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team-mates’ policies. They do not require any domain knowledge for their definition, thus
preventing researchers from having to a priori determine what or how to communicate.

Each agent is represented by an actor, a centralized critic, and an additional communica-
tion network, as shown in Figure 7.1. The actor network remains decentralized, and outputs
agent j’s action probability distribution based on its current observation ojt . The centralized
critic now outputs a value estimation based on a centralized observation Ojt , which can be an
aggregate of all agents’ local observations, or the environment’s underlying state when possi-
ble. The central critic acts as an implicit information sharing mechanism, by having access
to additional information, which makes gradient updates much more robust. The commu-
nication network outputs a message scjt sent by each agent j, which is then received by its
team members at time-step t + 1. The communication networks are optimized in order to
help agents improve their policies, by handling partially-observable domains in a cooperative
setting. Both the central critic and the communication network techniques thus improve the
coordination level of the team.

Agent j

Actor Network

Critic Network

Comm Network

Value V(Oi
j)

Policy π(oi
j,rci

j)

Message M(oi
j)

Observation oi
j

Message rci
j

Central Obs. Oi
j

Figure 7.1: The architecture of an agent j at time-step i, using three separate net-
works: a policy (or actor) network, which outputs an action probability π(oji ; rc

j
i )

(from which aji is sampled) based on a given local observation oji and received mes-
sages rcji from other agents; a communication network, which outputs an outgoing
message scji based on a given local observation oji ; and a value (or critic) network,
which outputs a value estimation based on a given centralized observation Oji .

Multiple workers asynchronously update all networks for each agent, by periodically mak-
ing local copies of the networks, using them to calculate gradients, and applying the gradients
on the global networks, as shown in Figure 7.2. A3C3 is a more general version of A3C, since
if the number of agents J = 1, there is no communication, and the centralized critic uses the
agent’s local observation, the algorithm becomes A3C. We describe the behavior of a worker
thread in Algorithm 15.

A3C3 can be horizontally scaled by increasing the amount of workers, which increases
the amount of samples and updates per unit of time, and speeds up the learning process.
Computations may also be sped up if networks with the same input use intra-agent parameter
sharing for all layers but the last one [207, 57, 59]. This technique consists on having a single
network with two output layers, instead of two separate networks. The error of both outputs
is summed to optimize the shared network. For example, if all networks take as input the
agent’s local observation and received messages (effectively making the critic decentralized),
each agent may be represented by a single network with three output layers.

If agents are homogeneous, A3C3 can also use inter-agent parameter sharing, to further
speed up the learning process. This allows the same actor, critic, or communication network to
be learned by all agents simultaneously. Since agents have different perspectives and batches of
experience, when using inter-agent parameter sharing, each agent’s mini-batch of samples will
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Input: Globally, shared learning rate η, discount factor γ, entropy weight β, number of agents J , actor network
weights θja, critic network weights θjv , communication network weights θjc , batch size tmax, maximum iterations
Tmax, and default message value rcinitial. Locally, actor network weights ϑja, critic network weights ϑjv ,
communication network weights ϑjc, and step counter t.

1: t← 0
2: rcj0 ← rcinitial for all agents j
3: for iteration T = 0, Tmax do
4: Reset gradients dθja ← 0, dθjv ← 0, and dθjc ← 0 for all agents j
5: Synchronize ϑja ← θja, ϑ

j
v ← θjv , ϑ

j
c ← θjc for all agents j

6: tstart ← t
7: Sample observation ojt for all agents j
8: Sample or derive centralized observation Ojt for all agents j
9: repeat

10: for agent j = 1, J do
11: Calculate message scjt to send with scjt ←M(ojt , ϑ

j
c)

12: Sample action ajt according to policy π(ajt |o
j
t , rc

j
t , ϑ

j
a)

13: Map sent communication scjt into received communication rct+1, and build communication map mt
14: end for
15: Take action ajt for all agents j
16: Sample reward rjt and new observation ojt+1 for all agents j
17: Sample or derive centralized observation Ojt+1 for all agents j
18: t← t+ 1
19: until terminal ojt for all agents j or t− tstart = tmax
20: for agent j = 1, J do

21: Rj =

{
0 for terminal observationojt
V (Ojt , ϑ

j
v) otherwise

22: Lc ← 0
23: for step i = t− 1, tstart do
24: Rj ← rji + γRj

25: Value loss Ljvi ← (Rj − V (Oji , θ
j
v))

2

26: Actor loss
Ljai ← log π(aji |o

j
i , rc

j
i , ϑ

j
a)GAE(γ, 0) = (rji + γV (Oi+1, θ

j
v)− V (Oi, θ

j
v))− β ×H(π(aji |o

j
i , rc

j
i , ϑ

j
a))

27: end for
28: for step i = t, tstart + 1 do

29: Received communication loss Ljrci ←
∂Ljai
∂rc

j
i

30: end for
31: end for
32: for step i = t, tstart + 1 do
33: Map received communication loss Lrci+1 into sent communication loss Lsci using communication map mi

for all agents
34: end for
35: for agent j = 1, J do
36: for step i = t− 1, tstart do

37: Accumulate gradients dθjc ← dθjc +
∂Ljsci
∂ϑ
j
c

38: Accumulate gradients dθja ← dθja +
∂Ljai
∂ϑ
j
a

39: Accumulate gradients dθjv ← dθjv +
∂Ljvi
∂ϑ
j
v

40: end for
41: end for
42: Update network weights θja ← θja + ηdθja, θ

j
v ← θjv + ηdθjv , and θjc ← θjc + ηdθjc for all agents j

43: end for
Output: Converged centralized-critic, actor, and communication networks for each agent.

Algorithm 15: Pseudo-code for a worker thread running A3C3. Workers copy global
parameters into the local networks. They repeatedly sample the observations and rewards
for all agents and output corresponding actions and messages. Actions are taken on the
environment until a mini-batch has been gathered, or until a terminal state is reached.
Workers then compute the loss of the local networks, apply those gradients on the global
parameters, and repeat this process until convergence has been achieved.
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Figure 7.2: A3C3 architecture, using n separate workers. Each worker interacts
with its own environment and its separate set of j agents. As samples are collected
in mini-batches, workers asynchronously update the global networks, and copy
those weights into their local networks.

break correlations in the network updates, in the same way multiple workers do so in A3C’s
single-agent learning. In other words, with homogeneous agents and inter-agent parameter
sharing, A3C3 can optimize agent policies with a single worker. Multiple workers speed-up the
learning process, but a single worker may be required in contexts with hardware limitations,
such as when a GPU is required by the environment but only one is available, or when using
older commodity hardware.

In the limit, if agents are homogeneous and the critic is decentralized, A3C3 can optimize a
single network (with three output layers) for all agents. However, this computational increase
comes at the cost of a more complex network being necessary to approximate multiple functions
simultaneously. It also causes agents to have homogeneous policies, since their experience is
now optimizing the same network.

7.2.1 Actor Network

The actor networks with weights θja for each agent j aggregate observations ojt and received
messages rcjt as input, and output policy π(ajt |o

j
t , rc

j
t , θ

j
a) through a softmax function. For

scalability, agents can pre-process the received messages in a number of ways, instead of
aggregating them, reducing the complexity of the network at the cost of losing information
from messages. Options include averaging the received messages, choosing (possible randomly)
a single message to receive, having a protocol where a single message is sent and received by
the team per cycle, among others. An exemplary actor network is shown in Figure 7.3, where
an agent aggregates received messages and moves north with 70% chance, or south otherwise.

Workers optimize the actor loss Ljai based on Generalized Advantage Estimation (GAE)
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Figure 7.3: An exemplary architecture of agent j’s actor network. In this case, the
actor aggregates the observation and the broadcast message of all other agents as
its input. The network’s output layer then outputs a probability distribution for
agent j’s movement in four possible directions. The output layer is directly based
on the environment’s action space.

[208], the logarithm of the policy, and an entropy factor H(π(aji |o
j
i , rc

j
i , ϑ

j
a)). The advantage

estimator uses GAE(γ, 0) = (rji + γV (Oi+1, θ
j
v)− V (Oi, θ

j
v)), which leads to low variance up-

dates. The advantages are then multiplied by the logarithm of the policy log π(aji |o
j
i , rc

j
t , ϑ

j
a).

An entropy factor β determines the weight of the policy’s entropy loss H(π(aji |o
j
i , rc

j
i , ϑ

j
a))

and discourages premature convergence [209].
Agents with homogeneous action-spaces and reward functions can use inter-agent param-

eter sharing in the actor networks.

7.2.2 Centralized Critic Network

The centralized critic networks with weights θjv for each agent j use centralized observations
Ojt as input, and output expected value estimations V (Ojt , θ

j
v), as shown in Figure 7.4. This

centralized observation is environment dependent, and can be:

• Sampled as a fully-observable environment state, common to all agents. This may not
be possible in some environments;

• Derived as a fully-observable environment observation, from the computation of each
agent’s partial local observation. This requires that the concatenation of all agents’
partial observations oj can create a fully-observable observation;

• Derived as a partial observation of the environment, from the computation of each agent’s
partial local observation. This is the least restrictive option, as it makes no assumptions
on the observability of the environment.

This centralized observation Ojt can also incorporate the actions of all other agents k,∀k 6=
j, the messages received by the current agent j, or both. If actions are incorporated, then the
value function is now stationary, regardless of the policies of other agents. This technique is
used by COMA to estimate the contribution of each agent for the overall expected reward.
If the messages are incorporated, then some redundancy is added into the network, as the
messages were calculated based on local observations, which are also included in the centralized
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observation. This redundancy causes a simpler value function to be approximated, as the critic
now has access to all agents’ complete input. However, at the same time, this increases the
input size and complexity of the network, which may offset its benefits.

Workers optimize the critic loss Ljvi based on the squared difference between the actual
returns R and the value estimation V (Sji , θ

j
v). The critic estimation bootstraps the next state’s

expected value at the end of a mini-batch, if a terminal state has not been reached.
Agents with homogeneous reward functions can use inter-agent parameter sharing in the

critic networks. A3C3 supports using the same centralized critic for all agents (following the
approach of COMA), or the more general case of a centralized critic for each agent (following
the approach of MADDPG).
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Figure 7.4: An exemplary architecture of agent j’s centralized critic. In this
case, the centralized observation Ojt concatenates all agent observations as well
as some additional information from the environment. Other input architectures
are supported, each with its own advantages and requirements. If a centralized
learning phase is not supported and the environment does not provide access to
any additional information, the centralized observation Ojt takes as input solely
the agent’s local observation. This in effect creates a decentralized critic, which
has to approximate a non-stationary value function. On the opposite end of
the spectrum, if the environment does provide access to its underlying state, the
centralized observation Ojt does not require possibly redundant or noisy agent
observations, it simply becomes the complete environment state st.

7.2.3 Communication Network

The communication networks with weights θjc for each agent j use observations ojt as input,
and output messages M(ojt , ϑ

j
c). The output layer of this network defines the size and type

of the generated messages. In other words, n-channel messages are generated by a network
with an output layer of n nodes, and its activation function defines the value range of each
channel. For example, an 8-node output layer using binary activations computes single-byte
messages, as shown in Figure 7.5.

Communication constraints are environment-dependent, and can be classified based on
reliability, connectivity, parallelism, or others. Messages can be broadcast to all other agents
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Figure 7.5: An exemplary architecture of agent j’s communication network. In
this case, the network’s output layer uses a binary activation function and has 8
nodes, generating single-byte messages. Other output architectures are supported,
including continuous valued messages. For example, a 10-node layer with tanh
activations outputs a vector with elements xi, i = 1, . . . , 10, where each element
xi → [−1, 1].

or sent to specific recipients, depending on the environment. Received messages can be av-
eraged to maintain a simpler network architecture, at the cost of losing some information.
Broadcasting messages to all other agents may lead to scalability issues with large teams. If
agents expect to send or receive a specific amount of messages based on the team size, then
the networks may not handle varying numbers of agents during execution. These communica-
tion properties are captured within a communication map, built by each worker thread, that
describes which agents sent which messages to which agents in the current batch of samples.
An undelivered messaged takes a value rcinitial for the network input layer. If agents send mes-
sages to themselves, they create a memory channel through which information from previous
states can still be accessed.

A sent message scjt is received by other agents in the next time-step as rcjt+1. Gradients
are first computed on the actor network with respect to the received messages, and is modeled
as the error of received messages Lrci+1 . Those are then applied to the sent messages (through
the communication map) as message loss Lsci , which is then minimized by optimizing the
communication network. The loss can be summed or averaged, if a sent message is received
by multiple agents, which can lead to large network updates, or steady slow ones, respectively.
Figure 7.6 shows an example where three agents broadcast messages to others. The actor error
for agents 1 and 2 is propagated into the message sent by agent 0 on the previous time-step,
and used to optimize the communication network. This makes agents optimize the messages
they send such that other agents improve their policies, thus causing agents to send relevant
information and enforcing coordination.

Because gradients of a received message rcjt+1 are propagated across the last time-step’s
communication network of agent j to optimize message scjt , the agent learns to transmit as
much relevant information as possible from its observations ojt . Information is considered rel-
evant when it improves the policies of team members, since the environments are cooperative.
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Figure 7.6: Diagram of how broadcast communication with three agents is per-
formed across two time-steps (arrow direction), and of how gradients for the com-
munication network are propagated backwards (emphasized lines). This archi-
tecture can be extended to an arbitrary amount of agents. If messages are not
broadcast, gradients are pushed only to the corresponding message senders, based
on the built communication map.

7.2.4 Permutation Invariant Networks

As the amount of agents in the environment increases, the scalability of A3C3 is hindered
by the centralized critic. Since this network commonly aggregates observations from all agents
(although it is not necessary to), its complexity is directly proportional to the amount of agents
on the team. An additional issue, found with homogeneous teams, is that switching agents’
identifiers (and therefore the order with each each agent’s observation is fed to the critic)
should also not affect the value estimation. However, a neural network approximator is not
permutation invariant with respect to each agent’s observation. In an environment with at
least two homogeneous agents, the order with each each agent’s observation is aggregated to
the input of the network affects its value estimation. The problem is further accentuated when
the amount of agents grows to large values.

In swarm scenarios, where there are usually tens of homogeneous agents, a critic must
derive a value function V using a very large input layer, and it must also learn that agents’
inputs are permutation invariant. Receiving the positions of agents ranging from index 0, J ,
from J, 0, or from any other permutation, should output the exact same value expectation. It
is possible for algorithms to learn permutation invariant policies in MAS with a small amount
of agents simply based on randomness and on the algorithm’s ability to learn similar policies
for states where agents are in opposite locations [56, 62, 61]. With only two to four agents,
A3C3 can learn to output similar value estimations for agents in the same positions but listed
in different orders. However, once the amount of agents grows large, this becomes factorially
more difficult to learn for a network, since the amount of possible permutations P = J !.

The question then becomes how to allow a network whose input contains a set of agent-
dependent information to become permutation invariant to the order of this set. More specif-
ically, how to allow the centralized critic to ignore permutations in homogeneous agents’
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observations. While it is possible to learn some kind of permutation invariance by feeding the
network enough data that it learns to be robust to agent permutations, it is a slow method,
and does not scale well.

A possible solution is to maintain the same network structure, but pre-process its input.
By ordering the set of agents based on their observations, the network will output the same
value estimation regardless of the original set’s order. When each agent’s observation is
1-dimensional, this is a trivial task. However, even in the simple case of a 2-dimensional
observation of (x, y) coordinates, defining a proper ordering metric can be complex. With
(x, y), agents can be ordered by the average or sum of their coordinates, their L2 norm, or by
prioritizing a coordinate and using the other to resolve ties. Different methods will likely yield
different results. If the agents’ 2-dimensional observation is not coordinates, but unrelated
values, this task becomes even more complex and entirely problem-dependent. While in some
cases is will probably be an adequate technique, it is not general enough.

This section describes a technique where the network architecture is itself permutation
invariant, which has been independently researched as Deep M-Embeddings (DME) [210].
DMEs consist on an initial network θp that extracts F features from each agent’s observation,
and then applies a permutation invariant filter on these features. From there, the remainder
of the network is permutation invariant to the order of agents and estimates the value function
as before. The feature extraction network must use the same weights θp for all agents j, in
order to maintain its permutation invariance properties, and outputs a set of features λ with
dimensions [J, F ]. The permutation invariant filter is essentially an operation that reduces
the dimensionality of the feature extraction network’s output into a single vector Λ of length
F , like a mean function

Λf =

∑J
j=1 λj,f

J
, for all features f

across agent observations. Other possible functions include the maximum function

Λf = max
j
λj,f , for all features f

or the weighted softmax function

Λf =

J∑
j=1

wj,fλj,f ,with wj,f =
eβfλj,f∑J
j=1 βfλj,f

, for all features f,

where β is a set of weights, each for its corresponding feature, which is also optimized. The re-
duced vector Λ can then be used as a regular network layer for the remainder of the centralized
value network θjv. Figure 7.7 shows an example of the proposed architecture.

Popular deep learning frameworks [211, 212] do not feature DME layers, and implementing
them by hand can lead to unoptimized or incorrect code. Therefore, a simpler solution is to
take advantage of pre-existing architectures, specifically convolutional layers, to emulate the
behavior of DME. Convolutional layers use a kernel, usually with [Px, Py, C] dimensions, with
Px and Py corresponding to pixels, and C being the amount of color channels in the image.
This kernel is repeatedly slided across the input image, with a given stride, representing the
amount of pixels the kernel is slided. A stride of 1 means the kernel is moved one pixel
at a time. As the kernel is slided, it analyses small parts of the original input image, with
dimensions [Px, Py], and generates an output of depth f for each one, which corresponds to
detected features (like edges, or geometric shapes).
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Figure 7.7: The architecture of a permutation invariant Central Critic for agent
j. The critic takes as input the set of observations from all agents as well as any
other relevant information that is available from the environment. Every agent’s
observation is processed by a DME layer, which extracts a set of permutation
invariant features. These are then concatenated with the information from the
environment which did not belong to agent observations (if any) and connected
with the remainder of the layers in the critic network.

Convolutional layer implementations can be shaped to act like DME layers. If each agent
observation has a length of O, and the set of agent observations being fed to the centralized
critic has a shape of [J,O], a convolutional layer with a kernel of [1, O, 1] dimensions, with
stride 1 and depth f , will extract features from each agent observation into a vector of size
f . The set of these J vectors can then be reduced with permutation invariant functions to
create a single f -sized vector, which acts as a standard hidden layer in the network (with the
exception of being permutation invariant to the set of agent observations). This behaves like
the architecture shown in Figure 7.7, and it remains an end-to-end differentiable architecture,
which can still be fully optimized through backpropagation. This technique is adaptable
to higher dimensions, like two-dimensional pixel-based observations. Multiple convolutional
layers with non-linear activation functions can be chained as desired, to extract non-linear
features from each agent observation.

Agents’ actor networks, when their inputs are correlated with their teammates and affected
by their permutations, can also benefit from this architecture. For example, this can happen if
agents receive broadcast messages from all their teammates, or if they observe all teammates’
locations.

7.3 Evaluation

The A3C3 algorithm is evaluated in multiple environments and scenarios. Initially, a
state of the art comparison is performed, and A3C3 is tested against independent A3C and
DDPG agents without communication, an A3C3 ablation without a centralized critic, and
communication-less multi-agent algorithms (MADDPG and A3C3 without communication).
The benefits of communication are then analyzed, and how the amount of shared information
impacts the performance of a team. The learned protocols are analyzed and their meaning
is partly-inferred in the following section. Finally, the effects of noise in the communication
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medium are tested against baselines with no noise or no communication. The advantages of
permutation invariant network architectures are then evaluated, using swarm environments
with large amounts of agents. Augmented critic-inputs are also tested with respect to how they
affect the final policies. Finally, an analysis of different network architectures is conducted to
demonstrate the robustness of A3C3 with different network shapes and sizes.

Some of the tests with three workers were conducted in a medium-range laptop without
a GPU, demonstrating how the proposed algorithm can be deployed in commodity hardware
and still achieve complex reward-based learning policies within a reasonable amount of time.
The performance of algorithms is based on the average episodic reward obtained by the team,
where better policies imply higher rewards. Accordingly, the plots shown represent the average
reward obtained by the team. Learned policies have been published at https://youtu.be/
fB71yKcP3iU.

The network architectures were determined with a grid parameter search, where config-
urations of one to three hidden layers with 10 to 120 nodes were tested, as well as ReLU,
ELU and Sigmoid activation functions, which perform the best across environments and algo-
rithms [213]. We chose one of the simplest architectures that consistently converged to proper
policies.

Networks used the Glorot initializer [92] with default parameters to compute their initial
weights, the Adam optimizer [96] with default parameters to optimize them, and an entropy
weight β = 0.01 to discourage premature convergence. For each environment, we chose the
highest learning rate η that still allowed convergence, and a future reward discount factor γ
dependent on the horizon of each scenario and its importance of future rewards. Following
reproducibility guidelines [213], our tests have been published along with our source-code at
https://github.com/david-simoes-93/A3C3, and our parameters are described in Table 7.1.

7.3.1 State of the Art Comparison

This section focuses on evaluation the performance of learned policies in multiple envi-
ronments. Teams are evaluated based on their average episodic reward, and algorithms are
given similar training parameters for a fair evaluation. A3C3 is now compared against its
possible ablations, as well A3C, DDPG, MADDPG, COMA, VDN and QMIX, all of which
are described in Section 2.5. Tests are run in the POC and MPE suites, both described in
Section 3.5.

A3C3 can be directly compared with its ablations and with A3C, due to their similarities.
The ablations consist on a variant of A3C3 without communication, where implicit coordi-
nation is learned but no information is shared, as well as a variant with communication but
without a centralized critic, henceforth called A3C2 [62]. In this ablation, each agent’s critic
takes as input its own local partial observation to approximate its value function. The same
hyper-parameters can be used across these tests, and learning curves are directly comparable.
In contrast, DDPG and MADDPG cannot use the exact same hyper-parameters, as they are
derived from different bases. Instead, the hyper-parameters proposed by Lowe et al. [23]
are used, in their described set of environments, and the average performance of the best
obtained policies (after these have converged) is used as a baseline against A3C3. Similarly,
COMA, VDN, and QMIX also use the hyper-parameters described in the PyMARL suite [214],
which is targeted at multi-agent StarCraft II. Environments were adapted to the requirements
of each implementation, by providing team-wide rewards in all environments and providing
empty-states for vehicles in the Traffic Simulator that are not active.
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Environment J N γ η CC x Episodes
POC Hidden Reward 4 3 0.95 10−4 20 2 2× 105

POC Traffic Simulator 40 3 0.1 10−4 1 2 1× 103

POC Pursuit 3 12 0.95 5× 10−5 10 6 1.5× 105

POC Navigation 2 3 0.95 10−4 20 4 1.5× 105

MPE Coop Navigation 3 3 0.001 10−4 10 8 2.5× 104

MPE Coop Communication 2 3 0.001 10−4 10 8 2.5× 104

MPE Coop Reference 2 3 0.001 10−4 10 8 2.5× 104

MPE Tag 3 12 0.95 10−4 10 8 5× 105

KiloBots Light 17 12 0.95 10−4 2 4 3× 105

KiloBots Join 17 12 0.95 10−4 2 4 4.5× 105

KiloBots Split 17 12 0.95 10−4 2 4 4× 105

3dSSL Passing 3 6 0.9 10−3 0 4 1.6× 103

3dSSL Keep-Away 3 6 0.9 10−3 0 4 6× 103

Table 7.1: The hyper-parameters used for the tests conducted in this section, for all
environments. This table lists the amount of agents J , the amount of workers N ,
the future reward discount γ, the learning rate η, the amount of communication
channels (CC), and the layer size modifier x. Critic and actor networks used
two fully connected hidden layers of 20x and 10x nodes activated with a ReLU
function. The communication network used a single hidden layer with 10x nodes
activated with a ReLU function, and an output layer of CC nodes, activated with
a hyperbolic tangent function. The non-received message rcinitial default value is
all zeros.

The results of A3C3 and its ablations in the POC suite, shown in Figures 7.8, demonstrate
that A3C3 outperforms all other options. The algorithm achieves stronger policies within less
time-steps and with less variance. Without communication, both A3C3 and A3C fail to
complete tasks successfully. Without the centralized critic, the learning process takes longer
and policies have much higher variance.

A3C3 is also compared with COMA, VDN, QMIX and CommNet in the POC suite, as
shown in Table 7.2. COMA, VDN, and QMIX rely on centralized critics for coordination,
and feature no communication. To compensate for that lack of information sharing, the
networks use a recurrent layer such that agents can remember information from their multiple
partial observations of the environment, and their centralized critic, like A3C3, has access
to the underlying environment state. However, COMA, VDN and QMIX cannot achieve
successful results in any of the environments. They match the performance of independent
A3C in the cooperative tasks that can be partially completed without communication. In the
Traffic Intersection simulator, the amount of agents impacts the performance of algorithms
and they are unable to learn an adequate policy. In the Pursuit game, QMIX and COMA
agents cannot overcome the partial-observability of the environment and the prey constantly
elude them. Predators are only able to learn not to collide with each other. A3C3 clearly
outperforms other state-of-the-art non-communication algorithms in all these environments.
CommNet, on the other hand, does feature communication between agents but outputs a joint-
action for the entire team. It was tested in the Hidden Reward and Navigation environments,
using both feed-forward architectures and LSTM architectures. Despite outperforming other
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(a) Hidden Reward challenge.
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(b) Traffic Intersection simulator.
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(c) Pursuit game.
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(d) Navigation task.

Figure 7.8: Results of A3C3 for the POC suite. The plots represent the average
reward and standard deviation (over N workers) obtained by A3C, A3C2, and
A3C3 (with and without communication), over training episodes.

options, aside from A3C2 and A3C3, in the Navigation environment, it was unable to achieve
successful policies in either.

A3C3 either outperformed or matched our heuristic baselines. These baselines were achieved
with a hard-coded centralized controller that output a joint-action for the entire team, with
access to all agent observations. In the Traffic Simulator and Navigation environments, which
require little map exploration, A3C3’s behavior closely follows the baseline. In the Hidden
Reward and Pursuit environments, A3C3 optimized a better map exploration policy than the
baseline, and completed the challenges faster, thus achieving a higher score.

Tests are now conducted on A3C, A3C3, DDPG, and MADDPG, on the MPE suite. While
this section summarizes each environment, the reader is referred to Lowe et al. [23] for further
information. All environments except the Tag challenge provide instant progressive rewards,
so a future reward discount factor γ = 0.001 is used in these for simplicity. MADDPG agents
integrate communication as an additional action-space with a predetermined vocabulary in
these environments.
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A3C A3C2 A3C3 Heur. COMA PPO QMIX VDN CommNet
POC H.R. 24 67 84 71 14 27 19 19 21
POC T.S. -93 -16 -14 -13 -257 -122 -255 -259 -

POC Pursuit -42 -19 -19 -27 -50 -50 -50 -44 -
POC Nav. 0.94 1.97 1.99 2 0.68 0.93 0.38 0.92 1.22

Table 7.2: Comparison of multiple algorithms and a heuristic baseline for the
tested environments. The average reward (over 100 test runs) obtained by the
team after each algorithm trained for the amount of episodes shown in Table 7.1.
Each algorithm tries to maximize the obtained reward, and the best results are
shown in bold. A3C3 is able to match or surpass all other algorithms in all
environments.

Cooperative Navigation Cooperative Communication
Average Distance # Collisions Average Distance Target Reached

A3C2 0.219 1.223 0.007 99.6%
A3C3 0.162 1.245 0.006 99.9%

MADDPG 1.767 0.209 0.133 84.0%
DDPG 1.858 0.375 0.456 32.0%

Table 7.3: Results of algorithms for Cooperative Navigation and Cooperative
Communication environments.

Initially, the performance of policies in two cooperative environments with communication
is evaluated: the Cooperative Communication environment, where one agent behaves as a
speaker, and informs a listener agent of which of three targets is his; and a Cooperative
Navigation environment, with three agents, where these need to cover all the targets available.
The performance of teams on the latter environment is given by r =

∑L
l −dl − C, where L

is the total amount of landmarks, dl is the minimum distance of each landmark l to any
agent, and C is the amount of collisions on the environment. The results are shown in
Table 7.3. In the Cooperative Navigation environment, A3C3 achieves smaller distances, but
more collisions, maximizing the rewards obtained by agents. In Cooperative Communication,
A3C3 can learn policies that are more frequently successful and also achieve shorter distances
to the target positions than DDPG and MADDPG. Therefore, for both these environments,
A3C3 outperforms MADDPG and DDPG in terms of average episode reward.

Algorithms are now tested in the Cooperative Reference and Tag tasks from MPE, and
evaluated based on their average obtained reward. Since Tag has competing teams, the oppo-
nents used the same static policy previously learned with MADDPG in self-play.

In Cooperative Reference, agents know each other’s target landmarks and must commu-
nicate this information to each other in order to find their own targets. The Tag challenge is
similar to the Pursuit environment, but the observation space is continuous and map vision is
global. Predators learned to catch a prey, pre-trained with MADDPG, and able to move at
twice the predators’ speed.

The results, shown in Figure 7.9, demonstrate the evolution of policies learned by A3C
and A3C3 against MADDPG baselines, trained under the same conditions until convergence
was achieved. A3C3 agents completed both the proposed tasks and greatly outperformed
MADDPG, while A3C was unable to do so in Cooperative Reference, which required commu-
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(b) Tag Challenge.

Figure 7.9: Results of A3C, A3C3, and MADDPG for the tested environments.
The colored plots represent the average reward and standard deviation (over N
workers) obtained by A3C and A3C3 agents, and the dashed plot represent MAD-
DPG agents’ average reward, over training episodes.

Finally, A3C3, A3C and MADDPG teams are also evaluated after learning policies through
self-play. In this case, the Tag task is used as a competitive environment, and each algorithm
trains both teams until policies stabilize. The actual average reward obtained by the predato-
rial team for each algorithm has no meaning, since its performance depends on its opponent’s
strategy. Weak predators may obtain higher rewards against weak prey than optimal preda-
tors against strong prey. Table 7.4 shows an analysis of policies learned by A3C3 and A3C
against those learned by MADDPG. Surprisingly, A3C has the best predators against MAD-
DPG, while A3C3 has the best prey. A deeper analysis revealed this is due to overfit policies
learned by A3C3, which made A3C3 predators less flexible to different opponents.

A more intuitive way of analyzing each algorithm’s performance is to compare the scores
of each algorithm when the teams are reversed. Predators try to maximize their own score,
catching the prey as often as possible yields points. Prey try to minimize the predators’
score, by not getting caught, awarding no points to predators. An algorithm that achieved
perfect policies would earn maximum points when playing as Predators, and zero points when
playing as Prey. Calculating the difference of points by the Predator team, for A3C and A3C3
against MADDPG, shows that A3C3 achieves the highest difference, 15 points, and therefore
outperforms A3C.

7.3.2 Effects of Communication

Figure 7.10 shows the policy evolution of A3C3 across training episodes of the team,
applied to the proposed suite of environments. Different amounts of communication channels
(CC) are tested, demonstrating how explicitly sharing information with learned protocols can
also improve the agent policies. The CC represent the width of the communication network’s
output layer and the length of sent messages. The communication network’s output layer is
activated with a hyperbolic tangent function, such that each CC outputs a continuous value
[−1, 1].
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A3C A3C3
Predator Prey Predator Prey

MADDPG 144.66 141.37 123.27 108.06
Score Difference 3 15

Table 7.4: The average score of predators in the Tag environment when pitting
teams trained with different algorithms against a team trained with MADDPG.
Algorithms try to maximize their score when acting as the Predator team, and
minimize their score when acting as Prey.

For the Hidden Reward challenge, shown in Figure 7.10(a), without communication, the
average reward stagnates around 30, since agents cannot share the reward zone’s position,
and thus resort to random exploration to find it. However, with a single CC, a better policy
can immediately be found. This continuous channel helps reduce the area of exploration, and
allows the policy to greatly improve. With multiple channels, agents obtain an average reward
of 85, and as we increase the amount of channels up to twenty, the speed at which the policy
is found also increases. Agents learn to coordinately explore, and to alert team-mates when
the reward has been found, which lets the team converge on it.

In Figure 7.10(b), communication is crucial to achieve a decent policy in the Traffic Simu-
lator, where traffic flows easily and without collisions. We estimate the quality of traffic flow
by the amount of intersection collisions, where two vehicles intend to follow the same path
try to cross the intersection simultaneously, and the amount of intersections stops, where a
vehicle at the intersection does not move (possibly to avoid a collision). With no communica-
tion, the total average reward for all agents is 60, since agents cannot communicate whether
they have to turn or not, which leads to large traffic jams, and agents randomly colliding,
with an average of 4 collisions and 95 stops per episode. A single CC is sufficient to achieve a
policy where vehicles adhere to traffic rules and agree on who should advance at intersections,
achieving a total average reward of 100, an average of 0.5 collisions, and 15 stops per episode.
Interestingly, agent populations learn different communication protocols, signaling either their
intent to turn or to move forward, depending on the randomly initialized weights.

Regarding the Pursuit game, Figure 7.10(c) shows how the lack of communication leads to
underperforming and unstable policies, which obtain an average reward of −35. Analysis of
the policy’s behavior and of the average time taken to complete an episode shows the majority
of time-steps are wasted while a single predator chases a prey, until another predator randomly
crosses its path. With at least one CC, predators can now signal that a prey has been spotted,
and they can converge on it. Through communication, A3C3 predators coordinate to obtain
an average reward of −20, and converge to more stable policies.

In the Navigation task, Figure 7.10(d) shows that, without communication, no suitable
policy is found, since agents cannot share their position, resort to pure chance to cover all
the beacons, and obtain an average reward of 1.25. Agents try to cover both beacons simul-
taneously and end up failing the task. However, communication allows agents to coordinate
with one another, and while a single CC does not allow enough information to be conveyed,
multiple channels lead to optimal policies with an average reward of 2 (the maximum possible
reward obtainable). Agents learn to assign tasks to one another, and distribute themselves
accordingly.

For all the proposed environments, A3C3’s communication techniques allow a team of
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(a) Hidden Reward challenge.
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(b) Traffic Intersection simulator.
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(c) Pursuit Game.
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(d) Navigation Environment.

Figure 7.10: Results of A3C3 with different CC for the tested environments. The
plots represent the average reward and standard deviation (over N workers) ob-
tained by A3C3 with 0 to 20 CC, over training episodes.

agents to complete them. Policies and communication protocols are learned simultaneously,
tabula rasa, and demonstrate that information sharing is a tool that can help compensate
for local partial-observability of the environment. As more information is transmitted (by
increasing the amount of CC), the team’s performance increases until the transmitted infor-
mation is sufficient to achieve successful policies. The learned communication protocols are
not easily translated into human-readable protocols. The simpler ones can be easily deduced
(like transmitting whether a vehicle intends to turn or not), but with over five channels, most
protocols require a non-trivial analysis.

7.3.3 Communication Protocols

This section analyses the learned communication protocols in the partially-observable suite.
While the protocol may not be fully understood by humans, it is possible to extract some
interesting conclusions on what agents are actually communicating and how those messages
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can be interpreted by teammates.
For easier analysis, we convert the protocol channels into colors (each channel representing

one of three RGB values composing a pixel). For example, a 20-channel protocol can be
represented in seven pixels, the last of which has no blue component.

(a) Reward zone not found. (b) Reward zone found.

Figure 7.11: Color-coded 20-channel communication protocol learned in the Hid-
den Reward environment. Messages are arranged geographically, representing an
agent’s output message in the edges and center of the map. Figures exemplify
messages sent when (a) the Reward zone has not yet been found and (b) the
agent has found it and is signaling its position.

Figure 7.11 shows a protocol learned in the Hidden Reward environment. Nine messages
are shown and arranged geographically, representing the message an agent outputs in a cor-
responding location on the map. For instance, the center message is the message sent by an
agent to its teammates when at the center of the map. The policy learned by the team con-
sisted on agents forming a vertical line and moving across the X axis to explore the map. The
learned communication policy facilitates this by having distinct patterns across the Y axis, so
that agents can clearly understand which rows are being explored. The differences on the X
axis are more subtle, but are noticeable enough that agents can align in the proper formation
during exploration. Figure 7.11 also shows a clear difference between the exploration protocol
(a) and the exploitation protocol (b). This difference represents the alert signal agents emit
when the reward zone has been found. When receiving an alert message, agents know to
converge to the sent coded-coordinates, instead of maintaining their exploration protocol.

Figure 7.12 shows the evolution of two protocols learned in the Traffic environment. Both
populations learn to clearly distinguish the intention of turning or going forward. Interestingly,
different populations learn opposite protocols, where (a) agents signal their intention of going
forward, and (b) agents signal their intention of turning.

Figure 7.13 shows a protocol learned in the Predator/Prey environment. Messages are
shown and arranged geographically, representing the message an agent outputs when a prey
is found at a corresponding location in its local observation, while the agent is at the center
of the map. The center position is where the predator, and no prey can be there (it would be
captured instead). The policy learned by the team shows distinct patterns for each location,
which alerts other predators to the prey’s location. At this point, predators then converge and
surround the prey until it is captured. This effectively allows agents to handle the partial-
observability of the environment.

Figure 7.14 showcases, for the Navigation environment, the difference between the initial
random protocol that agents use, and the final protocol that is used after policies converge.
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Figure 7.12: The evolution of two separate 1-channel communication protocols
learned in the Traffic Simulator environment, using two separate agent popula-
tions. The plots represent the output message’s single channel value across train-
ing episodes, when two agents stand at an intersection. The values are averaged
over possible intersection situations (vehicles behind or in front of the agent), and
split based on whether the agent intends to turn or move forward.

Figure 7.13: Color-coded 10-channel communication protocol learned in the
Predator/Prey environment. Messages are arranged geographically, representing
an agent’s output message when a prey is found in the corresponding location of
its local observation.

Initially, each channel behaves without much correlation regarding the agent’s location. In
other words, agents cannot properly decide which agent covers which beacon, as they cannot
interpret the other agents’ locations from their messages. However, the protocol evolves in a
way that agent coordinates can be extracted from their sent messages. When convergence is
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(a) Random initial protocol.
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(b) Learned protocol.

Figure 7.14: The 20-channel communication protocol in the Navigation environ-
ment, (a) before and (b) after convergence has been achieved. The plots represent
the average value of each channel in a message as the agent’sX coordinate changes.

achieved, some channels have very obvious correlations with the X coordinate of the agents’
locations (and a similar behavior is seen for the Y coordinate). This in turn allows agents to
cooperate and coordinate their coverage of the beacons.

7.3.4 Communication Noise

This section analyses the effects of induced noise in the messages exchanged by agents,
against a noiseless communication baseline, and a policy with no communication at all. Three
major types of noise are considered:

• Loss - Covering messages that are lost, sent messages have a chance Ploss of not being
delivered. This also covers delays in messages, where a delayed message is considered to
be lost.

• Noise - Covering external interference in received messages, as these are continuous-
valued vectors. Gaussian noise N (0, Vnoise) is added to these values.

• Jumble - Covering internal interference in messages, received messages have a chance
Pjumble of having been mixed with others. Instead of receiving the original message, that
message is instead a sum of all received messages, and there is no indication to the agent
whether the message has been jumbled or not.

Each effect is tested individually, as well as all three simultaneously (shown as "All").
Figure 7.15 shows the effects of disturbing the communication channels of the teams. For all

environments, communication can be robust to both noisy interference and jumbled messages,
as they allow some non-negligible form of coordination. Message loss has the greatest impact
on the performance of the team, as it necessarily approximates the team’s performance to one
without communication. In the Traffic Simulator, for example, losing messages at intersections
forces agents to wait for that turn even if they have priority.
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Figure 7.15: Results of the effects of noise for multiple environments. The plots
represent the average reward and standard deviation (over N workers) obtained
by agents at the end of the training phase, normalized between the average reward
with no noise and the average reward with no communication.

In general, noise makes policies slower to learn, and decreases their overall performance.
However, even with all noise types enabled, cooperation is still achieved in all environments,
and results are better than policies with no communication at all.

7.3.5 Swarms and Permutation Invariance

This section describes the tests conducted to evaluate the scalability of A3C3 with large
teams in the KiloBots environment, described in Section 3.4.3. The continuous action-space
of the KiloBots is discretized into a simple set of actions, including rotation, stopping and
moving forward. Regarding communication, only two CC are used, and messages are not
broadcast to the entire team, but instead sent to the two closest agents.

The performance of teams is evaluated by comparing different methods to handle the large
amount of agents. Tests include an unordered method, with the standard fully connected A3C3
architecture used on other environments; an ordered method, where agent observations are
ordered by an average of their X and Y coordinates; the mean, max, and softmax DME
methods for permutation invariance through convolutional architectures.

Figure 7.16 shows the evaluation conducted on all five architectures and on all three
scenarios. The analysis of the performance of the teams shows that all architectures can
converge to successful solutions. In other words, even with a large amount of states, the
centralized critic can learn an accurate value estimation for the team. Pre-processing and
ordering the input helped in two of the three scenarios, which further demonstrates that it
is not a generally applicable solution. However, the MDE methods accelerated the learning
phase by a large amount in all scenarios, and shortened the time taken for the teams to achieve
optimal policies. The mean MDE shows the best overall results, being the fastest in most cases
and simpler than the softmax MDE.
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(a) Light Task.
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(b) Join Task.
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(c) Split Task.

Figure 7.16: The evolution of policies in the three tasks of the KiloBots environ-
ment. The plots represent the average reward and standard deviation (over N
workers) obtained by the team across training steps, using different architectures
to handle permutations in the Centralized Critic.

7.3.6 High-Level Strategy Learning

This section describes the tests conducted in the 3dSSL framework, described in Sec-
tion 3.5.3, using the 3D Soccer Simulator with the FCPortugal3D team. A sub-set of FCPor-
tugal3D’s behaviors was used, such that A3C3 learns a high-level policy that takes advantage
of the low-level behaviors already existing in the team. A learning layer was implemented on
top of the FCPortugal3D agent such that behaviors executed were allowed to complete, and
continuous behaviors (like standing) would be executed for multiple time-steps before a new
behavior could be chosen. This follows the frame-skipping method [59], where the same action
is repeated multiple times, to speed up the learning phase. Because communication is heavily
restricted in the 3D Soccer Simulator, and FCPortugal3D agents already have hard-coded
communication protocols [108], no CC were used.

The team’s performance is shown in Figure 7.17, where agents learn effective strategies
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to complete each scenario. In the Passing challenge, agents group together such that passes
are quicker and more accurate. On the Keep-Away scenario, agents do the opposite, and
remain in corners of the field, such that the opponent takes a long time to reach the ball.
They successfully keep the ball away from the opposite team until the episode reaches a given
time-limit. When compared with the hard-coded policies used by the team in competition,
the learned policies matched the performance of the Passing scenario, but did not outperform
FCPortugal3D’s Keep-Away behavior.
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(b) Keep-Away scenario.

Figure 7.17: The evolution of A3C3 policies in two tasks of the 3D Soccer Simula-
tion environment. The plots represent the average reward and standard deviation
(over N workers) obtained by the team across episodes.

Interestingly, agents learn to take advantage of the implementation details of the scenar-
ios, and abused them. In the Passing challenge, agents converged in the center of the map
and learned to alternately move towards and away from the ball, which would make the en-
vironment score a successful pass (as a different agent was now closer to the ball). In the
Keep-Away challenge, agents discovered that the opponent would not move beyond the field
lines, so they converged to a policy where they just kicked the ball outside the field and would
no longer need to move. Both scenarios were fixed with regards to these exploitations.

7.3.7 Augmenting Centralized-Critic Inputs

The effects of different inputs in the centralized critic are also evaluated. Along with
the aggregate of agents’ local observations, the actions of other agents and/or the messages
received by the current agent in this cycle are also concatenated. However, the analysis of the
policy evolutions shows that the different critic inputs don’t have much impact on the learned
policies. The most noticeable negative impact appears in the Traffic Intersection environment,
where actions of all agents are now included in the critic network, despite having no impact
on agents not on the same intersection.

In general, introducing agent actions or messages brings no major advantage to the A3C3
algorithm. The added complexity of the network offsets the stability or simplicity of the value
function estimation, and causes the learning process to take longer.
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7.3.8 Architecture Variance

To test the robustness of A3C3 with respect to its network architecture, grid parameter
search was conducted, and the performance and learning time for multiple configurations was
evaluated. Configurations included one to three fully connected hidden layers, whose sizes
ranged from 10 to 20 nodes. These included a single hidden layer with 10 nodes, two hidden
layers with 20 and 10 nodes, and three hidden layers with 20, 10, and 10 nodes. These layer
sizes were then multiplied by multiple network layer size multipliers x, ranging from one to
six. At the ends of the spectrum, the simplest network had a single hidden layer of 10 nodes,
and the most complex had three layers of 120, 60 and 60 nodes, respectively. Orthogonally,
the ReLU, ELU and Sigmoid activation functions were also evaluated.

These configurations were used in the actor and centralized critic networks, while the
communication network had a single hidden layer with the same size as the smallest layer in
each configuration. All hyper-parameters apart from the network architecture remained the
same in these tests, and the results for the Navigation environment are shown in Figure 7.18.

ReLU ELU Sigmoid
1 2 4 6 1 2 4 6 1 2 4 6

10 0.32 0.49 1 1 0.55 0.72 0.95 1 0.49 0.71 0.85 1
20,10 0.81 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.95 1 1 1

20,10,10 0.61 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

(a) The average normalized reward r ∈ [0, 1] obtained by agents at the end of 150 thousand
training episodes.

ReLU ELU Sigmoid
1 2 4 6 1 2 4 6 1 2 4 6

10 116 111 140 114
20,10 71 72 47 79 52 49 69 47 38

20,10,10 60 59 32 124 53 34 31 131 80 46 34

(b) The thousands of training episodes t ∈ [0, 150] required to find the optimal strategy (if ever).

Figure 7.18: The grid parameter search for adequate network architectures. Rows
represent hidden layer configurations (e.g., bottom row represents a network with
three hidden layers), whose sizes are multiplied by a network layer size multiplier
x in each column (e.g., far right column represents multiplying hidden layer sizes
by a factor of six).

Results show that A3C3 is fairly robust to various network architectures, from the point
where they are complex enough to successfully approximate the target functions. The simpler
networks with a single hidden layer were unable to converge and successfully complete the task.
Analogously, the most complex networks are successful and feature the fastest convergence to
optimal policies.

7.4 Conclusion

This chapter described A3C3, a multi-agent deep reward-based learning algorithm, where
distributed worker threads use Actor-Critic methods to optimize value, policy and communi-
cation networks for agents. The algorithm features a centralized learning phase, distributed
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execution, and inter-agent communication. A3C3 supports partially observable domains, noisy
communications, heterogeneous reward functions, distributed independent execution, and a
variable amount of agents. It can be horizontally scaled, and supports inter- and intra-agent
parameter sharing, techniques which increase the convergence speed of policies.

A3C3 works by implicitly sharing information during a centralized learning stage, through
the Centralized Critic network, which improves the convergence of other networks and in-
creases the performance of learned strategies. It also explicitly shares relevant information,
through the Communication network, which is optimized based on the performance of other
agents. In other words, the network is optimized such that other agents perform better, thus
enforcing coordination between agents. Even with noise and partial observability, agents can
learn successful policies and communication protocols tabula rasa. The shared information
may not be human-readable, as it is represented by vectors of continuous-valued messages.
However, agents use them to share local information, alert other, assign targets, and coordi-
nate exploration. Logically, agents from different populations cannot communicate with each
other, as different communication protocols will likely have been learned.

A3C3 is formally described and its behavior is shown in multiple multi-agent domains.
It is compared against other multi-agent algorithms, exceeding their performance, as well
as against independent single-agent implementations. The effects of communication noise,
critic-augmentation, and permutation invariant architectures, are also analyzed. A3C3 can be
framed as a more general version of previous works, and its source-code is publicly available.

Despite its generality, A3C3 carries multiple assumptions. Environments are expected to
be cooperative, with a discrete action space, and agents communicate in order to improve
each other’s policies. Each worker thread must also act as a centralized learning environment,
with access to all agents and communications. Ideally, if the environment’s state can be sam-
pled, A3C3 can benefit by approximate a more accurate value function. The communication
protocols learned by agents are also difficult to interpret and translate to human-readable in-
formation. While agents can be robust to random noise, messages can be externally interfered
with to disrupt the team’s behavior. A major drawback of A3C3 is that actor-critic algorithms
are on-policy and sample inefficient. While the algorithm scales horizontally in simulated en-
vironments to alleviate this problem, learning in real-world robotic tasks will likely require
an initial simulated phase to achieve an adequate initial solution before deploying policies on
robotic agents.

A3C3 can be improved with two main concepts. The first is to describe a new loss function
for the communication networks for non-cooperative environments. In a fully competitive envi-
ronment, agents would attempt to communicate in such a way as to minimize the opponent’s
rewards, while maximizing their own. The second is to integrate the Value-Decomposition
Network used by QMIX, as well as COMA’s credit assignment strategy, to further improve
the centralized critic’s value function approximation for the team.

Future work also includes testing A3C3 with recursive neural networks, like RNN or LSTM,
such that partially-observable environments can be further exploited. With feedforward net-
works, agents can only share current information, but recursive architectures would allow past
observations to be exploited as well.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

The field of MARL has witnessed a large growth in recent years, with many novel al-
gorithms and techniques surfacing to tackle its challenges. This has been partly due to the
re-emergence of deep learning as a solution to handling complex environments, which in turn
increases the applications and motivations of developing general MARL algorithms. During
the writing of this thesis, many algorithms were proposed as state-of-the-art novel contribu-
tions to the field, and we expect this tendency to remain. Such algorithms rely on techniques
used in the A3C3 algorithm, like actor-critic, asynchronous deep learning, centralized critics,
differentiable communication, among others.

However, rapid development of a field also has a few drawbacks. Firstly, it is harder for
researchers to keep up-to-date with all the new contributions, and integrate them on their work.
Practices like sharing source-code and formal algorithm descriptions alleviate the situation,
but are often insufficient. Secondly, it is harder to distinguish which proposals have benefits
over others and in which cases, as techniques are often unfairly evaluated and compared with
others, and other researchers have limited time to corroborate the results being demonstrated.
The problem worsens with deep learning algorithms that often require hours of computation
time to achieve their results. The results showed in this thesis took over a year of computation
time, not including time spent with tests, bugs, or other problems. That being said, we have
described valuable contributions to the body of knowledge of multi-agent systems and machine
learning.

In this thesis, two chapters focused on competitive environments. The WPL algorithm
was extended with a new update rule for environments with deterministic NE strategies. Its
behavior was kept in other situations, and its performance drastically increased in these. How-
ever, tabular algorithms are not adequate for complex competitive environments, like Starcraft
2 or Pokémon, given their complex state-space. As a solution, WPL and three other algo-
rithms were extended to the deep learning paradigm and evaluated both in the traditional
game-theoretic environments and in multi-state games with noisy or partial observations. Of
all the tested algorithms, GIGAθ and WPLθ showed the best results, with GIGAθ achiev-
ing stronger deterministic strategies and WPLθ seeming more robust to hyper-parameters.
However, both algorithms fall under the Forget category, continuously adapting to the non-
stationary behavior of the opponent, and converge to the NE solution, which is not always
Pareto optimal. For example, in Prisoner’s Dilemma, the Pareto optimal solution is not a
NE, but both agents achieve overall higher rewards. Solutions like recursive neural networks
and opponent modeling techniques [215, 55] may increase GIGAθ and WPLθ’s performance,
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allowing agents to remember opponent strategies and adapt accordingly.
Two other chapters in this thesis focused on cooperative environments. The Double DQN

algorithm was applied on the multi-agent paradigm, using the IL and JAL approach. Not only
is JAL a more restrictive approach, but results also show that it does not scale or generalize as
well as the IL approach. We showed how Independent MADDQN can achieve coordination in
cooperative environments, and generalize to harder tasks with larger teams. However, MAD-
DQN is a greedy deterministic algorithm in the Ignore category, which uses a replay memory
with possibly outdated samples, and where agents do not exchange information. Recent solu-
tions [158] to improve the replay memory may increase its performance. The A3C3 algorithm
instead uses asynchronous updates to avoid the replay memory requirement. A centralized
critic allows policies to robustly converge with implicit coordination, and agents communicate
relevant information between them. This helps with partial-observability, as local information
can now be shared between the team. The algorithm only requires a centralized learning stage,
and otherwise assumes independent agents with local partial observations and possibly noisy
communications. The algorithm is shown to scale to large team sizes through a permutation
invariant network architecture. It can benefit from critic augmentation techniques [99] as well
as structural credit assignment solutions [131].

The combination of cooperative with competitive solutions is not trivial, but is necessary
for mixed environments, where agents have to coordinate with both team members, adver-
saries, and other neutral entities. In A3C3’s setting, optimizing communication to hinder
opponents and help team mates is an intuitive solution. However, how to determine which
agents are considered opponents or team mates is also not trivial. That being said, considering
solely cooperative environments, A3C3’s biggest drawback is its sample inefficiency, requiring
millions of environment interactions, which makes its deployment in real-world scenarios much
harder. Its mechanisms, however, are end-to-end differentiable, and can likely be adapted to
other more efficient deep reinforcement learning algorithms.

Looking at the field of MARL as a whole, or even regarding single-agent reward-based
learning, the next great step should move in the direction of concept formation. The vast
majority of algorithms assumes a stationary action-space, and researchers commonly group
policies by hand to use them as higher-level strategies. For example, the FCPortugal3D team
optimizes low-level behaviors where the action-space are the agent’s joints. After a behavior is
successfully optimized, it is defined as a kick or some other movement, and that middle-level
behavior is then executed by the higher-level strategy. In nature this happens intuitively.
Humans do not think about moving their legs to take a step, taking steps to walk, or walking
to reach a point, but the hierarchy of behaviors is obvious. We believe that the next big
step for machine learning research, and particularly for deep reinforcement learning, is to
find these behaviors that create a perceivable change in the agent’s state, and define them as
additional actions that can be performed. Continuing with the example of FCPortugal3D, an
algorithm would start with only the possibility of moving its joints, and eventually add new
more complex behaviors to its action-space, such as standing up, or kicking the ball. These
next steps will form the basis for life-long learning [216] and artificial general intelligence, in
our opinion.
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